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CHAPTER1- Introduction
This topic describes the backup and restore modes of the Tina for Oracle option.

These are the backup and restore modes of the Tina for Oracle option:
• Tina for Oracle (Graphical Module).
• Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager.
• Tina for Oracle on NetApp.

Tina for Oracle (Graphical Module)
This Tina component offers a graphical view of the Oracle objects (e.g., tablespaces, redo logs
and archived redo logs, control files, etc.), and enables you to configure and schedule backups
graphically. In addition, you have access to all the Tina features including the Time Navigation, to
easily select and restore objects.

Backup control is available via the Tina monitoring tools, such as the events and alarms viewers.

Data recovery takes place without reinitializing the redo log sequence, thereby maintaining the
history of backups.

Tina for Oracle also enables you to restore to a point in time a partial clone of an Oracle
database.

Main Features
These are the main features of the Tina for Oracle option:
• Plug & Play Module for Oracle.

Note: Tina for Oracle does not support Automated Storage Management (ASM).

• Graphical visualization of database storage objects (i.e. tablespaces, active and archived
logs, control files).

• Full or selective on-line backup.
• Parallel backup on multiple drives.
• High performances by proxy I/O and compression.
• Diagnostic assistance.
• Restore through Time Navigation.
• Detection and restore of damaged files.
• Complete database restore without Resetlogs.
• Archived log management.

Oracle Partial Clone Restore
Tina for Oracle also enables you to restore to a point in time a partial clone of the production
database.
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Oracle Partial Clone Restore is available only for Unix and Linux platforms (host types) in 32 bits
where applicable and in 64 bits.

These are the main features of the partial clone restore:
• Standard full and incremental database hot backup for data protection to tape or virtual

tape, with no export or other supplementary backup procedures required for partial clone
restore.

• Visual display of all non-system user tables and indexes with associated tablespaces.
• Visual selection of clone perimeter using user schema.
• Simple redirection of all database objects to a single directory on the clone host.
• Automatic generation of restore and recovery scripts.
• Two-step process designed to enable optional administrator tuning.
• Online clone database enables you to retrieve tables or rows from a previous point in time

to:
– Counter accidents without losing recent valid transactions.
– Calculate and report point in time aggregates offline.

Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager
Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager directly integrates into Oracle. It uses the Recovery
Manager (RMAN) (i.e., Oracle’s backup and restore utility), to process the datafiles, control files,
and archived redo logs. RMAN performs the backups and restorations via a series of scripts,
while Tina manages the libraries, drives, and backup media (i.e., mounting, unmounting, and
labeling of media).

The Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager option provides you with both the Tina backup and
restore capabilities and the RMAN granularity. The RMAN data block level granularity enables
you to perform precise incremental backups.

Features
These are the features of the Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager option:
• Hot backup on tape of Oracle.
• Incremental, full, and differential backups.
• Data block granularity.
• Parallelization of backups.
• Oracle databases restore.

See the Tina Compatibility Guide on the AtempoWeb site.

Tina for Oracle on NetApp
Tina for Oracle on NetApp is a server-free solution for data backup and restore. This integrated
solution performs online backups of Oracle databases installed on a Network Appliance file
server.

Tina for Oracle 2
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The Tina for Oracle on NetApp solution is based on two key elements of the Tina product line:
Tina for Oracle, which provides online backups of Oracle databases, and Tina for NDMP, which
enables LAN-free backups of file servers via the NDMP protocol.

Features
These are the features of the Tina for Oracle on NetApp option:
• Fully integrated with Tina 4.x.
• Based on Network Appliance Snapshot technology.
• Graphical navigation into the Oracle databases.
• NDMP V3 protocol compliant.
• Quick restore with Direct Access Recovery.

The combination of those features reduces the application backup time. The operation of this
solution does not impact the Oracle server or the network during backup and restore operations.
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CHAPTER2-Time Navigator for Oracle
This topic describes this information:

l Oracle Architecture
l Installing and Configuring Tina for Oracle
l Presenting the Meta-tree
l Performing a Hot Backup
l Restoring and Recovering Data
l Performing a Cold Backup
l Tina for Oracle Environment Variables

Oracle Architecture
This topic provides you an overview on Oracle architecture (i.e., the various database files that
are installed on your system and their locations on the disk).

These are the most important Oracle files:
• Oracle Code
• Datafiles
• Active Redo Logs
• Archived Redo Logs
• Control Files
• Initialization Parameter File
• Oracle Trace Files

Understanding Oracle basic concepts and architecture is very useful when planning backups.

Oracle Database
An Oracle database is identified by its SID (System Identification). An SID is a database
descriptor which represents an Oracle instance. An instance corresponds to one or several
tablespaces. A tablespace is a storage area where the Oracle core stores database data.

A database can contain datafiles, control files, and parameter files. Each database instance is
defined by a single parameter file, that may or may not call additional files.

Note: An Oracle database can use physical partitions on disk (raw device) or basic
filesystem files for some objects. Beginning with Oracle 10g, an Oracle database can use
the Automated Storage Management (ASM) mechanism.

Tablespaces
The database data is stored in the tablespaces. A tablespace is a logical entity that corresponds
to one or more physical datafiles on disk(s). The database is divided into one or more
tablespaces. Each tablespace can have one or more physical datafiles.

Tina for Oracle 4
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Tablespace Structure
Before adding data to an Oracle database, you must create a table within a tablespace.

This example shows a table structure:

create table customer
(first_name varchar2(15),
last_name varchar2(15),
phone_area_code number,
phone_number number)
tablespace users;

Tablespaces are generally organized according to the type of information they contain. This table
lists all types of Oracle tablespaces.

Tablespace Description

System The data dictionary information of the database.

This tablespace is mandatory for each Oracle database.

Temporary All temporary tables.

This tablespace is used to store temporary information.

If the database is often used, several temp tablespaces can be found.

Tools Objects necessary for database maintenance.

Data User information.

Index Index information.

Indexes are special database objects which enable Oracle to locate rapidly
data stored in a table.

Rollback Rollback segments, which are commonly known as rollbacks or rbs.

A rollback segment is a segment in the database that stores the before image
information of data when a transaction modifies a block.

Information in a rollback segment consists of several rollback entries called
undo. Rollback segments guarantee that the undo information is kept for the
life of a transaction.

This tablespace is used for reading consistency, transaction rollback, and
during transaction recovery.

Sysaux Provides a single location to host the schema for external administrative tools
such as Data Mining and Intelligent Agent.

5 Tina for Oracle
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Oracle Code
When the Oracle application is installed on your system, various subdirectories and files are
created. Installation procedures are operating system-dependent.

Under Unix or Windows, all Oracle related subdirectories and files are created under the
ORACLE_HOMEmain directory. These subdirectories include files such as the Oracle executables
and various SQL scripts, which are crucial for database operation and administration and are
generally referred to as theOracle code.

Note: It is recommended to back up the Oracle code after every Oracle version upgrade.

Datafiles
The Datafilesmake up the physical repository for all the data in the database. Oracle divides the
datafiles into numerous logical entities with the smallest unit being an Oracle block.

As part of the database creation, Oracle creates the SYSTEM tablespace, which contains system
tables known as the data dictionary.

This table describes the two types of data that are stored in database files:

Type Information

User Stored by the users in the database.

System Required by the database to manage user data and organize the database
structure. For instance, via system data, Oracle knows that a field is mandatory or
must be completed with numeric data, which user is authorized to connect to the
database, how many files are stored in the database and their locations, etc.

This table provides examples of user and system data:

Type Contains information on

User Data

Product information Product name, color, price, etc.

Customer information Company name, phone number, contact, etc.

System Data

Tables Table fields and information type it contains.

Size Physical space required by database objects.

Users Names, passwords, and privileges.

Datafiles Number, location, latest access.

Tina for Oracle 6
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Redo Log Files
This topic describes this information:
• Activating Redo Logs
• Archiving Redo Logs
• Configuring Redo Logs

Activating Redo Logs
A Redo log is a file or raw device that Oracle uses to record changes made to the database
during normal operation. Since these files are open, or online, during normal operation of the
database, they are commonly referred to as the online redo log files or active redo log files.

Every instance of an Oracle database has an associated redo log to protect the database in case
of an instance failure. An online redo log consists of two or more pre-allocated files that store all
changes and are used in circular mode. The files are written to sequentially by the Oracle
background process LogWriter ora_lgwr whenever the redo buffer hits a watermark or when a
transaction is committed.

Circular Mode

In this example, the image shows that the database contains the redolog1 and redolog2 redo
log files. If changes or transactions are made to the database, they are first recorded in
redolog1. When redolog1 is full, the redo log files are switched. These transactions are then
recorded in redolog2. When redolog2 is full, redo log files are switched again and these
transactions are recorded in redolog1 again. Since redo log files are used in circular mode,
when redolog1 is used again, all information on previous transactions is overwritten.

This image illustrates a database that contains the redolog1 and redolog2 redo log files:

7 Tina for Oracle
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Archiving Redo Logs
Oracle DataBase Administrators (DBA) can run the database in both the ARCHIVELOGmode or
the NOARCHIVELOGmodes. These modes are directly related to the redo log files.
• Archivelog mode. Contents of the online redo log files are copied to an archive area by

one of the Oracle background processes. These archive files are known as the archived
redo log files, or simply, archived redo.
Since redo log files are used in circular mode, they are systematically copied before being
overwritten. If the database needs to change redo log files before they are copied, Oracle
waits until these files are copied. Loosing the contents of a redo log file is not allowed. By
means of redo log files (active and archived), the database is protected against failure,
mishandling, or disk crash. It is the safest mode to operate a database.

Note: This mode is required to enable Tina to perform hot backups.

This table describes the advantages and the drawbacks of using the ARCHIVELOGmode:

Advantages Drawbacks

• All transactions made to the database
can be easily located since they are
stored in the redo log files.

• If datafiles are lost due to any kind of
failure including media failure, the
physical backup and the archived redo
log files can be used to completely
recover the database.

• It guarantees data security.
• Tablespaces can be taken offline

immediately.
• It is possible to make online (hot)

backups. This enables you to use the
database while backup of the database is
being performed.

• If all nodes of a distributed database
system are running in ARCHIVELOG mode,
it is possible to do distributed recovery.

• The DBA has more administrative
work to maintain the archive redo
log destination and ensuring that the
archived redo log files are copied to
tape.

• If there is not enough disk space, the
database hangs. As long as the
online redo log files are not
archived, the database cannot
resume normal operation.

• Additional disk space is required to
store the archived redo log files.

• Noarchivelog mode. This is the default mode.
The logging is circular, redo log files are not archived. Older redo logs are overwritten with
new redo logs without any copy being made. This means that there is no guarantee that
backup copies of datafiles can be rolled forward to synchronize with other datafiles. In the
event of datafile loss, the only reliable solution is to go back to the last full cold backup. This
mode is only suitable for databases where all updates are made by batch jobs which can be
repeated if needed.
The database is only protected against power cut, not against disk crash.
This table describes the advantages and drawbacks of using the NOARCHIVELOGmode:
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Advantages Drawbacks

• DBA needs less
administrative
work.

• The database
and its redo log
files needs less
disk space.

• The database is not available during backups because it must
be closed. Online backups are thus impossible.

• Tablespaces cannot be taken offline immediately.
• Due to loss of datafiles, if recovery is required, the DBA can

restore only to the last offline backup. Any changes that you
have made to the database since then is lost. Therefore, you
must perform more frequent offline backups.

A frequent misconception is that the NOARCHIVELOGmode is more efficient than the ARCHIVELOG
mode. In fact, all you save is the disk to disk copy, not the writing of update information to the redo
logs which takes place in any case. Indeed, this transactional information is essential to perform
the database recovery during startup after a power failure irrespective of the logging mode of the
database.

Configuring Redo Logs
Database performance in a transaction intensive environment is deteriorated if the disk head has
to move backwards and forwards since the head moving time is added to the actual transaction
time. To reduce the head moving time, you should have your redo log files on separate disks.

When the current redo log is full, Oracle switches to the next redo log and, in ARCHIVELOGmode,
starts archiving (copying) this redo log from the beginning. Ideally, these redo logs and the
archiving filesystem should be on separate disks.

This table describes the possibles Redo Logs configurations:

Configuration Description

Simple
(3 disks)

Create two redo logs on disk1 and disk2. The archiving filesystem is on
disk3. When the redo log on disk2 becomes current, the ora_arch process
reads from disk1 and writes to disk3. When the redo log on disk1 next
becomes current, the archiver reads from disk2 and writes to disk3.
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Configuration Description

Complex
(4 disks)

Redo logs are mirrored for transaction security on two separate disks. Redo
group 1 has members on disk1 and disk2. Redo group 2 has members on
disk2 and disk3 while Redo group 3 has members on disk3 and disk1. The
archiving filesystem is on disk4. When redo group 2 becomes current, the
ora_lgrw process writes synchronously to disk2 and disk3. The ora_arch
process reads from the first member; disk1, of the full redo group 1 and
copies its content to disk4.

This image illustrates a complex configuration (4 disks) of the redo logs:

Note: The redo log files (active and archived) are essential for database recovery since they
contain information on all changes made to the database. Thus, we recommend you to back
up archived redo logs files to cartridges on a regular basis.

Control File
The Control File contains the database schema and holds essential state information about the
other database files. The control file stores these types of records: names, location, status, and
state of all of the datafiles and online redo log files. It is helpful for identifying which redo log files
are useful for recovery process. Every Oracle database is composed of at least one control file.

As part of the database startup procedure, Oracle reads the control file to locate the datafiles and
online log files. If the control file contains not valid information, Oracle cannot start the database.

Each time a checkpoint is created or the database structure is modified, Oracle updates the
control file.

Note: The control file is essential for normal operation of the database. If it is lost due to
media failure, it causes some database down time. Thus, we recommend you to maintain at
least two copies of the control file, each on a separate disk drive mounted under different
controllers.

Tina for Oracle 10
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Initialization Parameter File
The Oracle software distribution contains an initialization parameter file named SPFILE that
contains the Oracle system parameters. The DBAmust use the SPFILE to customize the RDBMS
(Relational DataBase Management System) configuration at a specific site.

During database startup, Oracle reads the SPFILE to determine the size of the system global
area and to locate the control files, among other things.

The Tina for Oracle application can backs up the SPFILE.

Oracle Trace Files
For purposes of problem diagnosis and application tuning, Oracle creates text files called trace
files. Each Oracle background process can write to an associated trace file when appropriate.
These files are commonly known as background trace files. The user processes can create trace
files as well, these files are called the user trace files.

You can specify the location where Oracle creates the background and user trace files by setting
the appropriate parameter in the SPFILE. Oracle creates the background trace files in the
directory that you have specified in the BACKGROUND_DUMP_DEST parameter, and the user trace
files in the directory that you have specified in the USER_DUMP_DEST parameter.

Oracle automatically creates trace files when internal Oracle errors occur. In addition, a DBA can
force Oracle to create trace files by setting various diagnostic events in the SPFILE file.

You must examine the trace directory to see if Oracle has created any important trace files. DBAs
should delete the unwanted trace files and save those that are important. It is a good practice to
archive the trace files to tape on a regular basis. Some DBAs automate these procedures.

Installing and Configuring Tina for Oracle
This topic describes how to install and configure the Tina for Oracle option.

Installing Tina for Oracle
You must install Tina for Oracle on the machine used as the Oracle server if you have not already
done so. The Oracle server must be client of the machine hosting the Tina server.

Note: The Tina Installation Documentation contains the detailed installation and upgrade
procedures. You should refer to the Tina agents topics while performing your installation.
Only the steps specific to Tina for Oracle are discussed here.

Supported Versions and operating systems
For the most up-to-date information on the file systems supported by Tina for Oracle, see the
Tina Compatibility Guide on the AtempoWeb site.
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Oracle 12c

Oracle Database 12c is supported onWindows and Unix when the database is not a multitenant
container database (named a non-CDB database).

When you use Tina for Oracle 12c on a CDB database, this major alarm displays: Oracle 12c:
multitenant container database not yet supported and the operation is cancelled.

Note: To know if a database is a non-CDB database, use the select CDB from
v$DATABASE SQL request. The value is Yes for a CDB database and No for a non-CDB
database.

Oracle Partial Clone Restore

Oracle Partial Clone Restore is available for Unix platforms only, for these Oracle versions:
• Oracle 9i release 1
• Oracle 9i release 2
• Oracle 10g release 1
• Oracle 10g release 2
• Oracle 11g
• Oracle 12c

These Tina configurations are supported:
• Agent over LAN to catalog or storage node.
• Storage node over SAN to catalog.

The agent, catalog, and storage node must be in Tina version 410SP4 at least.

The Tina Online Connect module contains a specialized DLL which must be chosen according to
the Oracle version:
• libtina_ora_90.so
• libtina_ora_92.so
• libtina_ora_101.so
• libtina_ora_102.so (on some platforms such as AIX)
• libtina_ora_11.so
• libtina_ora_12.so

On HP-UX platforms, the suffix is .sl instead of .so.

On AIX platforms, the suffix is .a instead of .so.

Windows

To install the Tina for Oracle module on aWindows machine

1. Install a Tina agent. Tina for Oracle is automatically installed.
See the Tina Installation Documentation.

2. Ensure your operating system PATH variable includes the Oracle libraries path since Tina
requires access to certain Oracle shared libraries to work.

3. Start the Web Administration.

Tina for Oracle 12
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Unix

To install the Tina for Oracle module on a UNIX machine

1. Install a Tina agent. Tina for Oracle is automatically installed.
See the Tina Installation Documentation.

2. The libtina_ora_XXX.so, libtina_ora_XXX.sl, or libtina_ora_XXX.a Tina library is
linked to Oracle libraries. This requires that the Oracle library paths be declared in the
environment prior to launching tina_daemon.
• If a tina_daemon process is running, stop it with tina_stop command.
• Open the $TINA_HOME/Conf/tina_env.local file, or rename the tina_

env.local.sample file to tina_env.local.
• In this file, add the $ORACLE_HOME/lib path to the SHLIB_PATH variable (for HP/UX),

LIBPATH variable (for IBM AIX), or to the LD_LIBRARY_PATH variable (for other Unix
systems).
This table describes examples on the commands that you must enter for Oracle 10.1:

For Enter

HP/UX SHLIB_PATH=$SHLIB_PATH:/u/oracle/product/10.1.0_64/lib

#export SHLIB_PATH

IBM AIX LIBPATH=$LIBPATH:/u/oracle/product/10.1.0_64/lib

#export LIBPATH

Other Unix
systems

LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_
PATH:/u/oracle/product/10.1.0_64/lib

#export LD_LIBRARY_PATH

• Save the $TINA_HOME/Conf/tina_env.local file.

Important: Oracle 10g Release 2 uses the same library as for Release 1 (i.e.,
libtina_ora_101.so or libtina_ora_101.sl), except on IBM AIX 5.2.
On IBM AIX 5.2, you must use the libtina_ora_102.a library.

3. Start both the tina_daemon and the Tina application.

Configuring an Oracle application
In the Web Administration, create an Oracle application for each Oracle database to back up.
Likewise, if you upgrade your Oracle database, you must create a new application corresponding
to the new Oracle version.

Prerequisite
Verify that the Oracle database is running by using this command:

ps -ef | grep ora

You should see several processes with the appropriate Oracle SID.

13 Tina for Oracle
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To create an Oracle application

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Platforms Applications. The Applications pane opens.
3. Click the New Application button to launch the Application Creation Wizard.
4. Define the Oracle application parameters.

This table describes the parameters that you can set to create an Oracle application:

Parameter Description

Host Selection Select the host where the Oracle server is installed.

General Information.

Application
Name

Enter the name of the new application. The application name is the
name given to the application backup folder. It can be edited at a later
date if needed without losing backups.

Each application must be given a different name.

Application
Type

Select the Oracle application.

Comment Optional. Enter a comment describing the application.

User Information.

Owner Enter the name of the operating system user under which the Oracle
software was installed and under which the database creation script
was executed. It may or may not be the same as the Database
Administrator (DBA) account.

It is the user to which the datafiles, control files, and redo log files
belong. These are the most usual choices:

• Windows. administrator
• Unix. oracle
The owner does not require any specific permissions in Tina. Even if the
Owner does not exist as a Tina user, he inherits the default permissions
and does not need more.

For Oracle 9i on HP-UX platforms, ensure that the group to which the
owner belongs (i.e., dba) has the MLOCK privilege. As the root user,
enter the # setprivgrp dba MLOCK command to set the MLOCK
privilege.

Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the owner password and confirm it.

Tina for Oracle 14
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Parameter Description

Access User Enter the name of the Oracle user to be used to connect to the
database. This is usually SYS.

Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the access user password and confirm it.

Environment Variables.

Oracle Home
Directory

Enter the directory where the version of Oracle is installed.

• Windows.
d:\oracle\product\9.0.1

d:\oracle\product\10.2.0\db_1

• Unix.
/export/home/oracle/product/9.0.1

/export/home/oracle/product/10.2.0\db_1

Ensure that the path you enter does not end with a slash, or backups
will fail.

The Oracle Home directory must be set to the exact same value, using
the same case, as the ORACLE_HOME variable used to start the Oracle
instance.
This is a prerequisite from Oracle.

Oracle System
Identifier

Enter the Oracle system identifier of the instance to be used to connect
to the database.

Examples

• Windows. PROD2
• Unix. PROD1

Windows. Use always upper case characters to set this variable, as it
may be impossible to restore data from a database with lower case
characters in the system identifier.
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Parameter Description

Path to the
Oracle
Dynamic
Library

Enter the Tina for Oracle dynamic library to use. These are the valid
options:

• Windows. The default value is (libtina_ora??.dll).
• Unix. The default value is (libtina_ora_??.so), (libtina_

ora_??.sl), or (libtina_ora_??.a).

Remove the parenthesis and replace the ? character by the
corresponding Oracle server version.
For instance, these are the valid options for Oracle 9.2:

• Windows. libtina_ora92.dll
• Unix. libtina_ora_92.so, libtina_ora_92.sl, or libtina_

ora_92.a.

Optional
Environment
Variables

To add an optional variable:

1 Click Add and select Add an optional environment variable.

2 Select the variable in the Name tab. The variable definition displays
in the Details tab.

3 Click Apply and Close.

4 Enter the variable value in the Value column. The number of defined
optional variables is specified in the list (e.g., Optional (3/13)).

If you do not remember the value that you can enter, point your mouse
on the variable name to display a pop-up containing information on the
variable.
To edit an optional variable, click the variable value from the list and
enter the new value.

To remove an optional variable, select it from the list and click Remove.

For a detailed list of all the environment variables available for the
Oracle application, see Tina for Oracle Environment Variables.

You can also set environment variables using the Restore & Archive
Manager.

User Defined
Environment
Variables

A user defined variable is a variable that does not appear in the existing
variable list.

To add a user defined variable:

5 Click Add and select Add a user defined environment variable. An
empty field displays in the list of user defined variables.

6 Enter the name of the variable in the Name column.

7 Enter the value of the variable in the Value column.

5. Verify the Summary of the application parameters carefully and click Finish to create the
application.
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6. If the application has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Application Creation
Wizard. The newly created application displays in the list of applications.
Or
If the application creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

7. Select the application you have just created in the list and click the Enable Application
button to enable the application.

Connecting to Restore & Archive Manager
Once you have created the Oracle application in the Web Administration, you should test the
Oracle connection and parameters by launching Restore & Archive Manager.

See Performing a Hot Backup for details on database parameters.

Restore & Archive Manager enables you to view the Oracle Meta-Tree stucture and to display the
objects contained in the database.

To test the Tina>/Oracle database connection

1. Open the Restore & Archive Manager on the newly created application. The authentication
window displays.

2. Enter the operating system user and password of the Oracle Database Administrator
account for the database, then click OK. The Restore & Archive Manager displays
containing the root directory, and the name of the application folder.

3. Double-click the root directory. Tina tries to connect to the Oracle database. If the
connection was correctly set up, a child directory displays with the database name. If an
error occurs, the root directory remains open but an error icon and message appear.
See the Tina Events (Current Activity Events in the Web Administration) and go back to
the beginning of the topic to reconfigure the connection parameters.
If you cannot solve the problem, contact Atempo Technical Support.

Note: If error ORA-01034 displays, set the -disable_stack_size_control start
tunable. Then, close and reopen Restore & Archive Manager. For details on this start
tunable, contact Atempo Customer Support.

4. Double-click the Oracle directory. Tina controls the access user. If the user has sufficient
rights, the database directory displays. If not, an error icon and a message appear.

5. Browse through Oracle database directories to verifiy the Oracle database configuration.

Configuring Oracle Partial Clone Restore
To use the Oracle Partial Clone Restore feature, you must configure it as described below. This
additional configuration can only take place once Tina for Oracle has been configured for doing
backups as described in To create an Oracle application with the appropriate environment
variables according to the source database. Ensure that you can open and visualize the
complete Oracle meta-tree using Restore & Archive Manager, before going further. See
Connecting to Restore & Archive Manager.
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Spfile
Note: The oracle database must be running with the spfile to use Oracle Partial Clone
Restore.

Provided the database was started up using the spfile, the _SPARAMSmeta-directory displays in
the Oracle meta-tree. If not, it means that the database was started with a pfile. In this case,
you cannot use the partial clone restore feature. You can create a spfile file using the sqlplus
commands, but you must restart the database for the switch to take effect:

SQL> CONNECT SYS/SECRET AS SYSDBA;
SQL> CREATE SPFILE FROM PFILE;
SQL> STARTUP FORCE;

You must be connected with sysdba privilege to execute these commands.

Note: If for some reason you cannot run the database in production mode using its spfile,
you can generate a pfile from the spfilemanually and then restart the database
specifying the location of this pfile. Specify its location to Tina using the TINA_ORA_
STARTUP_PFILE variable.

Show Contents
The next step is to activate a new feature in the meta-tree which visualizes all the user tables and
indexes in the database - ordered by schema name or user name, then table or index name, then
partition name if applicable. Do this by setting the TINA_ORA_SHOW_CONTENTS environment
variable either to Yes or True. Edit this variable from within the Informationmeta-directory in
Restore & Archive Manager.

Verifiy that the user objects and their associated tablespaces are now displayed by opening the
new CONTENTSmeta-directory.

Make a full or incremental backup of the database after this modification. The meta-links inside
this meta-directory and their tablespace association must be backed up to the application folder.

Destination Application
The last step is to create a second Oracle application folder associated with the destination host.
It is possible for the source and destination applications to be associated with the same host, but
two applications are still needed. This technology uses the cross-restore mechanism whereby
two folders are specified for a restore operation—source and destination.

Both hosts must be using the same operating system type and version and the same versions of
Oracle and Tina; however, the absolute value of directory paths and the disk configuration can be
different between the two hosts.

To create and configure the destination application

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Platforms  Applications. The Applications pane opens.
3. Click the New Application button to launch the Application Creation Wizard.
4. Define the Oracle application parameters.

This table describes the parameters that you can set to create and configure an Oracle
destination application:
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Parameter Description

Host Selection Enter the destination host name (e.g., lambda.ora).

Application
Type

Select the Oracle application.

Owner and
Password

Enter the owner name (e.g., oracle) and its password.

Access User
and Password

Enter the user name (e.g., SYS), and its password.

Environment
Variables

Edit the environment variable Path to the Oracle Dynamic Library
(TINA_APP_LIB_PATH) with the name of the appropriate Connect DLL
(e.g., libtina_ora_101.so).

See To create an Oracle application for details on all the parameters to define.
5. Verify the Summary of the application parameters carefully and click Finish to create the

application.
6. Launch Restore & Archive Manager as the oracle user on the newly created application.

This tests connection between the catalog server and the lambda destination host, and
tests the loading of the Connect DLL which may implicitly load Oracle DLLs.
If the Restore & Archive Manager window fails to appear, verifiy the event log and the local
Tina service environment.

7. Edit these environment variables from within the Informationmeta-directory in Restore &
Archive Manager.
This table describes the environment variables that you can set from the Information
meta-directory:

Variable Description

ORACLE_
BASE

Optional.

ORACLE_
HOME

Defines the installation path of Oracle on the destination host, which can be
different from the source host.

ORACLE_
SID

Defines the instance name for the new database, but also the database
name. This must be different from the value used on the source host.

TINA_
ORA_
DEST_DIR

Defines the absolute path of a directory with sufficient disk capacity to which
the datafiles, archive logs, and other objects will be restored. Do not use
/tmp or /var/tmp. If needed, the directory is created during restore. The
preferred oracle OS user must have write permission in this space.

At this point, any connection attempts still fails because the database has not yet been created.

See Performing an Oracle Partial Clone Restore & Recovery for details concerning the actual
clone restore procedure.
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Upgrading the Oracle Version
If you are migrating your database from an OracleN to an OracleN+1 distribution (e.g., Oracle10g
to Oracle11g), you can use Tina as the means to revert back to OracleN should you encounter
problems during the migration.
• Prior to the beginning of the migration process, perform a full backup of the OracleN

production database (hot or cold) using Tina and do a shutdown. In the Web
Administration, disable the OracleN application to inhibit backups. See Performing a Hot
Backup and Preparing a Cold Backup for details concerning backing up the Oracle
database.

• If the Oracle migration fails, enable the OracleN application and restore your OracleN
database. See Restoring and Recovering Data for details. And restart the migration
process.

Once the Oracle migration is complete and successful, perform these actions:
1. Run the Tina setup to install the OracleN+1 version. See Installing Tina for Oracle for

details.
2. Create a new Tina Oracle application in the Web Administration. See To create an Oracle

application for details. Define both backup strategies and selections, and integrate them
into your backup schedule.

Important: Keep both Oracle applications in the Web Administration in parallel until
you are sure that OracleN+1 is in a steady condition and you do not need to restore the
OracleN version of your data.

Important: Backups made under OracleN are useless to a database running under
OracleN+1. Therefore, it is important to use a separate application for the new Oracle
version.

3. Perform a full backup of the entire database as soon as Tina for Oracle is installed and
configured.

4. Delete the OracleN application backup folder after about one month.

Planning the Backup
Once the Oracle module is installed and configured, you must set it to be backed up
automatically.

To set the automatic backup of the Oracle module, perform these actions:
• Create or edit a media pool.
• Create a backup strategy.
• Create a backup selection.

Note: Tina supports the backup of datafiles hosted on a mounted drive via a CIFS or NFS
file system. This is true even if theGo Through Network File Systems option is not available
in the Strategy Details window.

For detailed information on these procedures, see the Tina Administration Documentation and
Performing a Hot Backup.
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Presenting the Meta-tree
This topic describes the Oracle meta-tree structure.

Overview
The Oracle meta-tree structure and objects are displayed in Restore & Archive Manager. The
meta-tree granularity corresponds to the backup granularity and is dictated by the Oracle
programming interface.

The object order in the meta-tree defines the order in which the various objects are backed up.
The backup takes place from top to bottom of the meta-tree.

Meta-tree components
This table describes the components of the Tina application meta-tree:

Component Description

Meta-files Objects which can be individually backed up or restored are represented as
meta-files. The attributes of meta-files are recorded in the catalog and on
medias. The data contained in meta-files is backed up on medias only.

Meta-links Physical paths which correspond to the physical location of objects on disk are
represented as meta-links. A meta-link may or may not be private and its
attributes are recorded in the catalog and on medias. A private meta-link
belongs to a specific meta-file. Meta-links have no associated data.

Meta-
directories

Structural groupings of meta-files and meta-links are represented as meta-
directories which are then in turn grouped together in other meta-directories
until a single tree structure is obtained. The top level meta-directory is called
meta-root, which is the equivalent of a slash / in a POSIX file system. The
attributes of meta-directories are recorded in the catalog and on medias.
Meta-directories have no associated data.

Meta-paths Every object in the meta-tree has a meta-path. The meta-path of an object
consists of the names of each of its ascendant meta-directories, finishing with
the name of the object itself, separating each element with the POSIX slash
character, even if the database is running on a non-POSIX operating system
such as Windows.

In Command Line Interface, you must always use the meta-path to designate
an object, not the physical operating system path.
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This image illustrates the meta-objects of an Oracle database:

Oracle Meta-objects
These are the Oracle meta-objects:
• Root (/) meta>-directory. Contains the whole database, including the active redo logs

belonging to each thread of a RAC (Real Application Cluster) cluster configuration.
The meta-directory is displayed when Restore & Archive Manager is open, even if no
database connection has been established.
On the image that illustrates the meta-objects of an Oracle database, the rootmeta-
directory name is / and the folder name is cesar.TEST102.

• DBNAMEmeta-directory. Contains also the whole database and is used to document the
name of the database, defined using the dbnameOracle parameter in the SPFILE when the
database was created.
The name of the database is often identical to the Oracle SID, but not necessarily. This
meta-directory only displays when the database connection succeeds.
On the image that illustrates the meta-objects of an Oracle database, the dbnamemeta-
directory name is TEST102.

• TABLESPACEmeta-directory. Has a fixed name and contains every tablespace in the
database. Each of these tablespaces is represented by a child meta-directory with the
name of the tablespace (e.g., USERS). These are the types of child meta-directory:
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l Datafiles. A tablespace meta-directory contains one or more datafiles. These are the
properties of a datafile:

– A datafile is represented by a meta-file plus a private meta-link within the tablespace
meta-directory to which it belongs. Each datafile belongs to one and only one
tablespace.

– Datafiles are numbered with a unique identifier appearing in the name of the meta-file
and the meta-link representing the datafile (e.g., datafile 27 has a meta-file named
file0027 and a meta-link named file0027.00).

– Private meta-link names are not displayed in the meta-tree.
To view the name of a private meta-link, select the tablespace meta-directory
containing it, and select Tree  Selection  Contents to view the objects in the
present.

l Tempfiles. A locally managed temporary tablespace contains one or more tempfiles. Each
tempfile is represented by a meta-link. Tempfiles are not backed up.

l Tablespaces and datafiles display

The colored status bar in front of the tablespaces and datafiles provides information on their
status. This table shows the colors associated with certain tablespace or datafile statuses:

Tablespace/Datafile status Status
bar color

Hot backup in progress. Orange

Hot Backup complete. Green

Off-line tablespace or datafile. Red

Tablespace or datafile requiring a media recovery if it has been put
off-line without performing a checkpoint.

Orange

On-line tablespace or datafile. Green

Note: The Restore & Archive Manager does not poll the database at regular intervals;
select Tree   Refresh to view status changes.

• _ARCHIVE_LOGSmeta-directory. Contains a meta-file for each archived redo log file
detected on disk. A gutter meta-link points to the archive redo log destination directory,
which is the directory where Oracle archives redo logs when they are full or when you
switches logs. This directory is derived from the log_archive_dest_1Oracle parameter.

Note: The red offline status for the _ARCHIVE_LOGSmeta-directory indicates that the
database is in NOARCHIVELOG mode. See ARCHIVELOGMode Parameters for details
on changing modes.

The name given to each archived redo log meta-file is the preferred name as defined by the
combination of the log_archive_dest_1 and log_archive_formatOracle parameters.
The comparison with the physical name of the files in the filesystem is case insensitive
(needed under Windows).
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Any redo log files archived during a tablespace hot backup is included in the backup of this
meta-directory.
Tina checks the sequence of the archived redo log files in the filesystem for the current
thread and warns you if there are any discontinuities. Each hole in the sequence gives rise
to a visual alerter plus a warning in the events (Current Activity   Events menu in the Web
Administration) when Restore & Archive Manager is open, and in addition, a (yellow) minor
alarm is generated during a hot backup if any holes are detected.
Archived redo log files which are out of range, that is to say beyond the current log, give rise
to a warning in the events when Restore & Archive Manager is open, and are deleted
automatically from disk during a hot backup. Such files may exist after a RESETLOGS
operation on an Oracle instance.
Archived redo log files which are considered old according to the value of the TINA_ORA_
LOG_DEST_MAX tunable will be shown with grey status in Restore & Archive Manager meta-
tree whereas more recent archive logs will have the normal red offline status. Both are
subject to backup during a full or incremental job. Old archive logs are purged from disk at
the end of the job, provided at least one log was backed up.
Whenever old archived redo logs are purged from disk, all their mirror logs are also purged.

• _CONTROL_FILES meta-directory. Contains a control.ctlmeta-file representing the
backup control file, and a control.sqlmeta-file representing the trace control file SQL
script used to recreate the control files. A gutter meta-link points to the directory in which
Oracle generates trace files as defined by the user_dump_destOracle parameter.
Each Oracle control file (there should be several mirrors) is represented as a private meta-
link belonging to the control.ctlmeta-file.
The control.sqlmeta-file can only be viewed using a time navigation period after a
backup has been made. This meta-file only exists in the past.
The gutter meta-link acts as a protection mechanism for the database control files. If an
operator inadvertently selects everything and restores, the gutter meta-link takes priority
over the private meta-links of the control.ctlmeta-file, thus preventing the database
control files from being overwritten.
An optional meta-file and meta-link can be viewed in the past after a backup if the TINA_
ORA_STANDBY_DEST is used.

Restoring and Recovering Data for details.
• _REDO_LOGSmeta-directory.> It is composed of the active redo logs. It contains a meta-

file for each active redo log group known to the database plus a private meta-link showing
the physical address of each member of the group. A gutter meta-link points to the archived
redo log destination directory. Oracle uses the destination directory to archive redo logs
when they are full or when you switch logs.

Important: Verifiy that your active redo log files are mirrored on separate disks
preferably with different controllers, to avoid transaction loss if the database has
transactional activity.

Each redo log group should have two members on separate disks on all databases except
some batch processing databases for which losing transactions is not a problem since the
last batch job can always be run again if needed. Otherwise, if you do not see two mirrors for
each redo log group in the meta-tree and you are not using operating systemmirroring, you
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run the risk of losing transactions in the case of a simple disk failure. You should consider
adding a new set of members as soon as possible. See Configuring Redo Logs for details.
The gutter meta-link acts as a protection mechanism for the active redo log files. If an
operator inadvertently selects everything and restores, the gutter meta-link takes priority
over the private meta-links of the redo log members, thus preventing them from being
overwritten.
It is possible for an expert operator to overwrite redo log members with backed up versions.
See Restoring and Recovering Data for details.
The current redo log group has the green online status. Each current redo log group has
green status in cluster OPS or RAC configurations. Non-current groups have the orange
temporary status. Any invalid members are shown with the red status for the appropriate
meta-link.
This table describes in detail the mapping of the status values in the V$LOG view:

REDO LOG
group status from V$LOG

REDO LOG
group meta-file

Unused Gray

Current Green

Active Orange

Clearing Orange

Clearing-current Green

Inactive Orange

This table describes in detail the mapping of the status values in the V$LOGFILE view:

REDO LOG
member status from V$LOGFILE

REDO LOG
member meta-link

Invalid Red

Stale Orange

Deleted Red

(Blank) same as meta-file

Unknown Orange

• DATAFILES meta-directory. Lists all the datafiles and tempfiles with their device and size.
It only displays when either or both of the TINA_ORA_SHOW_DATAFILES or TINA_ORA_
SPLIT_MODE environment variables are set.
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This image illustrates the DATAFILES meta-directory:

• _SPARAMSmeta-directory.> Contains some system parameter meta-files and is
displayed only if you have created the SPFILE. If the database was started up using a
PFILE, this meta-directory is not visible.
The _SPARAMSmeta-directory contains these files:
– spfile contains the parameters for the instance.
– Password contains the password for the sys user for this database.

The password file name is orapw.SID on Unix, and pwSID.ora onWindows, where
SID is the value of the ORACLE_SID environment variable.

– pfile is a text version of the binary spfile. It is generated in %ORACLE_HOME%\database
(Windows) or $ORACLE_HOME/dbs (Unix) on every backup.
The pfile is equivalent to the old init.ora or initSID.ora text files. Its name is
pfile_SID.ora, where SID is the value of the ORACLE_SID environment variable.

– Cold list text describes the Oracle backup tree in the List application language. It is
generated in the udump directory on every backup. Its name is tina_cold_SID.txt,
where SID is the value of the ORACLE_SID environment variable.

– Network administration files contain configuration information for all databases
running on the Oracle server. These files are listener.ora, sqlnet.ora, and
tnsnames.ora.

For each file, a private meta-link points to the destination directory.
A global gutter meta-link pointing to the database directory is also present above the meta-
files. It acts as a protection mechanism for the parameter files. If an operator inadvertently
selects everything and restores, the gutter meta-link takes priority over the private meta-
links of the parameter files, thus preventing them from being overwritten.
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This image illustrates the _SPARAMSmeta-directory:

Oracle Attributes
This topic describes this information:
• Viewing the Attributes
• Displayed Oracle attributes

Viewing the Attributes
Tina for Oracle enables you to view not only the Oracle Attributes associated with a meta-object,
but also filesystem information (e.g., Name, Owner, Size, etc.) and media information (e.g.,
Backup date, Media attributes).

To view the Oracle meta-object attributes you can use these methods:
• Select a meta-file in the meta-tree and select Tree  Selection  Versions to view the

attributes of all past backed up versions of that meta-file known to the catalog. Since the
information displayed on the screen is retrieved from the catalog, it works only once you
have performed backups.
Or

• Select a meta-directory in the meta-tree and select Tree  Selection  Contents to view the
current attributes of all the child objects within the meta-directory. This works in the present
once you are connected to the database. In this case, the information is not coming from
the catalog but from querrying the database data dictionary and the underlying filesystem.
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This image illustrates a screen that shows the Oracle meta-object attributes:

Note: Only the columns containing values are displayed.

The filesystem and application attributes are also stored on medias, depending on the
format chosen. Application attributes are not stored on medias in tar or cpio formats but in
TiNa format.
Only the meta-files in the Oracle meta-tree have associated application attributes.

Displayed Oracle attributes

SCN (System Change Number)

The SCN is an Oracle generated transaction counter (48-bit integer counters), used to label the
end of each external or internal transaction. They are never reset for a given database and
always grow in value over time.

Each Oracle datafile, redo log, and control file has a header that contains SCN values which
enable Oracle to coordinate database recovery, applying redo log to a given datafile from the
right place in time.

Each time a datafile is flushed from the Oracle buffer cache, called checkpointing, its header is
then updated to reflect the new SCN checkpoint value. Redo log previous to this SCN value is no
longer needed in case of recovery.

When Tina places a tablespace into hot backup mode, this triggers a checkpoint on all the
datafiles within the tablespace and the updating of their headers. The new checkpoint SCN value
is recorded as an application attribute for each datafile. Tina then translates this SCN value into
the sequence number of the redo log file that contains the SCN and also records this as an
application attribute of each datafile. This is the first redo log file that Oracle will ask for upon
recovery after the restore of one of these datafiles.

You do not need to checkpoint a read-only tablespace or an offline tablespace because no
transaction in the buffer cache can apply to them.

The SCN are named differently depending on the type of file they are associated with:
• Redo logs. First SCN and Next SCN.
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Each redo log file contains a flow of transaction update information. There is a SCN value
associated with the beginning of the log and another with the end of the log.

• Control files. Archive SCN and Checkpoint SCN
• Datafiles. Backup SCN and Checkpoint SCN

In the case of a RAC configuration, this association is only made by Tina for the redo log
sequence of the connecting thread. Recovery needs a sequence of redo log files from each
active thread. Oracle uses the archive redo log history from the control file to make this
association. The equivalent information is stored in the Tina catalog in the form of the application
attributes of all archived redo logs.

Note: The SCN values are stored in the Tina catalog, even after control files have been
recreated, losing the log history.

Thread and Sequence Numbers

The Thread Number refers to an Oracle instance. This is nearly always 1, unless you are using a
RAC (Real Application Cluster) configuration, in which case there are several threads which can
be used to access the database and make transactions, each with its own set of active redo log
files. This information is not relevant to every object and may be redundant with its name in the
case of a redo log file.

The Sequence Number refers to the archived redo log sequence number associated with the
thread. It is displayed if the thread is displayed.

Initial Physical Path

The physical path is the operating system physical path from which the backup was made.

Incarnation ID

An incarnation ID is associated with each object and shown in the backup version window.
The incarnation ID is an identifier for an archived log sequence between two resetlog
operations in the database. The incarnation ID is incremented each time a resetlog occurs.
The sequence for the archived log is coherent for all the logs having the same incarnation ID.
Thus, you do not need to perform a backup immediately after a resetlog.

Performing a Hot Backup
This topic describes how to perform hot backups.

Overview
Tina for Oracle has been especially designed to perform hot backups of Oracle databases. Hot
backups do not require shutting down the database and can be performed with minimal
disruption to the database users.

To perform hot backups, the Oracle database must be in ARCHIVELOGmode (i.e., the redo logs
are copied to archive logs prior to being overwritten). This ensures that the transactions needed
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to bring a restored datafile back to the state it was prior to needing restore is always available.
See Redo Log Files for details.

Note: If for some reason, you cannot set your database to ARCHIVELOGmode but still
want to perform hot backups, you must use the TINA_ORA_SWITCH_MODE tunable. See
TINA_ORA_SWITCH_MODE variable for details.

By default, all Oracle databases are in NOARCHIVELOGmode after creation. Moving to
ARCHIVELOGmode involves allocating disk space for redo log archiving, creating an
appropriate directory owned by the owner of the database, and making several parameter
changes.

ARCHIVELOG Mode Parameters
The archivelog parameters enable you to set the Oracle database in ARCHIVELOGmode. The
archivelog parameters includes four Oracle parameters (i.e., log_archive_dest, log_
archive_dest_1..._10, log_archive_format, and log_archive_start) and one Tina
parameter (i.e., TINA_ORA_LOG_DEST_MAX).

To set the database in ARCHIVELOGmode, use these four Oracle parameters:
• log_archive_dest. Deprecated. Oracle does not use this parameter any longer.
• log_archive_dest_1..._10. This set of parameters is used to create up to 10 mirror images

of the logs. If you use this set of parameters, you do not need to use log_archive_dest.
log_archive_dest_1must point to the archive log copy made on the local disk. Tina does
not access any other destinations (e.g., location=ORACLE_HOME/dbs/arch/).

• log_archive_format. Determines the name of the archived redo logs. The name is
composed of the thread number (%t), the sequence number (%s), and the incarnation ID
(%r). The default name is %t_%s_%r.dbf.
You can use any suffix, such as .dbf, .arc, or .log.
%t represents the thread number, whereas %s represents the sequence number. See
Thread and Sequence Numbers for details.

Important: Even if Oracle can accept certain log_archive_format values, Tina for
Oracle may refuse them because they are ambiguous. An example of such ambiguous
values is arch%t%s.log, because the arch1129.log file could potentially be either log
sequence 129 of thread 1, or log sequence 29 of thread 11.

Then, we recommend you to add an underscore between %t and %s.

To avoid sorting problems when viewing the archive redo log destination directory, such as
arch1_9999.log being sorted after arch1_10000.log, we recommend you to use the %S
substitution for the sequence number rather than %s. The %S variant generates a ten-digit
field such as arch1_0000009999.log.
We recommend using a suffix different from that of your datafiles in the case of a filesystem-
based database backup. This enables you to selectively reject database datafiles from your
filesystem backup without rejecting redo log files. It is always useful to have several copies
of a redo log file.

Note: Avoid making the configuration heavier with formats such as archive_
thread_%t_sequence_%S.log. This wastes space in the parent directory and slows
file access. A format such as %t_%S.log is quite adequate.
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• log_archive_start. Enables an archiving to take place. The default value is false. To put
the Oracle database in ARCHIVELOGmode, set this parameter to true.

Note: The log_archive_start parameter is deprecated beginning with Oracle 10g.

To set the database in ARCHIVELOGmode, use this Tina variable:
• TINA_ORA_LOG_DEST_MAX.

Enables you to specify the purge of all archived redo logs from disk at regular intervals. The
value of this parameter is based on the known size of full redo logs and on the disk space
reserved for this purpose per database.
Oracle reads archive logs from disk during a datafile recovery, so those that are needed
(generally the most recent) must either be already present on disk or be restored from
external medias, which takes time. Thus, you must reserve enough space per database for
several days worth of archive logs, depending on the frequency of full database backups.
Older archive logs are purged during an incremental backup job to free up disk space in the
filesystem containing the archive log destination.
Therefore in practice, you have two constraints on archive logs:
– To keep a sufficient number of archive logs on disk so as not to have to restore them

from elsewhere (a time consuming task).
– To monitor disk space use so as not to saturate it with archived logs.
To meet these requirements, a purge system is available which uses the TINA_ORA_LOG_
DEST_MAX environment variable. The value of this variable represents the minimum number
of archive logs that must remain on the disk. During a purge, Tina removes all archive logs
that were backed up during a previous backup operation defined by the value of the TINA_
ORA_LOG_DEST_MAX variable.

Note: For security reasons, archive logs are purged only if they have already been
backed up and recorded in the catalog for a particular strategy.

When older archive logs are purged, the mirror logs specified via the log_archive_dest_n
parameters are also purged. The default value of this variable is 1,000. The minimum legal
value is 0 and the maximum 10,000.
In the case of Oracle 10g and 11g, Oracle can do a recovery through reset logs. It is no
longer necessary to perform a total backup after a reset log during an incremental backup.
The minimum number of redo logs may not be applied (fewer may be used) because Tina
purges all the backed up archive logs that do not have the new incarnation_id.
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This images shows an example of usage of the incarnation_id:

You can see that the sequence of incremental backups since the last total backup is
115,116,117 on the sequence which is defined as incarnation_id = 1. Then at 118, a
full restore is performed. While incremental backups (such as 119,120, and so on) can
continue on the original sequence defined as incarnation_id = 1, a new incarnation_
id = 2 is created at the restore point and its incremental backups (whose numbers are
reset to start at 1) operate in parallel to those of incarnation_id = 1. The process can
occur again at 4 when a full restore creates incarnation_id = 3, and so on.
Looking at restore 4 on incarnation_id = 2, with TINA_ORA_LOG_DEST_MAX having the
value 10, only seven archive logs (3,2,1,118,117,116,115) are kept, but tablespaces are not
backed up.

Parameter Location
You can find the Oracle parameters in these locations:
• Windows. Look for the Oracle parameters in the %ORACLE_HOME%\database\ directory for

these files. Oracle does not impose a rule for the location of parameter files, as a file can be
specified with the pfile or spfile keyword, when the database is started. Parameter files
should be backed up, along with the rest of the Oracle software, during regular filesystem
backups.

• Unix.Oracle parameters are usually located in the $ORACLE_HOME/dbs/spfile.ora file.
They could also be located in any subsidiary file included with the ifile directive, such as a
configSID.ora file. SID represents the instance identifier as in the ORACLE_SID
environment variable.

Note: Some parameters can be dynamically modified, while others cannot. As a result, fully
installing and configuring Tina for Oracle to perform hot backups may require shutting the
database down briefly.

The TINA_ORA_LOG_DEST_MAX parameter is set as an environment variable in the Tina Oracle
application window. See To create an Oracle application for details.
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Changing the Logging Mode

To set the database to ARCHIVELOG mode

> Enter these Oracle Server Manager or SQL*Plus commands:

[oracle@cesar oracle]$ sqlplus /nolog

SQL*Plus: Release 10.2.0.1.0 - Production on Thu Oct 19 14:55:07 2006

Copyright (c) 1982, 2005, Oracle. All rights reserved.

SQL> connect / as sysdba
Connected.
SQL> shutdown immediate
Database closed.
Database dismounted.
ORACLE instance shut down.
SQL> startup mount
ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area 281018368 bytes
Fixed Size 1218944 bytes
Variable Size 88082048 bytes
Database Buffers 184549376 bytes
Redo Buffers 7168000 bytes
Database mounted.
SQL> show parameters log_archive
NAME TYPE VALUE
------------------------------------ ----------- ----------------
log_archive_config string
log_archive_dest string
log_archive_dest_1 string
log_archive_dest_10 string
log_archive_dest_2 string
log_archive_dest_3 string
log_archive_dest_4 string
log_archive_dest_5 string
log_archive_dest_6 string
log_archive_dest_7 string
log_archive_dest_8 string
log_archive_dest_9 string
log_archive_dest_state_1 string enable
log_archive_dest_state_10 string enable
log_archive_dest_state_2 string enable
log_archive_dest_state_3 string enable
log_archive_dest_state_4 string enable
log_archive_dest_state_5 string enable
log_archive_dest_state_6 string enable
log_archive_dest_state_7 string enable
log_archive_dest_state_8 string enable
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log_archive_dest_state_9 string enable
log_archive_duplex_dest string
log_archive_format string %t_%s_%r.dbf
log_archive_local_first boolean TRUE
log_archive_max_processes integer 2
log_archive_min_succeed_dest integer 1
log_archive_start boolean FALSE
log_archive_trace integer 0
SQL> archive log list
Database log mode No Archive Mode
Automatic archival Disabled
Archive destination /Appli/oracle/ora102/dbs/arch
Oldest online log sequence 0
Current log sequence 1
SQL> alter system set log_archive_dest_
1='location=/Appli/oracle/oradata/LOG102/arch' scope=both;
System altered.
SQL> alter system set log_archive_format='%t_%s_%r.arch' scope=spfile;

System altered.
SQL> alter database archivelog;
Database altered.
SQL> alter database open;
Database altered.
SQL> archive log list
Database log mode Archive Mode
Automatic archival Enabled
Archive destination /Appli/oracle/oradata/LOG102/arch
Oldest online log sequence 0
Next log sequence to archive 1
Current log sequence 1

Eliminating Old ? and@Oracle Wildcards
Some parameters specifying physical paths such as log_archive_dest_1 or user_dump_dest,
or the control files paths may contain the old-fashioned Oracle wildcards ? which represents the
ORACLE_HOME value, and @ which represents the ORACLE_SID value. Tina does not support these
wildcards and you must replace them by the appropriate environment variables in all parameter
files.

Note: Oracle performs environment variable value substitution in parameters, so there
should be no difficulty in performing this transformation.

Naturally, any variables referenced must be set in the environment when the database is started
up.

Once you have completed changes to Oracle parameters, you must shutdown the database and
then start it up again, using a special sequence to change the logging mode of the database
before it is open and available to users, with the command line version of server manager, or with
sqlplus.
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Incremental Backups and Oracle Versions
It is important to know when incremental backups should be performed. The distance calculation
between the current sequence for a datafile and the original backup sequence changes.
Depending on the Oracle version, the calculation method of the sequence distance differs. Here
is a summary:

Oracle 9i

The sequence distance is expressed as:

current_sequence - backup.sequence

Where:
• current_sequence is the current database sequence.
• backup.sequence is the database sequence during the last datafile backup.

The TINA_ORA_LOG_DEST_MAX variable is used to specify the purge of all archived redo logs from
disk at regular intervals.

Oracle 10g and 11g

For these version of Oracle, Tina uses the incarnation_id feature of Oracle to calculate the
sequence distance.

This table describes the possible cases of use of the incarnation_id feature:

Value of
incarnation
ID

Value of
atap.incarnation
ID

Case

not 0 equal to 0 We have an old backup of dbf (before Tina adds the
incarnation into the atap). In this case, we must force a
backup.

current
incarnation

current incarnation There were no resetlogs since the last dbf backup. The
distance is:

associated_sequence - catalog_atap.sequence.

current
incarnation

not
current incarnation

A resetlog occured since the last dbf backup. The
distance is difficult to calculate.

A good approximation is the associated_sequence.

See the Oracle documentation for details on the Oracle 10g and 11g incarnation_id.

The TINA_ORA_LOG_DEST_MAX variable is used to specify the purge of all archived redo logs from
disk at regular intervals.
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Optimizing the Backup
A good understanding of backup and recovery concepts is needed if you want to optimize backup
windows, restore, and recovery time.

This table describes the hot backup, restore, and recovery concepts, and explains how to
optimize the hot backups:

Concept Explanation

Hot backup Every datafile has a header which contains important information such as file
size, block size, tablespace, creation timestamp, and the SCN of the last
checkpoint made on this datafile.

During a hot backup of the database, Tina puts each tablespace in turn into the
BEGIN BACKUP state and records this in the events (Current Activity 
 Events menu in the Web Administration). The datafiles belonging to the
tablespace are checkpointed (all current modifications are flushed from
memory) and their headers updated. Oracle stops recording the occurrence of
database checkpoints in the headers of these datafiles during their backup.
Once the tablespace is backed up, Tina takes it out of the hot backup state
with the END BACKUP statement and records this in the events. Oracle
advances the datafile headers to the current database checkpoint.

Restore and
recovery

When a datafile is restored, it contains information up to the last known
checkpoint that occurred prior to the hot backup. Any checkpoint that occurred
after will not be included in the datafile. To bring the datafile up to date, Oracle
asks for the appropriate set of redo logs and apply the changes to the datafile
during the recovery process.

Whenever you open the database or attempt to put a tablespace or datafile
online, Oracle checks to see that the datafile header information matches the
information stored in the control file. If it does not, then recovery is needed.

Restore time is determined by the number of medias that must be mounted
and by the volume of data to be restored. Recovery time will be determined by
the amount of redo logs to be applied to the datafiles needing recovery.

(continued)
Restore and
recovery

What takes time is applying redo log, not reading it. Applying involves writing
out changes scattered over the different datafiles with much disk head
movement. Reading the sequential redo log files is fast by comparison. So
there is little penalty associated with reading a long sequence of redo logs to
recover an old datafile to which few changes have been made.

On the other hand, applying redo log to a datafile that changes constantly,
because it contains rollback segments or undo information for example, is time
consuming.
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Concept Explanation

Optimizing
hot backup

Hot backups are sometimes referred to as inconsistent backups, because
portions of the database are being modified. Consistency is obtained when the
redo log is applied during recovery, as long as the database is in
ARCHIVELOGmode. You can therefore construct a whole database backup
using backups of datafiles taken at different times. For example, if your
database contained seven tablespaces and you back up the control file and
redo log as well as a different tablespace each night, then in a week you have
achieved a whole database backup.

The daily backup window may not permit a complete database backup, since
hot backups require a lot of host resources, CPU, memory and disk I/O, unless
you are using split or snapshot techniques.

SeeWarm Backup (Split Mode) for details on the split mode backup.

You should make daily backups of the most frequently modified parts of the
database (e.g. the SYSTEM tablespace which contains the data dictionary,
RBS or UNDOTBS tablespaces that contain rollback segments or undo
information), that do logging and are not locally managed.

By making more frequent backups of extensively modified tablespaces, you
gather more recent copies of their datafiles in your backup portfolio and reduce
the amount of redo log that must be applied overall in the event of an incident.

Example. You may make a whole database backup once a week on Sundays.
If your database suffers heavy traffic during the week, a media failure on
Friday can force you to apply a tremendous amount of redo logs during
recovery. If you were to back up your most popular tablespaces every night,
you would significantly reduce the recovery time by reducing the number of
changes to be applied to roll the datafiles forward to the point of failure. During
a restore, Tina has mounted only the media(s) from Sunday plus the media(s)
from Thursday.

Using locally managed tablespaces reduces both changes to the system data
dictionary and the redo log traffic, and thereby significantly reduces recovery
time.

Backup Strategy and Backup Selection
You set backup strategies and backup selections for your Oracle application folder using the
Web Administration and Restore & Archive Manager exactly the same way as you would for a
filesystem folder.

The design of the Tina online application options takes specifically into account the need for a
common administrative method and interface for filesystems and applications. If you know how to
administrate filesystem backups using Tina, you also know how to administrate Oracle backups.
This topic gives extra information on strategy options and backup selections positionning
appropriate to Oracle databases.
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Backup Strategy
You can define up to 4 backup strategies for an Oracle application folder. You can keep it simple
by using a single strategy and one media pool for everything or you could define separate
strategies and separate media pools for full database backup and incremental log backup. In this
case, you could associate the full database backup with one media pool and the log backup with
a separate pool.

We recommend you to use Tina multiple writing feature when backing up the redo log files since
loosing a log could prove very harmful to your database.

On the other hand, making duplicate copies of the datafiles is not very useful since you can
always use an older version and replay more redo log during recovery. It is better to back up
datafiles twice as often on a single pool rather than less often using duplicate writing, for the
same amount of tape capacity.

You may wish nonetheless to double write all backups to implement offsite storage.

Another idea is to write datafile backup to standard tape media and log backup to disk media
which could be a perfect compromise between volume, security, and price.

The Tina and SIDF writing formats are recommended for Oracle database backup because of
potential object size and to benefit from point to point client-side compression to tape; however,
Tina for Oracle supports both formats, tar and cpio.

For details on backup strategy creation, see the Tina Administration Documentation.

Backup Selection

Backup selection policy

By default, Tina automatically sets a backup selection on the root meta-directory so as to back up
the whole database. This default backup selection has these settings:
• It is associated with all the backup strategies.
• No filter is set.
• No time phase is excluded.
• The data format is compressed and not encoded

Later, if you wish to extend this policy to do regular incremental log backups, you could position
additional backup selections on the log and control file meta-directories and associate them with
a separate backup strategy.

Example. For the DB102 database, you should position these three selections on the /DB102/_
ARCHIVE_LOGS, /DB102/_CONTROL_FILES, and /DB102/_REDO_LOGSmeta-directories.

Note: You must also use this POSIX syntax in Windows environments.

As an alternative to creating additional strategies and selections, you can use the TINA_ORA_
LOG_INCR_MIN variable. See Backing Up Datafiles for details.

For details about defining a backup selection, see the Tina Administration Documentation.
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Compressing Data

Client-side compression is recommended for Oracle databases which generally compress well.
This relieves network bandwidth and SCSI-bus bandwidth at the expense of some CPU usage. It
may not be suitable if your CPU is heavily loaded during database backup. You activate
compression by checking the Compressed box in the Format area of the Define Backup
Selection window.

Backup with no Backup Selection
In some cases, you may prefer to specify backups explicitly without using any backup selection.
This enables you to run several jobs in parallel for the same strategy and media pool, for
example. It enables you to perform partial backup of often modified tablespaces without needing
to create a separate strategy. A backup with no backup selection is only available via Command
Line Interface.

To use the Tina scheduler directly for these backups, you must run a script as a pre-processing
option to execute tina_backup in Command Line Interface.

Some parameters of the tina_backup command identify the backup folder, the strategy, and the
objects to be backed up.

This table describes the parameters of the tina_backup command:

Parameter Description

-path path1
[path2]...

Specifies the meta-paths of the objects (directories and/or files) to be
backed up.

The use of this parameter implies an exclusive lock on the strategy (i.e, you
can launch only one backup job at a time).

-file_list
file_path

Specifies a file containing the meta-paths (one path per line) of all objects
to be backed up. This file accepts blank lines between paths.

This parameter is very useful for a high number of objects to back up.

The use of this parameter implies a shared lock on the strategy (i.e, you
can launch several backup jobs at a time).

[-catalog
catalog]

Mandatory if there are several catalogs.

Specifies the working catalog.

[-sync_cart] Specifies the end of backup once data has been written on medias.

If the option is not specified, the end of backup is specified once data has
been written in cache.

[-date
yyyymmddhhmm]

Specifies the backup date (year, month, day, hour, and minute). This
parameter enables you to preset the backup date.

If it is not specified, the default date is the machine date.
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Parameter Description

-strat A|B|C|D Specifies the backup strategy (A, B, C, or D).

[-encode] Active with -path or -file_list, this parameter specifies that the files are
to be encoded during the backup.

[-compress] Active with -path or -file_list, this parameter specifies that the files are
to be compressed during the backup.

[-application
application]

Specifies the application onto which the backup is initiated.

[-full/incr] Specifies the backup mode (i.e., full or incremental).

By default, the full mode is selected.

[-help] Displays the command syntax.

Important: Ensure that the object lists are disjoint and that overall consistency is preserved,
especially in the case of database backups. Assistance from Atempo Professional Services
is required before using this technique.

See the Atempo-Tina Command Line Interface User’s Guide for details on the tina_backup
command.

Backing Up Datafiles
You can program full and incremental backups of your datafiles. The criterion for deciding
whether or not a datafile should be backed up during an incremental backup job is its checkpoint
SCN with respect to that of its previous backup under the same strategy. It is either entirely
backed up or not at all. Since each redo log switch triggers a checkpoint on all read/write
tablespaces, the likelihood of a datafile remaining with the same SCN from one backup to the
next is very small. The SCN remains unchanged for read-only tablespaces.

During incremental backups, only archive logs (redo logs and control files) are backed up, data
files are not backed up so as to limit the duration of backup operations. As a result, the Oracle
recovery is very long as it has to restore data files (dbf) and archive logs from the last total
backup and perform recovery of the archive logs which can be a very long operation.

The TINA_ORA_LOG_INCR_MIN application variable which defines the maximum number of
archive logs that are replayed during a recovery enables you to solve this problem because it
enables you to perform a finer control over the criterion used to perform an incremental backup of
read-write online datafiles. Tina calculates the distance which separates each datafile from its
previous backup under the same strategy in terms of number of redo logs. If this distance is less
than the variable value, the datafile is not backed up during an incremental backup job.

For Oracle 10g and 11g, Oracle can do a recovery on reset logs. It is no longer necessary to
perform a total backup after a reset log. In the case of an incremental backup after a reset log, the
distance calculation ignores all archive logs whose incarnation_id is different from the new
one; however, all archive logs are backed up.
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During an incremental backup, if the number of archive logs (generated by Oracle since the last
tablespace backup) is less than the value in TINA_ORA_LOG_INCR_MIN, Tina backs up only the
archive logs. If the number is more than the value in TINA_ORA_LOG_INCR_MIN it backs up
tablespaces and archive logs.

The default value of this variable is half the value of TINA_ORA_LOG_DEST_MAX. The maximum
value is 10,000.

This variable gives some control over maximum recovery time (RTO) by triggering a datafile
backup as soon as the number of logs required for recovery goes beyond the limit set by this
variable.

It also enables a cycle of full and incremental backups to be administered for tablespaces and
logs using a single strategy and a single backup selection defined on the meta-root.

Note: Backup selections cannot be set at the datafile level. They must be set at the
tablespace level. Thus all datafiles in a tablespace share the same back up configuration.

Note: Tina supports the backup of datafiles hosted on a mounted drive via a CIFS or NFS
file system. This is true even if theGo Through Network FileSystem option is not available in
the New Strategy window.

Backing up Redo Log Files
You can program full and incremental backups of your log files. The criterion for deciding whether
or not a log should be backed up during an incremental backup job is its modification date, as in a
filesystem, and its SCN values.

By programming frequent incremental backups of your logs, you extend the number of points in
time (RPO) to which you can easily recover your database in the event of a logical incident,
without needing to reset the redo log sequence which has the effect of invalidating your existing
backup porfolio. See Restoring and Recovering Data for details.

You also reduce the risk of losing transactions, should the disk on which the redo logs are
archived fail. A frequency of at least every hour is recommended for transactional databases.

Backing up Control Files
Control files must be included in every backup job.

It is possible to generate and back up a control file of standby type during each full and
incremental backup. The standby control file can then be cross-restored, along with datafiles, to a
second host where the standby database is created.

You can specify a different destination directory on the target host by setting the TINA_ORA_
STANDBY_DEST variable in the destination application.

Backing up Parameter Files
Oracle recommends backing up all the parameter files in the _SPARAMSmeta-directory on a
regular basis.

When a parameter file is not present, Tina displays a warning in the tree. This warning is backed
up and a minor alarm is set during the backup.

This table describes the resulting action depending on the backup type:
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Backup Type Action

Snapshot When performing a snapshot of your Oracle application, the Tina SnapBackup
for Oracle feature does not include the _SPARAMS directory. Instead, Tina
SnapBackup for Oracle copies it to tape.

Replication The Tina Replication for Oracle feature does not replicate the _SPARAMS
directory because parameter files cannot be copied from one instance to
another. In addition, the network configuration is likely to be different between
the source and the destination.

As a result, when Tina generates a cold list file, it does not include the _
SPARAMS directory in that file since the cold list is used by the readdressing
replication and these parameter files are not replicated.

See the Atempo-Tina Replication guide for details on Tina replication.

TINA_ORA_SWITCH_MODE variable
If, for disk space reasons you prefer not to back up the active redo logs of your database, you can
still back up the datafiles, archived redo logs, and control files by positioning the appropriate
backup selections or filters; however, you should enact a log switch at the end of tablespace
backup so that changes committed to the database during datafile backup are recorded in a log
which is also archived and backed up. Otherwise, some datafile backup versions may not be
recoverable in the event of severe file loss.

The TINA_ORA_SWITCH_MODE application variable enables you to force log switches during the
tablespace backup.

You can also use the TINA_ORA_SWITCH_MODE variable to perform hot backups, even though
your database is in NOARCHIVELOGmode; however, since the redo logs are not archived, you may
not be able to recover all the transactions in your database if a restore is required.

This table describes the five possible values that you can specify for the TINA_ORA_SWITCH_MODE
application variable:

Value Description

TABLESPACES Enacts no redo log switch, ARCHIVELOGmode.

[TABLESPACES Enacts a log switch at the start of tablespace backup to delimit the backup
period.

TABLESPACES] Default mode.

Enacts a log switch at the end of tablespace backup to be able to recover
datafiles using only archived and backed up redo logs.

[TABLESPACES] Enacts a log switch both before and after tablespace backup.

NOARCHIVELOG Database should be backed up even though operating in NOARCHIVELOG
mode.
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Note: The opening bracket ([) always enacts a log switch. A closing bracket (]) enacts a log
switch, except when running an incremental backup during which no datafile is backed up.

Archiving Redo log

According to the value of the TINA_ORA_SWITCH_MODE tunable, the current redo log are archived
either at the beginning or at the end of the backup. This checkpoints all online read/write
datafiles.

This process also checks to see if there is a bottleneck in the archiving process which could
compromise the backup or even the database availability if the archiving filesystem is full. Thus
all redo logs that are not current should have been archived.

See TINA_ORA_SWITCH_MODE variable for details on the TINA_ORA_SWITCH_MODE tunable.

Archive Log Purge
Archive log purges follow these rules:
• If there exists an archived log with a previous incarnation_id that was not backed up, it

is saved.
• If there are archived logs with a previous incarnation_id, they are only purged if there

are sufficient archived logs in the sequence corresponding to the current incarnation_id.

Additional Backup Methods
This topic describes this information:
• Warm Backup (Split Mode)
• Backing up Clusters

Warm Backup (Split Mode)
Most hardware storage vendors can now supply intelligent disk subsystem with integrated mirror
copy or snapshot technologies. An image of the complete database can be created in a matter of
minutes, then backed up to medias at normal speed. Meanwhile the database functions
independently, unaffected by the backup process.

This kind of backup is called warm backup because the data is written to medias offline from the
database. Yet, Oracle will recognize the datafile versions as belonging to a hot backup if they are
restored.

TINA_ORA_SPLIT_MODE

These technologies can be integrated into a Tina for Oracle hot backup by setting the TINA_ORA_
SPLIT_MODE application variable in the application folder. Logs and control files are backed up
normally by a first job while datafiles are only conditionned for backup by this job but not backed
up. You must run a second job using a List application folder or NDMP application folder must to
back up the image copy of the datafiles, on the same or on separate hosts.

See Preparing a Cold Backup and the Tina Administration Documentation for information
concerning the creation of a List application folder.
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The variable specifies that the hot backups are performed in split mode. Its value is the absolute
path of an executable binary or script file which are executed when launching a hot backup.

Note: To display the DATAFILESmeta-directory, set the TINA_ORA_SHOW_DATAFILES
variable to Yes. All datafiles and tempfiles appear sorted by device rather than by
tablespace.

Split Program or Script Execution

The split program or the script is executed twice during each hot backup of the database. The
environment of the application has been set up before the program execution. Likewise, the
database connection has been made and a current list of datafiles, in application meta-language
(AML), has been generated into a file, provided that the TINA_ORA_SHOW_DATAFILES variable is
set to Yes.

Example

This example shows the list of datafiles that Tina for Oracle has generated.

# Generated by Time Navigator Enterprise Edition List 4.1.0.1.B1 12-sep-2006
10:00 MET, App 4.0.13, Dynamic "Linuxlibc63", Com
VERSION 7
LINK "device00000806_tempfile0001" ( 
"/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/temp01.dbf" SIZE 20488K ),
LINK "device00000806_datafile0001" ( 
"/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/system01.dbf" SIZE 501768K ),
LINK "device00000806_datafile0002" ( 
"/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/undotbs01.dbf" SIZE 56328K ),
LINK "device00000806_datafile0003" ( 
"/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/sysaux01.dbf" SIZE 296968K ),
LINK "device00000806_datafile0004" ( 
"/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/users01.dbf" SIZE 5128K ),
LINK "device00000806_datafile0005" ( 
"/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/users02.dbf" SIZE 5128K ),
LINK "device00000806_datafile0006" ( 
"/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/rcvcat.dbf" SIZE 10248K )

Tina for Oracle executes twice the split program for these reasons:
• The first execution of the program or script is for resource management purposes such as

synchronizing the mirror copy with the main copy or waiting for resources to become
available. The program can verify that all datafiles are within mirrored volumes. After
successful execution, all read-write online tablespaces are put into backup mode but no
datafiles are backed up.
If the program execution fails (return code <>0), the backup is cancelled.

Note: This action is identical for full and incremental jobs.

• The second execution of the program or script isolates or splits off the mirror copy or
snapshot. This should be done as quickly as possible. After completion, tablespaces are
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taken out of backup mode and the database is freed from the backup mode overhead.
Logs and control files are then backed up in the usual sequence.
If the program execution fails (return code <>0), the backup is cancelled.

Order of Execution

This is the order in which Tina for Oracle executes the program or script:
• Script is spawned with the -sync parameter to verifiy the datafiles and synchronize their

mirror copy. As this can take time, do it first.
If the program or script execution fails (return code <>0), the backup is cancelled.

• Redo log switches and current log is archived if [TABLESPACES is specified, but any logs
that are waiting for archiving are archived anyway.

• All datafiles are put into backup mode but not backed up.
• Script is spawned with the -split parameter to isolate or split datafiles copies (as soon as

possible after backup mode is set).
• All datafiles are taken out of backup mode (as soon as possible after the split).
• Current log is archived if TABLESPACES] is set.

It serves no purpose to switch logs twice in this case, so the value TINA_ORA_SWITCH_
MODE=[TABLESPACES]makes little sense in split mode.

• Backup continues normally with archived logs, control files and redo logs.

Script Example

This example script shows the structure of the script you should create to perform a warm backup
in Split mode.

Contact Atempo Professional Services for details.

#!/bin/sh
case "$1" in
'-sync')
# Synchronize the mirror copy
$TINA_HOME/Bin/tina_alarm -severity acct -text "Establishing all BCVs"
sleep 20
;;
'-split')
# Split off the mirror copy
$TINA_HOME/Bin/tina_alarm -severity acct -text "Splitting all BCVs"
sleep 20
;;
*)
echo "Usage: $0 { -sync | -split } -filelist path"
exit 100
;;
esac
case "$2" in
'-filelist')
if [ -f "$3" ]; then
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$TINA_HOME/Bin/tina_alarm -severity acct -text "Found BCV filelist $3"
fi
;;
*)
echo "Usage: $0 { -sync | -split } -filelist path"
exit 101
;;
esac
exit 0

Note: The third parameter indicating the path of the datafile list is empty if the variable TINA_
ORA_SHOW_DATAFILES is set to No.

Backing up Clusters

RAC (Real Application Cluster)

Tina for Oracle Graphical Mode enables you to back up real application clusters.

This diagram illustrates an example of a cluster configuration:

Note: This topic only gives an outline of how you must configure Tina to back up Oracle 9i
RAC. Contact Atempo Professional Services for details and support.

The procedure is different depending on hardware configuration:
• If you are not using an operating system cluster, you must install Tina for Oracle on all the

nodes hosting an Oracle instance. You must declare all the nodes in the same Tina catalog
and create one Oracle application folder for each node.
You must set the backup selection on the first node (ORACLE_1) to /. On the second node
(ORACLE_2), the backup selection is set on the archive logs. When a backup is launched on
ORACLE_1, a backup is also triggered on ORACLE_2 via a script running the tina_start_
backup command.
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• If you are using an operating system cluster, you must install Tina for Oracle on the
physical nodes (ORACLE_1 and ORACLE_2) as well as on the virtual node (ORACLE_CLU).
You must create one Oracle application folder for each node.
Backups are launched on ORACLE_CLU via a backup strategy that triggers the backup of
ORACLE_1 and ORACLE_2 as a post-processing.

Note: ORACLE_1 and ORACLE_2must use the same SID for each Oracle instance
mounted.

Prerequisites for Backing up Oracle 9iRAC with OCFS

When performing an Oracle 9iRAC backup with OCFS, Tina locks the Redo logs and causes the
Oracle database to crash. Ensure to exclude the Redo logs meta-directory from the backup by
setting backup selection filters. See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on backup
selections and filters.

Parallel Backup
Parallel backup is available for Oracle. It is important to understand the concepts of
parallelization points and synchronization points to use parallel backups correctly.

Parallel Backup Concepts
You can put selections on nodes in an Oracle tree. A new feature of selections is parallelism.
When Tina encounters such a parallelized backup selection while backing up, it spawns a
process to back up the node and its sons. Therefore, your dividing up of the tree determines the
parallelism.

Oracle hot backup needs to back up its objects in a given order. Data files must be backed up
before archived logs, archived logs before control files, and control files before redo logs.
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This diagram illustrates the hierarchy of the topographical parallelism in an Oracle tree:

The directories information and DBName are not parallelism points or synchronization points.
The back up order is set by the synchronization points on the nodes.When Tina encounters such
a synchronization point on a node, it waits until all the node’s children are backed up before going
to the next synchronization point down the Oracle tree. Therefore parallelism only exists between
two synchronization points.

Note: We recommend that you set a parallel bakup selection on each node corresponding to
a tablespace.

These are the main steps you must perform to distribute a single backup job into several parallel
backup jobs:
• Create an Oracle Application.
• Set a standard backup selection at the root.
• Set a parallel backup selection on each node corresponding to a tablespace.
• In the backup strategy, set the paralellism index to more than 2.

Planning Parallel Backup Jobs
Your Oracle database may reside in one or several high-performance disk frames that are
capable of supporting an aggregate read access far in excess of your fastest tape drive.

In this example, the disk frame supports sustained data read at 1 terabyte/hour, while the tape
drives can absorb only 150 gigabytes/hour each, at most. If the database is large (VLDB) and has
a limited backup window, it may make sense to parallelize backup in 6 streams, say, using 6 tape
drives at the same time.

To use 6 tape drives at the same time, these conditions must be met:
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• Sufficient drives and controllers are available. Perhaps no more than two drives can be put
on one controller to sustain these data rates over SCSI or FC. In this case you would need
three controllers.

• Sufficient free catridges are available in the pool. Cartridges may need to be provisioned as
an ongoing part of backup administration.

• Sufficient read processes or threads are created to sustain these data rates from the disk
frame. While one process or thread is waiting for a read to complete, the others continue to
work in parallel.

• A similar number of write processes or threads are also created, one per tape drive. Note
that in LAN-free backup, the same process could both read and write.

• The overall backup consistency is preserved, and restore of both the complete database
and individual datafiles is possible.

• An equivalent procedure can restore the complete database with the same degree of
parallelism.

This topic explains how you can parallelize the backup of your datafiles, which constitute the
major part of the database. The backup of redo logs and control files should be done separately,
after datafile backup.

Granularity

The granularity in parallel backup refers to the unit of data which can be delegated to one backup
stream. Ideally, this would be the datafile, since this is a small unit of size, typically 2, 4, or 8 GB;
however, if you use the standard Oracle application, the granularity is not the datafile but the
tablespace, since the tablespace is the unit that is put into backup mode using Pro*C SQL
commands.

If the largest tablespace in the database represents 10% of the overall size, you can distribute the
tablespaces over 6 streams. But if the largest tablespace represents 50%, you cannot. Note that
large tables can be put over multiple tablespaces, so there is no good reason to have very large
tablespaces. You cannot avoid large tables, but you can avoid large tablespaces.

If you must parallelize at the datafile level, you can back up using a List application defined from
the cold list generated by the Oracle application. Begin and end backup of all tablespaces can be
done using the ora_connect utility. See Using the ora_connect Utility for details. Note that
datafiles backed up using the List application do not have Oracle attributes, such as SCN values,
in the catalog.

Using the Command Line Interface

Parallel backup is prepared for by creating a separate file list for each backup stream. Each file
list is a text file containing the meta-path of each object to be backed up, one meta-path per line.

Example

In this example a file list specifies 4 tablespaces.

/PROD920/TABLESPACES/INDX
/PROD920/TABLESPACES/BMT_0003
/PROD920/TABLESPACES/BMT_0011
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/PROD920/TABLESPACES/BMT_0012

Run a tina_backup -parallel_file_list command which will create several jobs in parallel,
one for each file list.

If using tablespace granularity, use the ora_connect utility to generate the file lists. The resulting
file lists can be used with an Oracle application on the database host, or with a List application on
a host having access to a mirror copy of the database, having used the Oracle application in split
mode on the database host, for example.

If using datafile granularity, you must create the file lists containing the meta-paths of the datafiles
plus their associated links. These can only be used with a List application.

Using the ora_connect Utility

The Tina for Oracle distribution includes the ora_connect utility, binary or executable, for each
shared library version supported by the distribution (e.g., Bin/ora_connect92 is linked to
Lib/libtina_ora_92.so).

You must set the Oracle and Tina environment variables, in particular:
• TINA_CATALOG
• TINA_HOME
• ORACLE_HOME
• ORACLE_SID

This binary has four execution options, plus a -help.

Examples

These examples illustrate some utilisations of the ora_connect utility:

Example 1. Shows the syntax of an ora_connect calling:

legolas.oracle(1) [ ~ ] ora_connect92 -help
Usage: ora_connect92 oracle_user/passwd [-begin_backup | -end_backup | -ts_
parallelism_index int]
legolas.oracle(2) [ ~ ]

Keep in mind that:
• Called with only the Oracle access user and password, the binary connects to the database

and makes a series of test requests for all tablespaces and datafiles. Each line received is
logged in the event file with debug severity. Examination of the events in the Web
Administration shows the execution response time of the database.
Note that this command can generated thousands of lines in the event file.

• Called with the -begin_backup parameter, the binary connects to the database and alters
it, to put into backup mode every tablespace which is permanent, read/write, and online. In
case of error, it logs but continues on for other tablespaces.
This is useful to prepare for the backup, copy, split, or snapshot of the database, using a List
application for example. This could also be done using RMAN in Proxy I/O mode.
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• Called with the -end_backup parameter, the binary connects to the database and alters it,
to take out of backup mode, every tablespace which is permanent, read/write, and online.

Example 2. Shows how to put a database into and out of backup mode:

legolas.oracle(2) [ ~ ] ora_connect92 sys/sys -begin_backup
RUNNING ora_connect92 in 4.0.0.1, App 4.0.2, Ora 3.2.15, SID TEST920, DLL
Oracle 9.2
Oracle PROD920, begin backup on 20 tablespaces after 00:01:27
EXITING ora_connect92 was OK for PROD920 (Oracle9i Enterprise Edition
Release 9.2.0.6.0 - 64bit Production)
legolas.oracle(3) [ ~ ] ora_connect92 sys/sys -end_backup
RUNNING ora_connect92 in 4.0.0.1, App 4.0.2, Ora 3.2.15, SID TEST920, DLL
Oracle 9.2
Oracle PROD920, end backup on 20 tablespaces after 00:04:57
EXITING ora_connect92 was OK for PROD920 (Oracle9i Enterprise Edition
Release 9.2.0.6.0 - 64bit Production)
legolas.oracle(4) [ ~ ]

Note: In this example you do not use the -begin_backup or -end_backup options. The
Oracle application uses them by itself.

Keep in mind that:
• Called with the -ts_parallelism_index parameter, the binary connects to the database,

calculates the size of each permanent tablespace, and sorts them into the number of file
lists specified, so that the the aggregate size of each file list is as closely as possible the
same.

Example 3. This example shows how to generate five equally sized lists of tablespaces:

legolas.oracle(4) [ ~ ] ora_connect92 sys/sys -ts_parallelism_index 5
RUNNING ora_connect92 in 4.0.0.1, App 4.0.2, Ora 3.2.15, SID TEST920, DLL
Oracle 9.2
Oracle ts BMT_0011, size 252888K, assigned to list 0, size 252888K
Oracle ts BMT_0001, size 225132K, assigned to list 1, size 225132K
Oracle ts BMT_0004, size 221020K, assigned to list 2, size 221020K
Oracle ts BMT_0009, size 209712K, assigned to list 3, size 209712K
Oracle ts BMT_0002, size 197376K, assigned to list 4, size 197376K
Oracle ts BMT_0014, size 195320K, assigned to list 4, size 392696K
Oracle ts SYSTEM, size 158724K, assigned to list 3, size 368436K
Oracle ts BMT_0010, size 151116K, assigned to list 2, size 372136K
Oracle ts BMT_0015, size 139808K, assigned to list 1, size 364940K
Oracle ts BMT_0012, size 133640K, assigned to list 0, size 386528K
Oracle ts BMT_0006, size 128500K, assigned to list 1, size 493440K
Oracle ts BMT_0005, size 100744K, assigned to list 3, size 469180K
Oracle ts BMT_0013, size 98688K, assigned to list 2, size 470824K
Oracle ts BMT_0003, size 92520K, assigned to list 0, size 479048K
Oracle ts BMT_0000, size 88408K, assigned to list 4, size 481104K
Oracle ts UNDOTBS1, size 71684K, assigned to list 3, size 540864K
Oracle ts BMT_0008, size 66820K, assigned to list 2, size 537644K
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Oracle ts INDX, size 51204K, assigned to list 0, size 530252K
Oracle ts BMT_0007, size 23644K, assigned to list 4, size 504748K
Oracle ts USERS, size 15368K, assigned to list 1, size 508808K
Oracle ts TOOLS, size 10244K, assigned to list 4, size 514992K
Generating 5 tablespace lists in /Appli/oracle/admin/TEST920/udump/...
List 00, size 518M, ts 4: INDX, BMT_0003, BMT_0011, BMT_0012
List 01, size 497M, ts 4: USERS, BMT_0001, BMT_0006, BMT_0015
List 02, size 525M, ts 4: BMT_0004, BMT_0008, BMT_0010, BMT_0013
List 03, size 528M, ts 4: SYSTEM, UNDOTBS1, BMT_0005, BMT_0009
List 04, size 503M, ts 5: TOOLS, BMT_0000, BMT_0002, BMT_0007, BMT_0014
EXITING ora_connect92 was OK for PROD920 (Oracle9i Enterprise Edition
Release 9.2.0.6.0 - 64bit Production)
legolas.oracle(5) [ ~ ]

Restoring and Recovering Data
This topic describes how to perform the restore and recover of backed up data.

Prerequisites
You must have a test database available on your site to practice the restore scenarios. Do not
wait until the day that a repair operation is needed on your production database to start reading
this topic.

Ensure you have backed up the complete database several times, before deliberately destroying
any datafiles! For each deleting and restore procedure you will be given the associated Oracle
SQL*Plus commands.

Knowging how to restore lost or corrupted files from filesystem backups using Tina is useful to
successfully restore an Oracle database, but not sufficient. Database objects must be
coordinated to maintain data integrity.

Database repair is performed in these two separate stages:
• Restore. Process of reading a set of objects from media and restoring them to disk.

The restore operation is performed using Tina commands or graphical interfaces; the
recovery is performed using Oracle commands and is also called asmedia recovery.

• Recovery. Process of applying redo information to datafiles to obtain a consistent
database.
The recovery is unique to database repair and is needed because the various datafiles must
be consistent in time, irrespective of their contents (tables, indexes, stored procedures,
triggers, etc.) before they can be opened for use. If you try to bring a datafile online without
recovering it to the same point in time as the rest of the database, Oracle will refuse.

The restore scenarios provided in this topic include SQL*Plus command examples to enable you
to test scenarios.
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Loss of Datafiles
If you are freeing up disk space, you may accidently remove files that are not obsolete. A disk
crash may also lead you to restore a datafile.

Loss of a Non-Critical Datafile, Warm Restore
A non-critical datafile is a datafile that can be offline without shutting down the database.

You can restore and recover a non-critical datafile to the present time without shutting down the
database. This is called a warm restore.

Test the restore procedures by simulating the loss of a datafile from a non critical tablespace (i.e.,
avoid using a system tablespace or a tablespace containing active rollback segments). Simply
remove, rename, or compress it while the database is up and running.

Note:Windows. The operating systemmay prevent you from destroying a datafile if the
database is running. You must put the datafile or its tablespace offline, stop the database,
destroy the datafile, and restart the database.

To restore and recover a non-critical datafile

1. Open Restore & Archive Manager. Define a Time Navigation period and select the Show
deleted files check box.

2. Open the appropriate tablespace.
The datafile and its meta-link are striped, showing that the datafile has disappeared. An
orange alerter is displayed above, indicating that a datafile was not found. A warning
message also displays in the events in the Web Administration.
This image shows a Time Navigation period defined in the past in the Restore & Archive
Manager. A datafile and its meta-link are striped to indicate that the datafile has
disappeared:

3. Select the datafile and its destination meta-link and select Restore  Run to restore the
most recent backup version of this datafile available from the catalog.
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Note: The datafile and its meta-link are no longer striped but have an orange status.
This indicates that the restored datafile needs media recovery to be synchronized with
the rest of the database.

An accounting message in the events shows that Tina has automatically put the datafile
offline to warn Oracle of the change (unless you have done it yourself). Oracle does not put
a datafile offline itself, even if it is missing when an application requires it.

4. Using a file manager or other suitable tool, verify that the datafile has been restored to its
original location with the date of the previous backup.

5. Recover the datafile or tablespace using SQL*Plus. Refresh the meta-tree by selecting Tree 
 Refresh to see the offline (red) status of the datafile.

6. Use SQL*Plus to put the datafile or tablespace online. Refresh the meta-tree by selecting
Tree   Refresh to see the online (green) status.

Example. These are the commands used by Oracle9i to recover datafiles. In this case, the
Oracle9i version requires archive logs:

calvin.oracle(6) [ ~ ] compress /appli/oradata/TEST901/tools01.dbf
calvin.oracle(7) [ ~ ] sqlplus /nolog

SQL*Plus: Release 9.0.1.0.0 - Production on Mon Dec 10 11:37:27 2001

(c) Copyright 2001 Oracle Corporation. All rights reserved.

SQL> connect sys as sysdba
Enter password:
Connected.
SQL> alter tablespace tools online;
alter tablespace tools online
*
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-01113: file 6 needs media recovery
ORA-01110: data file 6: '/appli/oradata/TEST901/tools01.dbf'

SQL> recover tablespace tools;
ORA-00279: change 243957 generated at 11/22/2001 21:50:07 needed for thread
1
ORA-00289: suggestion : /cache3/oradata/TEST901/archive/arch1_0000001933.dbf
ORA-00280: change 243957 for thread 1 is in sequence #1933

Specify log: {<RET>=suggested | filename | AUTO | CANCEL}
AUTO
ORA-00279: change 244886 generated at 11/23/2001 23:31:43 needed for thread
1
ORA-00289: suggestion : /cache3/oradata/TEST901/archive/arch1_0000001934.dbf
ORA-00280: change 244886 for thread 1 is in sequence #1934
ORA-00278: log file '/cache3/oradata/TEST901/archive/arch1_0000001933.dbf'
no longer needed for this recovery
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ORA-00279: change 245886 generated at 11/25/2001 03:57:13 needed for thread
1
ORA-00289: suggestion : /cache3/oradata/TEST901/archive/arch1_0000001935.dbf
ORA-00280: change 245886 for thread 1 is in sequence #1935
ORA-00278: log file '/cache3/oradata/TEST901/archive/arch1_0000001934.dbf'
no longer needed for this recovery

ORA-00279: change 246886 generated at 11/26/2001 08:22:43 needed for thread
1
ORA-00289: suggestion : /cache3/oradata/TEST901/archive/arch1_0000001936.dbf
ORA-00280: change 246886 for thread 1 is in sequence #1936
ORA-00278: log file '/cache3/oradata/TEST901/archive/arch1_0000001935.dbf'
no longer needed for this recovery

Log applied.
Media recovery complete.
SQL> alter tablespace tools online;

Tablespace altered.

SQL>

Corrupted Datafile, Warm Restore
If a datafile is corrupted but still exists, you must perform some extra steps to restore it.

When using Restore & Archive Manager in the Present, you can only restore objects that have
disappeared. So you must synchronize in the Past to overwrite an existing object.

Tina protects you from performing a warm restore of an object that is currently online; only
objects with an offline status can be overwritten. You must put offline the datafile. This protection
would not be operative if the datafile had disappeared. You do not need to shutdown the
database before restoring and recovering a raw datafile to the Present time. This is called a warm
restore.

You can simulate the corruption of a datafile by simply overwriting it, while the database is up and
running. Select a datafile from a non critical tablespace (i.e., avoid using a system tablespace or
a tablespace that contains active rollback segments).

To restore and recover a corrupted datafile

1. Put the datafile or its tablespace offline (with the immediate option if tablespace) to warn
Oracle not to attempt to write to it.

2. Open Restore & Archive Manager to display the application meta-tree. Open the
appropriate tablespace: you can see that the datafile and its meta-link have an orange
status, showing that the datafile needs media recovery.

3. Select the datafile and select Tree  Selection  Versions to view the backup versions
known to the catalog.
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4. Select the most recent backup available and synchronize the meta-tree to its backup date
by clicking Synchronize.
This image illustrates the meta-tree displayed in Restore & Archive Manager and that now
corresponds to objects known and backed up at that time:

5. Select the datafile and the meta-link destination and select Restore  Run to restore the
datafile.

Note: Once you have acknowledged the restore, Restore & Archive Manager remains
synchronized in the Past. Click Present to go back to the present.

6. Using a file manager or other suitable tool, verify that the datafile has been restored with the
date of the previous backup.

7. Recover the datafile or tablespace using Oracle SQL*Plus, for it needs a media recovery.
8. Refresh the meta-tree by selecting Tree   Refresh to see the offline (red) status of the

datafile.
9. Use the Oracle SQL*Plus to put the datafile or tablespace online.
10. Refresh the meta-tree by selecting Tree   Refresh to see the online (green) status.

Example. These are the commands used to restore and recover a corrupted datafile:

[oracle@cesar oracle]$ sqlplus /nolog
SQL*Plus: Release 10.2.0.1.0 - Production on Thu Oct 19 17:12:09 2006
Copyright (c) 1982, 2005, Oracle. All rights reserved.

SQL> connect / as sysdba
Connected.
SQL> alter database datafile
'/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/users01.dbf' offline;
Database altered.
SQL> alter database datafile
'/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/users01.dbf' online;
alter database datafile '/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/users01.dbf'
online
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*
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-01113: file 4 needs media recovery
ORA-01110: data file 4: '/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/users01.dbf'
SQL> recover datafile '/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/users01.dbf'
Media recovery complete.
SQL> alter database datafile
'/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/users01.dbf' online;
Database altered.

Loss of a System Datafile, Cold Restore
Test the restore procedures by simulating the loss of a system datafile. Simply remove, rename,
or compress it while the database is up and running.

Note:Windows. The operating systemmay prevent you from destroying a datafile if the
database is running. You must stop the database to destroy the datafile.

You cannot perform a warm restore of a system datafile for the system tablespace is critical to the
operation of the database (it contains the data dictionary). You must abort the database and cold
restore the missing file.

Since Restore & Archive Manager cannot connect to Oracle, the meta-tree is completely empty in
the Present. Thus you must define a time navigation period and expand the meta-tree based on
information stored in the Tina catalog. You can explore the meta-tree with a time navigation
period activated in the same way as you would in the Present; however, it is as if the complete
tree had disappeared, since all the objects are now striped.

To restore and recover a system datafile

1. Use SQL*Plus to abort the database.
2. Verifiy that the system datafile is really missing. The database is mounted (which prepares

for recovery) but cannot be opened.
3. Open Restore & Archive Manager. Define a Time Navigation period and select the Show

deleted files check box.
A warning icon is displayed at the top of the meta tree and a message indicates that
connection failed.

4. Open the system tablespace and verify the physical address of the missing datafile from its
meta-link.
This image illustrates the system tablespace and the physical address of the missing
datafile:
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5. Select the datafile and its destination meta-link (or simply the tablespace if it has only one
datafile) and select Restore  Run to restore the most recent backup of this datafile
available from the catalog.

6. Using a file manager or other suitable tool, verify that the datafile has been restored to its
original location with the date of the previous backup.

7. Use SQL*Plus to recover the datafile. Oracle does not allow you to specify a recover
tablespace command when the database is closed.

8. Open the database and refresh the meta-tree by selecting Tree   Refresh to reconnect to
the database and see the online (green) status of the system tablespace.

Example. These are the commands used to restore and recover a system datafile:

SQL> shutdown abort
ORACLE instance shut down.
SQL> startup
ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area 281018368 bytes
Fixed Size 1218944 bytes
Variable Size 83887744 bytes
Database Buffers 188743680 bytes
Redo Buffers 7168000 bytes
Database mounted.
ORA-01157: cannot identify/lock data file 1 - see DBWR trace file
ORA-01110: data file 1: '/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/system01.dbf'
SQL> recover datafile '/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/system01.dbf'
ORA-00279: change 1728245 generated at 10/19/2006 16:23:45 needed for thread
1
ORA-00289: suggestion :
/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/archives/1_40_579977159.dbf
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ORA-00280: change 1728245 for thread 1 is in sequence #40

Specify log: {<RET>=suggested | filename | AUTO | CANCEL}

ORA-00279: change 1728305 generated at 10/19/2006 16:24:07 needed for thread
1
ORA-00289: suggestion :
/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/archives/1_41_579977159.dbf
ORA-00280: change 1728305 for thread 1 is in sequence #41
ORA-00278: log file '/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/archives/1_40_
579977159.dbf'
no longer needed for this recovery

Specify log: {<RET>=suggested | filename | AUTO | CANCEL}

ORA-00279: change 1729077 generated at 10/19/2006 16:46:11 needed for thread
1
ORA-00289: suggestion :
/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/archives/1_42_579977159.dbf
ORA-00280: change 1729077 for thread 1 is in sequence #42
ORA-00278: log file '/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/archives/1_41_
579977159.dbf'
no longer needed for this recovery

Specify log: {<RET>=suggested | filename | AUTO | CANCEL}

Log applied.
Media recovery complete.
SQL> alter database open;

Database altered.

Loss of Several Datafiles, Cold Restore
If you have lost or corrupted several datafiles, it may be quicker to restore them all, rather than
attempt to work out which ones require restore.

Using the cold restore of a datafilemethod restores and recovers one lost datafile. The recovery
may take time if there are many archived redo logs to apply. Then you must open the database
and Oracle messages may indicate that another datafile is also missing. You must then restore it
and apply all those archived redo logs a second time.

Test the restore procedures by simulating the loss of several datafiles. Simply remove, rename,
or compress them while the database is up and running.

Note:Windows. The operating systemmay prevent you from destroying a datafile if the
database is running. You must stop the database to destroy the datafile.

To restore and recover several datafiles

1. Use SQL*Plus to abort the database.
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2. Verify that at least one datafile is indeed missing or corrupted. The database is mounted
(which prepares for recovery) but cannot be opened.

3. Open Restore & Archive Manager. Define a Time Navigation period and select the Show
deleted files check box.
A warning icon is displayed at the top of the meta tree and a message indicates that
connection failed.

4. Select the TABLESPACESmeta-directory (and thereby all tablespaces and datafiles) and
select Restore  Run to restore the most recent backup of each datafile available from the
catalog.

Note: In the events (Current Activity  Events in the Web Administration), Tina has
calculated the oldest redo log that Oracle needs to perform a recovery.

5. Recover the whole database using SQL*Plus.
6. Open the database and refresh the meta-tree by selecting Tree  Refresh to reconnect to

the database and see the online (green) status of the tablespaces.

Example. These are the commands used to restore and recover several datafiles:

SQL> select name from v$datafile;
NAME
------------------------------------------------------------------
/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/system01.dbf
/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/undotbs01.dbf
/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/sysaux01.dbf
/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/users01.dbf
/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/users02.dbf
/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/rcvcat.dbf
6 rows selected.
SQL> host
[oracle]$ compress /Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/system01.dbf
[oracle]$ compress /Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/users02.dbf
[oracle]$ exit
exit
SQL> shutdown abort
ORACLE instance shut down.
SQL> startup
ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area 281018368 bytes
Fixed Size 1218944 bytes
Variable Size 83887744 bytes
Database Buffers 188743680 bytes
Redo Buffers 7168000 bytes
Database mounted.
ORA-01157: cannot identify/lock data file 1 - see DBWR trace file
ORA-01110: data file 1: '/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST102/TEST102/system01.dbf'
SQL> recover database;
Media recovery complete.
SQL> alter database open;
Database altered.
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Loss of Archived Redo Log
This topic describes this information:
• Warm Restore
• Substituting Active Redo Log

Warm Restore
If you have lost one or more archived redo log files from disk, you can restore them without
shutting down the database.

Test the restore procedures by simulating the loss of recent archived redo log files. Simply
remove or rename them. You should also remove a non-critical datafile for the recovery of which
you will need the archive redo log. Select a datafile from a non critical tablespace (i.e., avoid
using a system tablespace or a tablespace that contains active rollback segments).

Note:Windows. The operating systemmay prevent you from destroying a datafile if the
database is running. You must put the datafile or its tablespace offline, stop the database,
destroy the datafile, and restart the database.

To restore and recover an archived redo log

1. Open Restore & Archive Manager. Define a Time Navigation period and select the Show
deleted files check box.

2. Open the appropriate tablespace. You can see that the datafile and its meta-link are striped
to indicate that the datafile has disappeared.

3. Select the datafile and select Tree  Selection  Versions to view the versions known to the
catalog.

4. Select a backup version that requires the archived redo log file you destroyed during
recovery, and synchronize the meta-tree to its backup date by clicking Synchronize.

5. Select the datafile and its meta-link destination and select Restore  Run to restore the
datafile.
The datafile now has an orange status to indicate that it needs media recovery.

Note: Restore & Archive Manager remains synchronized in the Past. Click Present to
return to the present.

Note: If you attempt to recover the datafile or tablespace, Oracle asks for the missing
redo log file and the recovery fails.

6. Open the _ARCHIVE_LOGSmeta-directory and select the missing striped archived redo log
file plus its gutter destination meta-link (at the top of the meta-directory).
You may need to extend the time navigation period to find the missing archived redo log file,
but only if the database was backed up after the archived redo log was lost.

7. Select Restore  Run to restore the archived redo log file.
8. Using a file manager or other suitable tool, verify that the archived redo log file has been

restored to its original location.
9. Use the Oracle Server Manager or SQL*Plus to correctly recover the datafile or tablespace.

Put the datafile or tablespace online.
10. Refresh the meta-tree by selecting Tree   Refresh to see the online (green) status.
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Example. These are the Server Manager commands used to restore and recover an archived
redo log:

Server Manager Commands
SVRMGR> host
charlie.oracle(1) [ ~ ] rm admin/DB73/arch/arch_179.log
charlie.oracle(2) [ ~ ] compress /export/home/oradata/DB73/ tools01.dbf
charlie.oracle(3) [ ~ ] exit
SVRMGR> recover tablespace tools;
ORA-00279: Change 8200 generated at 07/16/98 19:24:19 needed for thread 1
ORA-00289: Suggestion : /export/home/oracle/admin/DB73/arch/arch_179.log
ORA-00280: Change 8200 for thread 1 is in sequence #179
Specify log: {<RET>=suggested | filename | AUTO | CANCEL}
AUTO
ORA-00308: cannot open archived log
‘/export/home/oracle/admin/DB73/arch/arch_179.log’
ORA-07360: sfifi: stat error, unable to obtain information about file.
SVR4 Error: 2: No such file or directory
SVRMGR> host
charlie.oracle(1) [ ~ ] ls admin/DB73/arch/
arch_179.log arch_180.log arch_181.log arch_182.log
charlie.oracle(2) [ ~ ] exit
SVRMGR> recover tablespace tools;
ORA-00279: Change 8200 generated at 07/16/98 19:24:19 needed for thread 1
ORA-00289: Suggestion : /export/home/oracle/admin/DB73/arch/arch_179.log
ORA-00280: Change 8200 for thread 1 is in sequence #179
Specify log: {<RET>=suggested | filename | AUTO | CANCEL}
AUTO
Log applied.
ORA-00279: Change 8202 generated at 07/16/98 19:33:32 needed for thread 1
ORA-00289: Suggestion : /export/home/oracle/admin/DB73/arch/arch_180.log
ORA-00280: Change 8202 for thread 1 is in sequence #180
ORA-00278: Logfile ‘/export/home/oracle/admin/DB73/arch/arch_179.log’ no
longer needed for this recovery
Log applied.
Media recovery complete.
SVRMGR> alter tablespace tools online;
Statement processed.
SVRMGR>

Substituting Active Redo Log
Important: Only experienced Oracle and Tina users should use the substitution of active
redo logs.

If you purge the archive redo log destination directory when a log switch occurs, you may loose
an archived redo log file from disk that is not yet backed up. Your backup portfolio could be
seriously compromised.
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A hole in the archived redo log sequence is serious, for a datafile version which was backed up
prior to the hole can no longer be recovered to a point in time after the hole. Media recovery
cannot jump over a hole. So you could potentially loose all transactions committed from the lost
redo log onwards in case of an accident, until a new full backup is performed; however, an
archived version can substitute the completed active redo log file. Tina for Oracle backs up both,
giving you a useful redundancy in this case.

Test the restore procedures by simulating the loss of a recent archived redo log file. Simply
remove or rename it. You should also remove a non-critical datafile for the recovery of which you
will need the archive redo log. Select a datafile from a non critical tablespace (i.e., avoid using a
system tablespace or a tablespace that contains active rollback segments).

Note:Windows. The operating systemmay prevent you from destroying a datafile if the
database is running. You must put the datafile or its tablespace offline, stop the database,
destroy the datafile, and restart the database.

To restore and recover using a completed active redo log

1. Open Restore & Archive Manager. Define a Time Navigation period and select the Show
deleted files check box.

2. Select the striped redo log in the _REDO_LOGSmeta-directory and select Tree  Selection
 Versions to verifiy that the last version backed up has two non-empty SCN values in its
attributes.
When the second SCN value is empty, it means that the redo log was the current log when
the backup was taken and therefore not yet complete. Media recovery could not recover
beyond such a redo log any more than it could recover beyond a hole.

3. Open the tablespace containing the lost datafile. The datafile and its meta-link are striped.
4. Select the datafile and select Tree  Selection  Versions to view the versions known to the

catalog.
5. Select a version that requires the archived redo log destroyed and synchronize the meta-

tree to its backup date by clicking Synchronize.
6. Select the datafile and its meta-link destination and select Restore  Run to restore the

datafile.
7. Open the _REDO_LOGSmeta-directory in the Present time and select the missing striped

active redo log file plus the gutter destination meta-link (at the top of the meta-directory),
which also points to the archived redo log destination directory.

8. Select Restore  Run to restore the substitute active redo log file.
9. Using a file manager or other suitable tool, verify that the active redo log file has been

restored to the archive destination.
10. Use the Oracle Server Manager or SQL*Plus to correctly recover the datafile or tablespace.

Put the datafile or tablespace online.
11. Refresh the meta-tree by selecting Tree   Refresh to see the online (green) status.

Loss of Control Files
This topic describes this information:
• Loss of One Control File, Cold Restore
• Loss of all Control Files, Cold Restore
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Loss of One Control File, Cold Restore
If you have lost a control file, you can reestablish the situation very easily so long as your control
file is mirrored. This could happen for example after a disk crash on one of the disks that contain a
mirror of the control file.

If your control file is mirrored but on the same disk, you must recreate it.

Note: It is recommended that your control file be mirrored on separate disks with different
controllers.

Here we restore a lost control file mirror by copying a healthy control file from another disk.

Test the restore procedures by simulating the loss of a control file. Simply remove or rename it.

To restore and recover a control file

1. Open Restore & Archive Manager. Define a Time Navigation period and select the Show
deleted files check box.

2. Verifiy that the missing control file is striped in the _CONTROL_FILES meta directory.
A warning message in the events in the Web Administration and in the log file indicates that
a control file was not found.

Important: Do not restore the control file using Restore & Archive Manager. The
backup control file you would restore would not be synchronized with the other control
files and would not be acceptable to Oracle.

3. Abort the database and simply copy one of the copies of the control file to where the lost
control file was located using the appropriate operating system command (e.g., cp or dd).

4. Start the database up and reconnect Restore & Archive Manager to the database by
selecting Backup   View.
The control file meta-links now have the green (online) status.

Example. These are the Server Manager commands used to restore and recover a control file:

SVRMGR> select * from v$controlfile;
STATUS NAME
------- ----------------------------------------------------------
/home01/oradata/DBORA/control01.ctl
/home02/oradata/DBORA/control02.ctl
/home03/oradata/DBORA/control03.ctl

3 rows selected.
SVRMGR> host
charlie.oracle(1) [ ~ ] compress /home03/oradata/DBORA/control03.ctl
charlie.oracle(2) [ ~ ] exit
SVRMGR> shutdown abort
ORACLE instance shut down.
SVRMGR> startup
ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area 4438012 bytes
Fixed Size 48260 bytes
Variable Size 3971960 bytes
Database Buffers 409600 bytes
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Redo Buffers 8192 bytes
ORA-00205: error in identifying control file
‘/home03/oradata/DBORA/control03.ctl’
ORA-07360: sfifi: stat error, unable to obtain information about file.
SVR4 Error: 2: No such file or directory
SVRMGR> shutdown abort
ORACLE instance shut down.
SVRMGR> host
charlie.oracle(1) [ ~ ] cp -p /home01/oradata/DBORA/control01.ctl
/home03/oradata/DBORA/control03.ctl
charlie.oracle(2) [ ~ ] exit
SVRMGR> startup
ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area 4438012 bytes
Fixed Size 48260 bytes
Variable Size 3971960 bytes
Database Buffers 409600 bytes
Redo Buffers 8192 bytes
Database mounted.
Database opened.
SVRMGR>

Loss of all Control Files, Cold Restore
If you have lost all control file mirrors, you can recreate them easily as long as your datafiles and
active redo log files are intact.

You might also want to recreate your control file to change certain dimensioning parameters
which determine the size of a control file. For instance, you might want to increase the maximum
number of datafiles allowed in the database or change the archive log history size. In this case,
perform a full hot backup of the database, shut it down cleanly, and then follow the method
described in To restore and recover all control files.

Test the restore procedures by simulating the loss of all the control files. Simply remove or
rename them.

To restore and recover all control files

1. Use the Oracle Server Manager or SQL*Plus to abort the database because it cannot be
shut down cleanly if the control files are missing.

2. Open Restore & Archive Manager. Define a Time Navigation period and select the Show
deleted files check box.
All the objects under the _CONTROL_FILESmeta-directory are striped as the database is
down.
A warning icon is displayed at the top of the meta-tree and a message indicates that the
connection failed.
This image illustrates the meta-tree warning icon and the _CONTROL_FILESmeta-directory
with its objects striped:
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3. Select the control.sqlmeta-file and its gutter (user dump) destination meta-link at the top
of its meta-directory and select Restore  Run to restore the most recent backup of this
script available from the catalog.

4. Change directory to the user dump destination directory.
5. View the control.sql script which has just been restored. Edit the file if you wish to

change any values (e.g., the dimensioning parameters).
6. Using the Oracle Server Manager or SQL*Plus, execute the control.sql script. This script

recreates the control file, recovers the database, and then opens it, handling automatically
the specificities of read-only datafiles and tempfiles.

7. Reconnect Restore & Archive Manager to the database by selecting Tree   Refresh. The
control file meta-links now have the green (online) status and the database is open.

Note: The connection message in the events indicates that the archive log history in
the control file has been lost. You may also get warning messages in the events until
log switches result in all redo logs being active again.

Example. These are the Server Manager commands used to restore and recover all control files:

SVRMGR> select * from v$controlfile;
STATUS NAME
------- ----------------------------------------------------------
/home01/oradata/DB73/control01.ctl
/home02/oradata/DB73/control02.ctl
/home03/oradata/DB73/control03.ctl

3 rows selected.
SVRMGR> host
charlie.oracle(1) [ ~/admin/DB73/udump ] compress
/home0?/oradata/DB73/control0?.ctl
charlie.oracle(2) [ ~/admin/DB73/udump ] exit
SVRMGR> shutdown immediate
ORA-00210: cannot open control file ‘/home01/oradata/DB73/control01.ctl’
ORA-07368: sfofi: open error, unable to open database file.
SVR4 Error: 2: No such file or directory
SVRMGR> shutdown abort
ORACLE instance shut down.
SVRMGR> host
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charlie.oracle(1) [ ~/admin/DB73/udump ] ls
control.sql db73_ora_16464.trc db73_ora_20360.trc tina_cold_DB73.txt
charlie.oracle(2) [ ~/admin/DB73/udump ] exit
SVRMGR> @control
ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area 7283904 bytes
Fixed Size 39732 bytes
Variable Size 6826380 bytes
Database Buffers 409600 bytes
Redo Buffers 8192 bytes
Statement processed.
Media recovery complete.
Statement processed.
Statement processed.
Statement processed.
Statement processed.
Statement processed.
SVRMGR>

Loss of Active Redo Logs
This topic describes this information:
• Loss of Active Redo Log Members, Warm Restore
• Loss of all Active Redo Logs, Cold Restore

Loss of Active Redo Log Members, Warm Restore
If you have lost a set of active redo log members, you can reestablish the situation very easily so
long as your active redo log files are mirrored.

If they are not mirrored you need a whole database restore and some transactions may be lost.
However, you may by chance have lost just one member that is not the active log, that has
already been archived and that can be cleared using the Oracle Server Manager or SQL*Plus.
Do not attempt to restore it in this case, just clear it.

Note: Verifiy that your active redo log files are mirrored on separate disks with different
controllers, if the database has transactional activity, to avoid transaction loss.

You will restore a lost active redo log member set by copying a healthy member set from another
disk.

You should test the restore procedures by simulating the loss of active redo log members. Simply
remove or rename them.

To restore an active redo log member set

1. Shutdown the database and startup again. The lost redo log member set is now marked as
INVALID but the database is running.

2. Open Restore & Archive Manager. Define a Time Navigation period and select the Show
deleted files check box.
The missing redo log member meta-links under the _REDO_LOGSmeta-directory are striped.
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Meanwhile, warning messages in the events in the Web Administration and in the log file
also indicate that the redo log members were not found.

3. Simply copy the active redo log files, group by group, to the appropriate destination using
the appropriate operating system command (e.g., cp or dd).

4. Refresh the meta-tree by selecting Tree   Refresh. The invalid redo log member meta-links
now have the red (offline) status.
As the current redo log file is switched, however, the mirrored copies are brought back into
use by Oracle as can be seen by refreshing the meta-tree.

Example. These are the Server Manager commands used to restore and recover an active redo
log member set:

SVRMGR> select * from v$logfile;
GROUP# STATUS MEMBER
---------- ------- ------------------------------------------
2 /export/home/oradata/DB73/redoDB7302.log
2 /home04/oradata/DB73/redoDB7302.log
1 /export/home/oradata/DB73/redoDB7301.log
1 /home04/oradata/DB73/redoDB7301.log
3 /export/home/oradata/DB73/redoDB7303.log
3 /home04/oradata/DB73/redoDB7303.log

6 rows selected.
SVRMGR> host
charlie.oracle(1) [ ~ ] compress /home04/oradata/DB73
/redoDB730?.log
charlie.oracle(2) [ ~ ] exit
SVRMGR> shutdown immediate
Database closed.
Database dismounted.
ORACLE instance shut down.
SVRMGR> startup
ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area 7283904 bytes
Fixed Size 39732 bytes
Variable Size 6826380 bytes
Database Buffers 409600 bytes
Redo Buffers 8192 bytes
Database mounted.
Database opened.
SVRMGR> select * from v$logfile;
GROUP# STATUS MEMBER
---------- ------- --------------------------------------------
2 /export/home/oradata/DB73/redoDB7302.log
2 INVALID /home04/oradata/DB73/redoDB7302.log
1 /export/home/oradata/DB73/redoDB7301.log
1 INVALID /home04/oradata/DB73/redoDB7301.log
3 /export/home/oradata/DB73/redoDB7303.log
3 INVALID /home04/oradata/DB73/redoDB7303.log

6 rows selected.
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SVRMGR> host
charlie.oracle(1) [ ~ ] cp -p /export/home/oradata/DB73/redoDB7301.log
/home04/oradata/DB73/redoDB7301.log
charlie.oracle(2) [ ~ ] cp -p /export/home/oradata/DB73/redoDB7303.log
/home04/oradata/DB73/redoDB7303.log
charlie.oracle(3) [ ~ ] cp -p /export/home/oradata/DB73/redoDB7302.log
/home04/oradata/DB73/redoDB7302.log
charlie.oracle(4) [ ~ ] exit
SVRMGR> alter system switch logfile;
Statement processed.
SVRMGR> select * from v$logfile;
GROUP# STATUS MEMBER
---------- ------- --------------------------------------------
2 /export/home/oradata/DB73/redoDB7302.log
2 INVALID /home04/oradata/DB73/redoDB7302.log
1 /export/home/oradata/DB73/redoDB7301.log
1 INVALID /home04/oradata/DB73/redoDB7301.log
3 /export/home/oradata/DB73/redoDB7303.log
3 /home04/oradata/DB73/redoDB7303.log

6 rows selected.
SVRMGR>

Loss of all Active Redo Logs, Cold Restore
If you have lost all of the active redo logs, you have lost the database. You must perform a whole
database restore and recovery.

Note: Verifiy that your active redo log files are mirrored on separate disks with different
controllers, if the database has transactional activity, to avoid transaction loss.

This table describes the two methods of complete database restore that you can use in Tina for
Oracle:

Method Description

First
Method

Restores the database as it was at the moment of some full or incremental backup.
This is the simplest method and also the most used, since your backup portfolio
remains valid; however, it may lead to transaction loss since you lose transactions
committed after the chosen backup.

Second
Method

Restores the database as it was at a given point in time, defined by an archive log
number, or an SCN value, or a date value. This method may preserve more
committed transactions than the first method as long as the archived redo log files
on disk have not been lost; however, the required RESETLOGS operation invalidates
your backup portfolio leading you to make new backups immediately. Failure to do
so may lead to heavy transaction loss in the event of a second incident.
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First Method - Cold Restore as of the Last Backup

The first method consists in restoring the complete database as it was before the incident. You
synchronize the meta-tree on a point in time defined by the backup of a control file and restore a
complete set of tablespaces using datafile versions that pre-date that point in time. Then you
recover the database rolling forward to the point in time, recreating the control files.

Test the restore procedures by simulating the loss of a table. Simply remove or rename it while
the database is up and running after having performed a full backup.

To restore and recover all active redo logs and database

1. Abort the database with the SHUTDOWN command in preparation for a complete restore.
2. Open Restore & Archive Manager. Define a Time Navigation period and select the Show

deleted files check box.
3. Open the _CONTROL_FILES and the _REDO_LOGSmeta-directories. All objects are striped as the

database is down. All the objects you can see are backed up.
4. Select the control.sqlmeta-file, and select Tree  Selection  Versions to view its

versions known to the catalog.

Note: The control.sqlmeta-file is a synchronizer that lets you see every backup
version (full or incremental) that has been made of the database.

5. Select a version that corresponds to the point in time you choose. Synchronize the Oracle
meta-tree on the selected backup version using the Synchronize button.
This is your point in time. All transactions committed after this date will be lost.

6. Deactivate the time navigation period by clearing the Show deleted files box. All striped
objects disappear.
You wish to restore a complete set of redo log files and datafiles, but none that no longer
existed when the backup was performed.

7. Select the TABLESPACES and the _ARCHIVE_LOGSmeta-directories. Select the
control.sqlmeta-file and its gutter (user dump) destination meta-link at the top of its
meta-directory.

8. Select the _REDO_LOGSmeta-directory to select all of its components, then clear the check
box of its gutter (archive log) destination meta-link at the top of its meta-directory to indicate
that you really want to overwrite the redo log files. Otherwise their restore destination is
ambiguous.
This image illustrates the TABLESPACES and _ARCHIVE_LOGSmeta-directories and the
control.sqlmeta-file that you have selected:
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9. Select Restore  Run to restore the complete database, except the control files.
10. Change directory to the user dump destination directory and view the control.sql script

which has just been restored. Edit the file if you wish to change any values (e.g., the
dimensioning parameters).

11. Using the Oracle Server Manager or SQL*Plus, connect as the internal user or system
administrator and execute the control.sql script.
The control.sql script recreates the control file, recovers the database, and then opens it,
handling automatically the specificities of read-only datafiles and tempfiles.

12. Reconnect Restore & Archive Manager to the database in the Present time by selecting
Backup   View. The database is open.

Note: The events indicate that the archive log history in the control file has been lost.
This is not serious. You may also get warning messages in the events until all redo logs
are active again.

13. Verifiy that the damaged table has been restored.

Note: The new current redo log file is one in sequence beyond those that you restored.
Your backup portfolio is still valid. You do not need to back up the database
immediately.

Example 1. These are the Server Manager commands used to restore and recover all active
redo logs and database:

SVRMGR> connect scott/tiger
Connected.
SVRMGR> select * from dept;
DEPTNO DNAME LOC
---------- -------------- -------------
10 ACCOUNTING NEW YORK
20 RESEARCH DALLAS
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30 SALES CHICAGO
40 OPERATIONS BOSTON

4 rows selected.
SVRMGR> delete from dept;
4 rows processed.
SVRMGR> commit
Statement processed.
SVRMGR> select * from dept;
DEPTNO DNAME LOC
---------- -------------- -------------
0 rows selected.
SVRMGR> connect internal
Connected.
SVRMGR> shutdown abort
ORACLE instance shut down.
SVRMGR> exit
Server Manager complete.
charlie.oracle(4) [ ~ ] cd admin/DB73/udump
charlie.oracle(5) [ ~/admin/DB73/udump ] ls
control.sql db73_ora_16464.trc db73_ora_20360.trc tina_cold_DB73.txt
charlie.oracle(6) [ ~/admin/DB73/udump ] svrmgrl

Oracle Server Manager Release 2.3.2.0.0 - Production

Copyright (c) Oracle Corporation 1994, 1995. All rights reserved.

Oracle7 Server Release 7.3.2.3.0 - Production Release
With the distributed option
PL/SQL Release 2.3.2.3.0 - Production

SVRMGR> connect internal
Connected to an idle instance.
SVRMGR> @control
ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area 7283904 bytes
Fixed Size 39732 bytes
Variable Size 6826380 bytes
Database Buffers 409600 bytes
Redo Buffers 8192 bytes
Statement processed.
Media recovery complete.
Statement processed.
Statement processed.
Statement processed.
Statement processed.
Statement processed.
SVRMGR> connect scott/tiger
Connected.
SVRMGR> select * from dept;
DEPTNO DNAME LOC
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---------- -------------- -------------
10 ACCOUNTING NEW YORK
20 RESEARCH DALLAS
30 SALES CHICAGO
40 OPERATIONS BOSTON

4 rows selected.
SVRMGR>

Example 2. These are the SQL*Plus commands used to restore and recover all active redo logs
and database:

calvin.oracle(3) [ ~ ] sqlplus scott/tiger

SQL*Plus: Release 9.0.1.0.0 - Production on Mon Dec 10 13:16:16 2001

(c) Copyright 2001 Oracle Corporation. All rights reserved.

Connected to:
Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.0.1.0.0 - Production
With the Partitioning option
JServer Release 9.0.1.0.0 - Production

SQL> select * from dept;

DEPTNO DNAME LOC
---------- -------------- -------------
10 ACCOUNTING NEW YORK
20 RESEARCH DALLAS
30 SALES CHICAGO
40 OPERATIONS BOSTON

SQL> drop table emp;

Table dropped.

SQL> drop table dept;

Table dropped.

SQL> commit;

Commit complete.

SQL> select * from dept;
select * from dept
*
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-00942: table or view does not exist
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SQL> connect sys as sysdba
Enter password:
Connected.
SQL> shutdown abort
ORACLE instance shut down.
SQL> exit
Disconnected from Oracle9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.0.1.0.0 - Production
With the Partitioning option
JServer Release 9.0.1.0.0 - Production
calvin.oracle(4) [ ~ ] cd admin/TEST901/udump
calvin.oracle(5) [ ~/admin/TEST901/udump ] ls
control.sql test901_ora_2764.trc test901_ora_29919.trc tina_cold_TEST901.txt
calvin.oracle(6) [ ~/admin/TEST901/udump ] sqlplus /nolog

SQL*Plus: Release 9.0.1.0.0 - Production on Mon Dec 10 13:41:55 2001

(c) Copyright 2001 Oracle Corporation. All rights reserved.

SQL> connect sys as sysdba
Enter password:
Connected to an idle instance.
SQL> @control
ORACLE instance started.

Total System Global Area 72123504 bytes
Fixed Size 279664 bytes
Variable Size 50331648 bytes
Database Buffers 20971520 bytes
Redo Buffers 540672 bytes

Control file created.

ORA-00279: change 243923 generated at 11/22/2001 21:47:50 needed for thread
1
ORA-00289: suggestion : /cache3/oradata/TEST901/archive/arch1_0000001933.dbf
ORA-00280: change 243923 for thread 1 is in sequence #1933

ORA-00279: change 263990 generated at 12/10/2001 12:46:42 needed for thread
1
ORA-00289: suggestion : /cache3/oradata/TEST901/archive/arch1_0000001934.dbf
ORA-00280: change 263990 for thread 1 is in sequence #1934
ORA-00278: log file '/cache3/oradata/TEST901/archive/arch1_0000001933.dbf'
no
longer needed for this recovery

Log applied.
Media recovery complete.
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System altered.

Database altered.

Tablespace altered.

SQL> connect scott/tiger
Connected.
SQL> select * from dept;

DEPTNO DNAME LOC
---------- -------------- -------------
10 ACCOUNTING NEW YORK
20 RESEARCH DALLAS
30 SALES CHICAGO
40 OPERATIONS BOSTON

SQL>

Second Method - Cold Restore with RESETLOGS

If several disks are lost, except the disk hosting the archive logs, you may restore the complete
database replaying as many archive logs as possible so as to minimize transaction loss.

You must synchronize on a point in time defined by a backup control file and restore a complete
set of tablespaces using datafile versions that pre-date that point in time. Then, recover the
database rolling forward as far as possible, even beyond that point in time, finally recreating the
active redo logs with a RESETLOGS operation.

Test the restore procedures by simulating the loss of all active redo logs including mirrors. Simply
remove or rename them while the database is up and running after having performed a full
backup.

To restore and recover all archived redo logs and database

1. Abort the database with the SHUTDOWN command in preparation for a complete restore.
2. Open Restore & Archive Manager. Define a Time Navigation period and select the Show

deleted files check box.
3. Open the _ARCHIVE_LOGS and the _CONTROL_FILESmeta-directories.

All objects are striped as the database is down. All the objects you can see have been
backed up.

4. Select the control.ctlmeta-file and select Tree  Selection  Versions to view its
versions known to the catalog.

5. Select the most recent version and synchronize by clicking Synchronize. This is your point
in time.

6. Clear the Show deleted files check box to deactivate the time navigation period.
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All striped objects disappear. You wish to restore a complete set of datafiles, but none that
no longer existed when the backup was performed.

7. Select the TABLESPACES and _ARCHIVE_LOGSmeta-directories (some datafiles may need
old archive logs that have been purged). Also select the _CONTROL_FILESmeta-directory to
select all of its components, then clear the check box of its gutter (user dump) destination
meta-link at the top of its meta-directory to indicate that you really want to overwrite the
control files. Otherwise their restore destination is ambiguous.

8. Clear also the check box of the control.sqlmeta-file that is not needed in this scenario
and any standby.ctl objects, if present.
This image illustrates the TABLESPACES and _ARCHIVE_LOGSmeta-directories, and the files
(including control.ctl) in the _CONTROL_FILESmeta-directory that you have selected:

9. Select Restore  Run to restore the complete database, except the active redo log files.
10. Using the Oracle Server Manager or SQL*Plus, connect as the internal user or system

administrator, startup mount the database, recover until cancel the database, handling the
specificities of read-only datafiles, and open the database. There is no script to help, so
carefully read the Example of Cold Restore with RESETLOGS where several errors are
made and corrected.

Important: You must put offline the read-only datafiles before recovering them.

Note: It is possible to select certain data dictionary views such as v$datafile without
the database being open. Note that you cannot cancel a recovery session unless this is
indicated in the recovery command.
Some Oracle messages are confusing. You have no choice but to reset the logs after
using the backup control file.

11. Reconnect Restore & Archive Manager to the database in the Present time by selecting
Backup  View. The database is open.
The events indicate that the archive log history in the control file has been lost. This is not
serious. Also, the events may show warning messages saying that Tina will delete stale
archive logs at the next backup.
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12. Perform a full backup. The current redo log file sequence has been reset (Tina may switch
logs once to create log history, depending on the version of Oracle). Your backup portfolio is
no longer valid.

Example of Cold Restore with RESETLOGS

This example shows the Server Manager commands used to restore and recover all archived
redo logs and database:

SVRMGR> archive log list
Database log mode Archive Mode
Automatic archival Enabled
Archive destination /export/home/oracle/admin/DB73/arch
Oldest online log sequence 188
Next log sequence to archive 190
Current log sequence 190
SVRMGR> connect scott/tiger
Connected.
SVRMGR> select * from dept;
DEPTNO DNAME LOC
---------- -------------- -------------
10 ACCOUNTING NEW YORK
20 RESEARCH DALLAS
30 SALES CHICAGO
40 OPERATIONS BOSTON

4 rows selected.
SVRMGR> insert into dept values (50,’FASHION’,’PARIS’);
1 row processed.
SVRMGR> commit
Statement processed.
SVRMGR> select * from dept;
DEPTNO DNAME LOC
---------- -------------- -------------
10 ACCOUNTING NEW YORK
20 RESEARCH DALLAS
30 SALES CHICAGO
40 OPERATIONS BOSTON
50 FASHION PARIS

5 rows selected.
SVRMGR> connect internal
Connected.
SVRMGR> alter system switch logfile;
Statement processed.
SVRMGR> archive log list
Database log mode Archive Mode
Automatic archival Enabled
Archive destination /export/home/oracle/admin/DB73/arch
Oldest online log sequence 189
Next log sequence to archive 191
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Current log sequence 191
SVRMGR> select * from v$logfile;
GROUP# STATUS MEMBER
---------- ------- -----------------------------------------------
3 /export/home/oradata/DB73/redoDB7303.log
3 /home04/oradata/DB73/redoDB7303.log
2 /export/home/oradata/DB73/redoDB7302.log
2 /home04/oradata/DB73/redoDB7302.log
1 /export/home/oradata/DB73/redoDB7301.log
1 /home04/oradata/DB73/redoDB7301.log
6 rows selected.
SVRMGR> host
charlie.oracle(1) [ ~ ] compress /export/home/oradata/DB73
/redoDB730?.log
charlie.oracle(2) [ ~ ] compress /home04/oradata/DB73
/redoDB730?.log
charlie.oracle(3) [ ~ ] exit
SVRMGR> shutdown abort
ORACLE instance shut down.
SVRMGR> startup mount
ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area 7283904 bytes
Fixed Size 39732 bytes
Variable Size 6826380 bytes
Database Buffers 409600 bytes
Redo Buffers 8192 bytes
Database mounted.
SVRMGR> recover database until cancel using backup controlfile;
ORA-00283: Recovery session canceled due to errors
ORA-01233: file 5 is read only - cannot recover using backup controlfile
ORA-01110: data file 5: '/export/home/oradata/DB73/users01.dbf'
SVRMGR> select * from v$datafile;
FILE# STATUS ENABLED CHECKPOINT BYTES CREATE_BY T NAME
---------- ------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---
1 SYSTEM READ WRITE 8445 5242880 5242880 /export
/home/oradata/DB73/system01.dbf
2 ONLINE READ WRITE 8444 2097152 2097152 /export
/home/oradata/DB73/rbs01.dbf
3 ONLINE READ WRITE 8446 563200 563200 /export
/home/oradata/DB73/temp01.dbf
4 ONLINE READ WRITE 8447 2097152 2097152 /export
/home/oradata/DB73/tools01.dbf
5 ONLINE READ ONLY 7188 1048576 1048576 /export
/home/oradata/DB73/users01.dbf
7 ONLINE READ ONLY 7188 1048576 1048576 /export
/home/oradata/DB73/users02.dbf
6 rows selected.
SVRMGR> alter database datafile '/export/home/oradata/DB73
/users01.dbf' offline;
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Statement processed.
SVRMGR> alter database datafile '/export/home/oradata/DB73
/users02.dbf' offline;
Statement processed.
SVRMGR> recover database until cancel using backup controlfile;
ORA-00279: Change 8444 generated at 09/26/98 15:42:05 needed for thread 1
ORA-00289: Suggestion : /export/home/oracle/admin/DB73/arch/arch_189.log
ORA-00280: Change 8444 for thread 1 is in sequence #189
Specify log: {<RET>=suggested | filename | AUTO | CANCEL}
AUTO
Log applied.
ORA-00279: Change 8449 generated at 09/26/98 16:51:22 needed for thread 1
ORA-00289: Suggestion : /export/home/oracle/admin/DB73/arch
/arch_190.log
ORA-00280: Change 8449 for thread 1 is in sequence #190
ORA-00278: Logfile '/export/home/oracle/admin/DB73/arch/arch_189.log' no
longer needed for this recovery
Log applied.
ORA-00279: Change 8467 generated at 09/28/98 11:43:55 needed for thread 1
ORA-00289: Suggestion : /export/home/oracle/admin/DB73/arch
/arch_191.log
ORA-00280: Change 8467 for thread 1 is in sequence #191
ORA-00278: Logfile '/export/home/oracle/admin/DB73/arch/arch_190.log' no
longer needed for this recovery
ORA-00308: cannot open archived log '/export/home/oracle/admin
/DB73/arch/arch_191.log'
ORA-07360: sfifi: stat error, unable to obtain information about
file.
SVR4 Error: 2: No such file or directory
SVRMGR> alter database open;
alter database open
*
ORA-01589: must use RESETLOGS or NORESETLOGS option for database open
SVRMGR> alter database open NORESETLOGS;
alter database open NORESETLOGS
*
ORA-01588: must use RESETLOGS option for database open
SVRMGR> alter database open RESETLOGS;
Statement processed.
SVRMGR> alter tablespace users online;
Statement processed.
SVRMGR> connect scott/tiger
Connected.
SVRMGR> select * from dept;
DEPTNO DNAME LOC
---------- -------------- -------------
10 ACCOUNTING NEW YORK
20 RESEARCH DALLAS
30 SALES CHICAGO
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40 OPERATIONS BOSTON
50 FASHION PARIS
5 rows selected.

In Oracle 10g and 11g, there is a feature called Easier Recovery through resetlogs.

The corresponding parameter is used in log_archive_format: %R. This parameter represents
an incarnation_id (or resetlog_id), that is an identifier for the last resetlogs in the database.
The sequence for the archived logs is coherent for all logs having the same incarnation_id. A
resetlog operation on the database resets the current sequence of logs and the new archived log
sequence starts at 1.

Note: Prior to Oracle 10g, a resetlog would forbid the restore of a datafile backed up before
the resetlogs as Oracle could not retrieve the sequence of logs.

With Oracle 10g and 11g, the log name holds the incarnation_id. This makes it possible to
retrieve a sequence of logs, even through a resetlog. As a result, it is no longer necessary to
perform a full backup after a resetlog.

Unusable Temp Files
During the restore process, Tina recreates empty temp files of the same size as the one present
before the restore. If these temp files are unusable, you should manually delete and recreate
them.

Apply these steps:
1. Delete the temp files one by one using this command:

ALTER DATABASE TEMPFILE 'full_path_of_the_temp_file' DROP;
For instance:
ALTER DATABASE TEMPFILE '/opt/oracle/product/10.2.0/oradata/db_
jfg/temp01.dbf' DROP;

2. In the control file, copy the commands that created the temp files and run this command:
ALTER TABLESPACE TEMP ADD TEMPFILE
'/opt/oracle/product/10.2.0/oradata/db_jfg/temp01.dbf' SIZE 209715200
REUSE AUTOEXTEND OFF;

Loss of Parameter Files, Cold Restore
Note: This description applies only to Oracle versions 9i and higher.

If you have lost one or more parameter files from disk, you can restore them, but you must shut
down the database first. This procedure describes the restore of a missing parameter file via the
graphical interface. You can also restore it via the Command Line Interface. See Command Line
Restore for details.

When you restore the network files, keep in mind that they concern the whole server and not just
the database where you backed them up.

To restore a parameter file

1. Shutdown the database by running the shutdown immediate commmand:
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SQL> shutdown immediate
Database closed.
Database dismounted.
ORACLE instance shut down.
SQL> exit

2. Open Restore & Archive Manager. Define a Time Navigation period and select the Show
deleted files check box.

3. Open the _SPARAMSmeta-directory.
The parameter file and its meta-link are striped to indicate that the file has disappeared or
that the database is down.

4. Select the parameter file and select Tree  Selection  Versions to view the versions known
to the catalog.

5. Select a backup version, and synchronize the meta-tree to its backup date by clicking
Synchronize.

6. Select the parameter file and its private destination meta-link and select Restore  Run to
restore the file to its original location.

Note: To restore the file to a different location, select the parameter file and the gutter
meta-link at the top of the meta-directory.

7. Using a file manager or other suitable tool, verify that the parameter file has been restored
to its original location.

8. Verify the parameter file contents.

Example.Once you have restored the Password file, verify that you can connect to the database
with a user not belonging to the dba group:

[user@cesar Ora]$ sqlplus

SQL*Plus: Release 9.2.0.6.0 - Production on Fri Sep 23 16:46:10 2005

Copyright (c) 1982, 2002, Oracle Corporation. All rights reserved.

Enter user-name: sys as sysdba
Enter password:<password>
Connected to an idle instance.

SQL> startup
ORACLE instance started.

Total System Global Area 135337540 bytes
Fixed Size 452164 bytes
Variable Size 109051904 bytes
Database Buffers 25165824 bytes
Redo Buffers 667648 bytes
Database mounted.
Database opened.
SQL>
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Note: If you restore all the parameter files to their original locations, including the network
administration files, you must clear the gutter link check box. Otherwise, the gutter link value
takes priority over individual locations.

Command Line Restore
In anticipation of situations where you lose the database, you can write scripts that less
experienced operators can run to completely restore the database using the tina_restore
command. You must automate the restore selections described in the previous two scenarios.
You do not need to know the redo log numbers, but you must specify the synchronization date.

This table describes the parameters that the tina_restore command supports:

Parameter Description

-path_folder path1
[path2]...

Specifies the meta-paths in the folder of objects (directories and/or
files) to be restored (check list).

[-ex_path_folder
path1 [path2]...]

Specifies the meta-paths in the folder of objects (directories and/or
files) not to be restored (exclusion list).

-folder folder Specifies the source backup folder.

You must specify that the folder belongs to an application [-
folder appl.<application_name>].

[-folder_dest folder] Specifies the destination backup folder.

You must specify that the folder belongs to an application [-
folder appl.<application_name>].

[-catalog catalog] Specifies the working catalog. The parameter ismandatory if there
are several catalogs.

[-date yyyymmddhhmm] Specifies the synchronization date in the past (year, month, day,
hour, and minute).

If the option is not specified, the latest version is restored.

[-strat A|B|C|D] Specifies the restore of objects backed up by the specified backup
strategy (A, B, C, or D).

This parameter concerns backup folders and is optional.

[-help] Displays the command syntax.

Restoring as of the Last Backup
This example uses the same choice as in First Method - Cold Restore as of the Last Backup.

Run this command:

tina_restore -folder appl.charlie.o732 -catalog tinaora
-path_folder"/DB73/TABLESPACES" "/DB73/_ARCHIVE_LOGS"
"/DB73/_CONTROL_FILES/ .00" "/DB73/_CONTROL_FILES/control.sql"
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"/DB73/_REDO_LOGS" -ex_path_folder "/DB73/_REDO_LOGS/ .00"
-date 201501041539

Note: The -date parameter is in minutes whereas the Tina backup time or -archtime is in
seconds so you must round up to get a specific synchronization point. For instance, in many
cases the operator would just write -date 201501041539 (i.e., the last backup prior to
15:39 on January 4, 2015).

Restoring with RESETLOGS
This example uses the same choice as in Second Method - Cold Restore with RESETLOGS.

Run this command:

tina_restore -folder appl.charlie.o732 -catalog tinaora
-path_folder "/DB73/TABLESPACES" "/DB73/_ARCHIVE_LOGS"
"/DB73/_CONTROL_FILES"
-ex_path_folder "/DB73/_CONTROL_FILES/ .00" "/DB73/_CONTROL_
FILES/control.sql"
-date 201501041539

Cross-Restoring a Database
Tina for Oracle enables you to cross-restore databases from one platform to another.

Prerequisites
These conditions must be met before performing a cross restore of your database:
• Both source and destination platforms must use the same operating system.
• Both source and destination platforms must use the same Oracle version, at least for the

first two digits (e.g., 8.2 or 9.0).
• Tina must be installed on both platforms.
• The user must have the appropriate permissions to restore objects and cross-restore.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on user permissions.

Graphical Mode

To cross restore a database from one platform to another

1. Create a second Oracle application folder associated with the destination host. Oracle
parameter files must be copied across and perhaps modified.
Oracle must see the same physical layout on the two hosts. On Unix hosts, create
appropriate symbolic links. This will work because both Oracle and Tina application
modules always follow symbolic links. You must configure the links before restoring,
otherwise the restore fails.

2. Open Restore & Archive Manager on the destination folder.
3. Select Backup  Application  Folder to view another application backup folder and select

the application where the file you want to restore was backed up to. The associated meta-
tree opens.
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Note: If you cannot access the Backup   Application   Folder menu of Restore &
Archive Manager, ensure that you set the User Access rights as described in the
prerequisites above.

4. Select these elements in the meta-tree and select Restore  Run.
• The entire TABLESPACE directory.
• The entire ARCHIVE_LOGS directory.
• The first and last items in the CONTROL_FILES directory.
• All items except the first one in the REDO_LOGS directory.

5. Click OK to validate the operation. The message Restore complete displays when the
operation is completed.

6. Select Backup  View to display the meta-tree on the destination platform.
7. Using the Oracle Server Manager or SQL*Plus, log in as internal user or system

administrator and run the control.sql script.
This script recreates the control file, performs a restore of the database, then opens it, and
automatically handles the specifics of read-only datafiles and tempfiles.
You can now use the restored object on the destination platform.

Command Line Interface
You can also cross-restore databases through Command Line Interface with the tina_restore
command. The command options are described in Command Line Restore.

Run this command:

tina_restore -folder appl.charlie.o732 folder_dest appl.calvin.o73
-catalog richard -path_folder /DB73/TABLESPACES /DB73/_ARCHIVE_LOGS /DB73/_
CONTROL_FILES/standby.ctl /DB73/_CONTROL_FILES/standby.ctl.00
-date 201501041539

See Atempo-Tina Command Line Interface User’s Guide for details.

Restoring a Database with Relocation
You can use Tina for Oracle to restore or cross-restore databases from one platform to the same
or another platform, while relocating all of the physical files to new addresses. This enables you
to clone a database for the purposes of testing, of migration, or for content distribution.

Restoring to the same platform with new addresses lets you clone the database to the same
environment without overwriting the source database. This could be useful for Web applications
or for databases on clustered filesystems spanning several nodes with a single address space.

Restoring to a different platform with this method enables you to map the database to a different
physical disk layout directly, without needing to pre-create target symbolic links.

Preparing the Restore
Prior to performing a restore with relocation, specify the new addresses for all the physical files
that will be restored.
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To specify new addresses for the restored files

1. Configure the (source) Oracle application normally and perform a full backup of the
database.

For details on backups, see Performing a Hot Backup.
2. In the udump destination directory, look for the cold list text file which is generated each time

a full or incremental backup of the database is made.
3. Copy and rename this file to the destination platform or instance.
4. Edit the file by replacing each path to the new destination value, but do not change the

object names.

Note: If you want to mount and use the clone database, you must make identical edits also
to the control.sql script on the destination platform so that the Oracle clone is made
aware of the new physical addresses.

Restore Operation
Note: As long as the database is online, the protection mechanism present in Tina for
Oracle is inoperative with this option. The restore process does not attempt to connect to the
database and does not know its status.

To restore a database with relocation

1. If you are relocating the database to a different machine, create an Oracle destination
application on the new machine. If the restored database remains on the same machine, go
to step 2.

2. In the destination Oracle application folder, edit the TINA_ORA_DEST_FILE environment
variable to point to the modified list text file.

3. Open Restore & Archive Manager on the destination Oracle application.
Any syntax error in the text file is alerted in the meta-tree.

4. Perform the restore as you would for a standard restore operation. If you are relocating on a
different machine, apply the cross-restore procedure described in Cross-Restoring a
Database.
During restore, the destination address of each meta-file will be relocated to the new value,
as indicated in the events.
If a directory present in the list file does not exist in the filesystem, it is created prior to
relocation and is also indicated in the events.

Note: If the new destination address is not defined for a given meta-file, it is restored to
a temporary directory which depends on the operating system (i.e., c:\ onWindows
systems and /tmp on Unix systems).

5. If the data was restored on the same platform, unset the TINA_ORA_DEST_FILE
environment variable at the end of the restore operation. Standard restore of the database
does not function until this variable is unset.

Performing an Oracle Partial Clone Restore & Recovery
Note: To use the partial clone restore, you must have configured Tina for Oracle as
described in Configuring Oracle Partial Clone Restore.
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The cross restore and the creation of a partial clone database on the destination host include
these stages:
• A point in time pre-restore using the graphical interface.
• Optional administrator review and modification of the generated parameter files.
• A data restore run from a generated script.
• Database recovery using a generated script.

Pre-restore

To pre-restore a database

1. Open Restore & Archive Manager on the destination application. You can use the Graphical
Interface or set the correct Tina environment in a shell window (including $DISPLAY) on the
destination host lambda, as the Oracle preferred user, and running it directly: tina -
target_appl lambda.ora &.
Connection to the database fails because there is no database and a warning alerter
indicates that restore will take place to an alternate destination.

2. Select Backup  Application  Folder and select the source application folder in which
backups were made.
The application meta-tree opens in the past.

3. Using one of the synchronizer objects in either the _CONTROL_FILES or the _SPARAMSmeta-
directory, such as the control.ctlmeta-file, visualize the backup versions available,
select a point in time, then synchronize the meta-tree on this version.
Tina for Oracle does not use any backups made after this point in time.

4. Open the CONTENTSmeta-directory. Select for restore the system tablespaces. Select any
temporary tablespaces needed. Select schema, individual tables, or indexes. You can
perform a multiple selection using the space bar. Selecting one or several objects from the
same tablespace has the same effect.
There are two recovery options:
• Recover until the backup point in time. This option uses backed up archive logs and

redo logs.
• Recover until a date that you will specify when prompted. This option uses archive

logs only.
Select the Recover until date specified by operator restore option if you wish to
use the second option. The date you specify must be after the most recent datafile backup,
because recovery does not work backwards (i.e, only in roll forward). And if this date is after
the backup point in time, you may need to copy extra archive logs from the source host to
the destination host to complete recovery.
Example.On Sunday, you made a database full backup. On Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday, you made incremental backups but no datafiles were backed up because of
the value in TINA_ORA_LOG_INCR_MIN.
To recover to a specific time on Tuesday, just before a database corruption, you can
synchronize to the backup on Monday and copy the extra archive logs needed for the
recovery.
Or
You can synchronize to the backup onWednesday.
But notice that these backups do not enable you to recover to a time on Saturday.
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5. Finally, select the complete contents of the _CONTROL_FILES and the _SPARAMSmeta-
directories which are needed to generate the various scripts and parameter files. Do not
select TABLESPACES, _ARCHIVE_LOGS, or _REDO_LOGS—we are not yet ready for the data
restore.

6. Select Restore  Run, do the pre-restore, and verifiy the events associated with the restore
job, once completed.

Administrator Review
In the destination directory, Tina has restored some important text files and generated some
extra text files with new names.

These are the important restored text files, whose names include the source SID:
• The source database pfile (e.g., pfile_PROD.ora).
• The source database cold backup list (e.g., tina_cold_PROD.txt).
• The source database recovery script (e.g., control_PROD.sql).

These are the generated text files, whose names include the new destination SID:
• The destination database pfile (e.g., pfile_CLONE.ora).
• The destination database data restore script (e.g., tina_restore_CLONE.ksh).
• The destination database recovery script (e.g., control_CLONE.sql).

Inspect these files and make any changes needed (e.g., modify the destination pfile to reduce
the size of the SGA or other resources of the clone database with respect to the original).

Restoring Data
Set the correct Tina environment in a shell window on the destination host and run the restore
script. This script restores only the datafiles which are a part of the selected tablespaces plus the
archive logs needed for recovery. Verifiy the events associated with the restore job(s), once
completed. Note that the oldest log sequence required to recover the datafiles appears in the
event log at the beginning of the job.

Manually copy any additional archive logs from the source host or share, needed for the Recover
until date specified by operator restore option. If you restore a block of old archive logs
using Tina, remember to use the space bar for the selection and remember also to select the
gutter destination link!

Recovering Database
Set the correct Oracle environment in a shell window on the destination host and run the recovery
script from SQLPlus, connecting with sysdba privilege. The recovery script performs these
actions:
• Startup force nomount the database with the new pfile.
• Create a controlfile from the restored redo logs, setting the new database name.
• Recover the datafiles using archive logs and redo logs until the backup point in time or

using only archive logs until a date which you must specify when it asks with the YYYY-MM-
DD:HH24:MI:SS format.

• Open the database with reset logs and new incarnation.
• Attempt to drop the unwanted tablespaces from the data dictionary.
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Example. These are the SQLPlus commands used to recover the database:

obelix.oracle(90) [ ~/oradata/CLON102 ~ ] sqlplus /nolog
SQL*Plus: Release 10.2.0.1.0 - Production on Wed Jan 28 13:09:11 2009
Copyright (c) 1982, 2005, Oracle. All rights reserved.

SQL> connect sys/sys as sysdba
Connected to an idle instance.
SQL> @control_clon102
ORACLE instance started.

Total System Global Area 247463936 bytes
Fixed Size 2020032 bytes
Variable Size 92278080 bytes
Database Buffers 150994944 bytes
Redo Buffers 2170880 bytes
Control file created.

ORA-00279: change 11571817 generated at 01/26/2009 22:06:29 needed for
thread 1
ORA-00289: suggestion : /Applis/oracle/oradata/CLON102/arch/617798769_308.1
ORA-00280: change 11571817 for thread 1 is in sequence #308

ORA-00279: change 11572912 generated at 01/26/2009 22:09:50 needed for
thread 1
ORA-00289: suggestion : /Applis/oracle/oradata/CLON102/arch/617798769_309.1
ORA-00280: change 11572912 for thread 1 is in sequence #309
ORA-00278: log file '/Applis/oracle/oradata/CLON102/arch/617798769_308.1' no
longer needed for this recovery

Log applied.
Media recovery complete.

Database altered.

Tablespace altered.

SQL>

Using the menu Backup   View in Restore & Archive Manager, refresh the meta-tree.
Connection to the clone database should now work.

Set the TINA_ORA_SHOW_CONTENTS variable to see in the CONTENTSmeta-directory only the
tables and indexes which belong to the selected tablespaces. Your clone database is ready for
use.

In some cases, unwanted tablespace drop fails and its missing datafiles keep the RECOVER
status. This is caused by the dependencies within the original database. This does not prevent
you from connecting to and using your clone database; however, it does prevent you from doing
a hot backup of the clone database. Normally you will not need to back up the clone database.
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Performing a Cold Backup
This topic describes how to perform a cold Backup.

Overview
Oracle has integrated a fully reliable hot backup scheme based on the complementary role of
datafiles and redo logs into the database engine. The datafiles are updated during backup, and
their associated redo logs record all changes made to these datafiles. By replaying these redo
logs and the changes peformed during the recovery operation, Oracle guarantees that the
datafiles reach a perfectly consistent state once more, even though an isolated datafile version,
once backed up, could be inconsistent.

Hot backups are at least as reliable as cold backups. This enables sites running 24/7 for
databases to be backed up with complete security even though cold backups are impossible.

Tina enables you to perform cold backups because every time you perform a database hot
backup (be it full or incremental, and irrespective of the scope of the backup selections used), it
generates a List text file in the List application meta-language to describe the physical structure
of the database. The tree described is equivalent to the Oracle meta-tree for hot backups. The
text file is generated either in the user_dump_dest directory or the trace directory.

Preparing a Cold Backup
To prepare a cold backup

1. In the Web Administration, create a List application. In the Absolute Path of the List File
field, enter the name and path of the file generated by every hot backup. This file is usually
of the form:

$ORACLE_BASE/admin/<instance_name>/udump/tina_cold_SID.txt
You must specify the ORACLE_OWNER user for the backup process to run as this user.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on the List application.
2. Define a backup strategy to associate a media pool and position a backup selection on the

root meta-directory.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on the backup strategies and backup
selections.

3. Open Restore & Archive Manager on the List application to verify your parameters. Cold
backups are separated from hot backups in a different backup folder. You can associate
different media pools for hot and cold backups. Or, you can share backup strategies, media
pools, and backup selections between hot and cold backups by moving the folders into the
same backup group.

Important: For versions 9i and higher, be aware that the SPARAMS directory, that contains
parameter files, is not included in the List file generated by every hot backup.

You may run a script to shutdown the database as a pre-processing of your backup strategy and
even do a startup from the post-processing.
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See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on the pre/post processings associated
with backup strategies.

Example of a Tina Generated File
This example represents the text List file that Tina has generated:

# Generated by Time Navigator\-r List 3.7.0.1.SP0, App 3.2.3, Dynamic
"Hp700V11b64", Compiled Mar 20 2003
VERSION 4
DIR "TEST901" (
DIR "TABLESPACES" (
DIR "INDX" (
FILE "file0003.dbf" ( "/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST901/indx01.dbf" )
),
DIR "PROD" (
FILE "file0007.dbf" ( "/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST901/prod01.dbf" )
),
DIR "RECOVERY" (
FILE "file0006.dbf" ( "/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST901/rman.dbf" )
),
DIR "SYSTEM" (
FILE "file0001.dbf" ( "/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST901/system01.dbf" )
),
DIR "TEMP" (
LINK "tempfile0001" ( "/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST901/temp01.dbf" SIZE 25604K
)
),
DIR "TOOLS" (
FILE "file0004.dbf" ( "/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST901/tool01.dbf" )
),
DIR "UNDOTBS" (
FILE "file0002.dbf" ( "/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST901/undotbs0101.dbf" )
),
DIR "USERS" (
FILE "file0005.dbf" ( "/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST901/user01.dbf" )
)
),
DIR "_ARCHIVE_LOGS" (
"/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST901/"
),
DIR "_CONTROL_FILES" (
FILE "control.ctl" (
"/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST901/control01.ctl" ,
"/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST901/control02.ctl" ,
"/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST901/control03.ctl"
),
FILE "control.sql" ( )
),
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DIR "_REDO_LOGS" (
FILE "GROUP 02" ( "/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST901/redo02.log" ),
FILE "GROUP 03" ( "/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST901/redo03.log" ),
FILE "GROUP 01" ( "/Appli/oracle/oradata/TEST901/redo01.log" )
)
)

Note: One of the risks of cold backups is the potentially unknown state of the database when
the backup is made. You could pollute your cold backup folder with a backup performed
when the database is already broken. The only way to avoid this is to cleanly shutdown the
database as part of the backup pre-processing. If you cannot shutdown cleanly your
database, then the cold backup should be made to fail.

Note: Another risk of cold backups is to miss a file as database physical structure evolves
over time. You can avoid this risk by using an up-to-date List file. If you decide to only
perform cold backups for a given database, you can still perform a hot backup of some files
(e.g., of only the control files to generate an up-to-date App List).

You may be performing cold backups because your database is in NOARCHIVELOGmode. In this
case, you can still make a hot backup by setting the TINA_ORA_SWITCH_MODE tunable to the
NOARCHIVELOG value.

See TINA_ORA_SWITCH_MODE variable for details on the TINA_ORA_SWITCH_MODE tunable.

For maximum protection against transactional changes to the database, first shutdown the
database to disconnect all users and then restart it with the restrict option. Tina can connect to
the database in restricted mode.
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This image illustrates the Restore & Archive Manager:

Tina for Oracle Environment Variables
This table describes the Tina for Oracle variables that you can use:

Environmen
t Variable Description Status

LD_LIBRARY_
PATH (Unix)

LIBPATH
(IBM AIX)

SHLIB_PATH
(HP-UX)

PATH
(Windows)

(Path list)

Specifies a list of directories where the operating
system runtime loader should look for shared
libraries required for the execution of the
application module. Note that this variable is very
important since loading the application module
fails if Oracle libraries such as libclntsh.so
cannot be found.

Usually you must set this variable in the system
environment before starting Tina.

Mandatory
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Environmen
t Variable Description Status

LOCAL

(string)

Specifies the Net V1 connect string where
several instances are running (e.g., Under
Windows is LOCAL=2:PROD2).

Optional

NLS_LANG

(string)

Specifies the encoding to use to display the
names and paths of the datafiles and
tablespaces.

This variable is critical as it determines the name
of the objects that are going to be stored in the
catalog.
Preferably, this variable should match the
encoding set at the Oracle Database level via
NLS_DATABASE_PARAMETER.

This variable must be in the form:

<LANGUE>_<TERRITORY>.<CHARACTERSET>

Optional

ORA_NLS32
or ORA_
NLS33

(path)

Specifies the directory where languages and
character set are stored.

Optional

ORACLE_BASE

(path)

Specifies the base of the Oracle directory
structure for OFA-compliant databases. Normally
the home directory of ORACLE_OWNER.

Windows.ORACLE_BASE=d:\oracle

Unix.ORACLE_BASE=/export/home/oracle

Optional
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Environmen
t Variable Description Status

ORACLE_HOME

(path)

Specifies the directory where this version of
Oracle is installed.

Windows.ORACLE_
HOME=d:\oracle\product\9.0.1

ORACLE_
HOME=d:\oracle\product\10.2.0\db_1

Unix. ORACLE_
HOME=/export/home/oracle/product/9.0.1

ORACLE_
HOME=/export/home/oracle/product/10.2.0
\db_1

Ensure that the path you enter does not end with
a slash. Otherwise, backups fail.

Mandatory

ORACLE_
OWNER

(OS
account)

Same as User name or Owner. Automati-
cally set by
Tina

ORACLE_SID

(string)

Specifies the Oracle system identifier of the
instance to be used to connect to the database.

Windows.ORACLE_SID=PROD2

OnWindows, use always upper case characters
to set this variable, as it may be impossible to
restore data from a database with lower case
characters in the ORACLE_SID variable.
Unix.ORACLE_SID=PROD1

Mandatory
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Environmen
t Variable Description Status

TINA_APP_
LIB_PATH

(path)

Absolute or relative path of the Oracle module
DLL (depends on the Oracle version).

This variable is automatically set to:

• Windows.libtina_ora??.dll
• Unix.libtina_ora_??.so, libtina_

ora_??.sl, or libtina_ora_??.a
Remove the parenthesis and replace the ??
characters by the appropriate Oracle version.

Examples

• Oracle 9.0.libtina_ora_90.so, libtina_
ora_90.sl, libtina_ora_90.a, or
libtina_ora90.dll

• Oracle 9.2.libtina_ora_92.so, libtina_
ora_92.sl, libtina_ora_92.a, or
libtina_ora92.dll

Mandatory

TINA_APP_
LOG_MODE

(string)

Obsolete name for the TINA_ORA_SWITCH_MODE
variable. See TINA_ORA_SWITCH_MODE
variable.

Not
supported

TINA_ORA_
BIG_T_BIG_S
(string)

Used to override the default values for the width
of the %A, %R, %D, %T, and %S notations in the
log_archive_formatOracle parameter.

• %A is the activation ID (from Oracle10g on).
• %R is the incarnation ID (from Oracle10g on).
• %D is the database ID (from Oracle10g on).
• %T is the thread number.
• %S is the archived log number sequence.
Do not use these without help from Customer
Services.

Optional

TINA_ORA_
DEST_DIR

(path)

Absolute path of a directory to be used for cold
restore or replication. All files are restored or
replicated to this directory. The directory is
created if necesssary.

Possible values. Absolute OS path.

Optional
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Environmen
t Variable Description Status

TINA_ORA_
LOG_DEST_
MAX
(numeric)

Specifies the maximum number of archive logs to
be kept on disk. These are the valid values:

• Default.1,000
• Maximum.10,000
• Minimum.10
See TINA_ORA_LOG_DEST_MAX. for details.

Optional

TINA_ORA_
LOG_INCR_
MIN
(numeric)

Enables you to perform a finer control over the
criterion used to perform an incremental backup
of read-write online datafiles. These are the valid
values:

• Default. The half the value of TINA_ORA_LOG_
DEST_MAX.

• Maximum.10,000
See Backing Up Datafiles.

Optional

TINA_ORA_
REDO_HDR_
SIZE
(numeric)

Override the default values for the size of the
header of a redo log file or archive log file.

Do not use this variable without help from
Customer Services.

Optional

TINA_ORA_
RETRY_TEST

Tests the Oracle retry request mechanism.
Defines the number of retries (ORA-00235) to be
forced on each request that concerns control file
views. Successive retries are staggered over
time with the delay increasing up to 1 minute.

Do not use this variable without help from
Professional Services. Only available for Oracle
8i/9i. These are the valid values:

• Possible values. Integer from 0 through 9.
• Default value.0

Optional
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Environmen
t Variable Description Status

TINA_ORA_
RETRY_TIME_
MAX
(numeric)

Overrides the default value for the maximum
length of time for which an Oracle request is
retried after failing due to concurrent update of
the controlfile (ORA-00235). Successive retries
are staggered over time with the delay increasing
up to 1 minute. Do not use this variable without
help from Professional Services. These are the
valid values:

• Possible values. Integer in seconds.
• Default value.600.

Optional

TINA_ORA_
SHOW_
CONTENTS
(boolean)

Activates lists of all user tables and indexes in
the database and the tablespace containing
them, plus system and temporary tablespaces,
under an additional meta-directory called
CONTENTS. Enables tablespace selection for
partial restore. But the corresponding Oracle
requests can be slow. These are the valid values:

• Possible values. Yes, No.
• Default value. No.

Optional

TINA_ORA_
SHOW_
DATAFILES
(boolean)

Enables you to view a list of all the datafiles and
tempfiles of the database with their devices and
sizes under an additional meta-directory called
DATAFILES. The corresponding Oracle request
can be slow.

Default value. No.

Optional

TINA_ORA_
SHOW_TS_IN_
BACKUP
(boolean)

Enables you to view when the read-write online
datafiles of a tablespace are in backup mode, at
the tablespace level. In this case, the tablespace
is shown with orange status. The corresponding
Oracle request can be slow.

Default value. Yes.

Set the variable to No to speed up tablespace
discovery in the Restore & Archive Manager, for
Very Large Databases.

Optional

TINA_ORA_
SPLIT_MODE
(path)

Specifies the absolute path of the program or
script used for splitmode datafile backup. See
TINA_ORA_SPLIT_MODE.

Optional
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Environmen
t Variable Description Status

TINA_ORA_
STANDBY_
DEST (path)

Generates and backs up a standby or data guard
control file during each full and incremental
backup job.

Specifies the absolute path of the directory into
which the standby control file will be restored on
the destination host. See TINA_ORA_SWITCH_
MODE variable.

Optional

TINA_ORA_
STARTUP_
PFILE

Absolute path of the startup pfile used to
override the use of the spfile in special cases
where the database cannot be run with the spfile.
Nonetheless, this pfile should have been
generated from the spfile before restarting the
database. Do not use this variable without help
from Atempo Professional Services.

Optional

TINA_ORA_
SWITCH_MODE

(string)

Specifies the database logging mode and
optional log switch during tablespace backup.

See TINA_ORA_SWITCH_MODE variable.

Optional

TNS_ADMIN

(path)

Net configuration files are usually stored in
$ORACLE_HOME/network/admin, but TNS_ADMIN
can be set to point to a different directory. In this
case, Net expects the configuration files to exist
in that directory.

Optional

TWO_TASK

(string)

Specifies the Net V2 connect string for remote
operation. Tina runs locally.

Do not set this variable.

Not
supported.
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CHAPTER3-Time Navigator for Oracle using
Recovery Manager
This topic describes this information:

l Oracle Architecture
l Backup Solution
l Installing and ConfiguringTina for Oracle using Recovery Manager
l Backing Up Data
l Restoring Data
l Disaster Recovery
l RMAN Proxy Copy

Oracle Architecture
This topic provides you an overview on Oracle architecture (i.e., the various database files that
are installed on your system and their locations on the disk).

These are the most important Oracle files:
• Oracle Code
• Datafiles
• Active Redo Logs
• Archived Redo Logs
• Control Files
• Initialization Parameter File
• Oracle Trace Files

Understanding Oracle basic concepts and architecture is very useful when planning backups.

Oracle Database
An Oracle database is identified by its SID (System Identification). An SID is a database
descriptor which represents an Oracle instance. An instance corresponds to one or several
tablespaces. A tablespace is a storage area where the Oracle core stores database data.

A database can contain datafiles, control files, and parameter files. Each database instance is
defined by a single parameter file, that may or may not call additional files.

Note: An Oracle database can use physical partitions on disk (raw device) or basic
filesystem files for some objects. Beginning with Oracle 10g, an Oracle database can use
the Automated Storage Management (ASM) mechanism.
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Tablespaces
The database data is stored in the tablespaces. A tablespace is a logical entity that corresponds
to one or more physical datafiles on disk(s). The database is divided into one or more
tablespaces. Each tablespace can have one or more physical datafiles.

Tablespace Structure
Before adding data to an Oracle database, you must create a table within a tablespace.

This example shows a table structure:

create table customer
(first_name varchar2(15),
last_name varchar2(15),
phone_area_code number,
phone_number number)
tablespace users;

Tablespaces are generally organized according to the type of information they contain. This table
lists all types of Oracle tablespaces.

Tablespace Description

System The data dictionary information of the database.

This tablespace is mandatory for each Oracle database.

Temporary All temporary tables.

This tablespace is used to store temporary information.

If the database is often used, several temp tablespaces can be found.

Tools Objects necessary for database maintenance.

Data User information.

Index Index information.

Indexes are special database objects which enable Oracle to locate rapidly
data stored in a table.

Rollback Rollback segments, which are commonly known as rollbacks or rbs.

A rollback segment is a segment in the database that stores the before image
information of data when a transaction modifies a block.

Information in a rollback segment consists of several rollback entries called
undo. Rollback segments guarantee that the undo information is kept for the
life of a transaction.

This tablespace is used for reading consistency, transaction rollback, and
during transaction recovery.
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Tablespace Description

Sysaux Provides a single location to host the schema for external administrative tools
such as Data Mining and Intelligent Agent.

Oracle Code
When the Oracle application is installed on your system, various subdirectories and files are
created. Installation procedures are operating system-dependent.

Under Unix or Windows, all Oracle related subdirectories and files are created under the
ORACLE_HOMEmain directory. These subdirectories include files such as the Oracle executables
and various SQL scripts, which are crucial for database operation and administration and are
generally referred to as theOracle code.

Note: It is recommended to back up the Oracle code after every Oracle version upgrade.

Datafiles
The Datafilesmake up the physical repository for all the data in the database. Oracle divides the
datafiles into numerous logical entities with the smallest unit being an Oracle block.

As part of the database creation, Oracle creates the SYSTEM tablespace, which contains system
tables known as the data dictionary.

This table describes the two types of data that are stored in database files:

Type Information

User Stored by the users in the database.

System Required by the database to manage user data and organize the database
structure. For instance, via system data, Oracle knows that a field is mandatory or
must be completed with numeric data, which user is authorized to connect to the
database, how many files are stored in the database and their locations, etc.

This table provides examples of user and system data:

Type Contains information on

User Data

Product information Product name, color, price, etc.

Customer information Company name, phone number, contact, etc.

System Data

Tables Table fields and information type it contains.
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Type Contains information on

Size Physical space required by database objects.

Users Names, passwords, and privileges.

Datafiles Number, location, latest access.

Redo Log Files
This topic describes this information:
• Activing Redo Logs
• Archiving Redo Logs
• Configuring Redo Logs

Activing Redo Logs
A Redo log is a file or raw device that Oracle uses to record changes made to the database
during normal operation. Since these files are open, or online, during normal operation of the
database, they are commonly referred to as the online redo log files or active redo log files.

Every instance of an Oracle database has an associated redo log to protect the database in case
of an instance failure. An online redo log consists of two or more pre-allocated files that store all
changes and are used in circular mode. The files are written to sequentially by the Oracle
background process LogWriter ora_lgwr whenever the redo buffer hits a watermark or when a
transaction is committed.

Circular Mode

In this example, the image shows that the database contains the redolog1 and redolog2 redo
log files. If changes or transactions are made to the database, they are first recorded in
redolog1. When redolog1 is full, the redo log files are switched. These transactions are then
recorded in redolog2. When redolog2 is full, redo log files are switched again and these
transactions are recorded in redolog1 again. Since redo log files are used in circular mode,
when redolog1 is used again, all information on previous transactions is overwritten.
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This image illustrates a database that contains the redolog1 and redolog2 redo log files:

Archiving Redo Logs
Oracle DataBase Administrators (DBA) can run the database in both the ARCHIVELOGmode or
the NOARCHIVELOGmodes. These modes are directly related to the redo log files.
• Archivelog mode. Contents of the online redo log files are copied to an archive area by

one of the Oracle background processes. These archive files are known as the archived
redo log files, or simply, archived redo.
Since redo log files are used in circular mode, they are systematically copied before being
overwritten. If the database needs to change redo log files before they are copied, Oracle
waits until these files are copied. Loosing the contents of a redo log file is not allowed. By
means of redo log files (active and archived), the database is protected against failure,
mishandling, or disk crash. It is the safest mode to operate a database.

Note: This mode is required to enable Tina to perform hot backups.

This table describes the advantages and the drawbacks of using the ARCHIVELOGmode:
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Advantages Drawbacks

• All transactions made to the database
can be easily located since they are
stored in the redo log files.

• If datafiles are lost due to any kind of
failure including media failure, the
physical backup and the archived redo
log files can be used to completely
recover the database.

• It guarantees data security.
• Tablespaces can be taken offline

immediately.
• It is possible to make online (hot)

backups. This enables you to use the
database while backup of the database is
being performed.

• If all nodes of a distributed database
system are running in ARCHIVELOG mode,
it is possible to do distributed recovery.

• The DBA has more administrative
work to maintain the archive redo
log destination and ensuring that the
archived redo log files are copied to
tape.

• If there is not enough disk space, the
database hangs. As long as the
online redo log files are not
archived, the database cannot
resume normal operation.

• Additional disk space is required to
store the archived redo log files.

• Noarchivelog mode. This is the default mode.
The logging is circular, redo log files are not archived. Older redo logs are overwritten with
new redo logs without any copy being made. This means that there is no guarantee that
backup copies of datafiles can be rolled forward to synchronize with other datafiles. In the
event of datafile loss, the only reliable solution is to go back to the last full cold backup. This
mode is only suitable for databases where all updates are made by batch jobs which can be
repeated if needed.
The database is only protected against power cut, not against disk crash.
This table describes the advantages and drawbacks of using the NOARCHIVELOGmode:

Advantages Drawbacks

• DBA needs less
administrative
work.

• The database
and its redo log
files needs less
disk space.

• The database is not available during backups because it must
be closed. Online backups are thus impossible.

• Tablespaces cannot be taken offline immediately.
• Due to loss of datafiles, if recovery is required, the DBA can

restore only to the last offline backup. Any changes that you
have made to the database since then is lost. Therefore, you
must perform more frequent offline backups.

A frequent misconception is that the NOARCHIVELOGmode is more efficient than the ARCHIVELOG
mode. In fact, all you save is the disk to disk copy, not the writing of update information to the redo
logs which takes place in any case. Indeed, this transactional information is essential to perform
the database recovery during startup after a power failure irrespective of the logging mode of the
database.
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Configuring Redo Logs
Database performance in a transaction intensive environment is deteriorated if the disk head has
to move backwards and forwards since the head moving time is added to the actual transaction
time. To reduce the head moving time, you should have your redo log files on separate disks.

When the current redo log is full, Oracle switches to the next redo log and, in ARCHIVELOGmode,
starts archiving (copying) this redo log from the beginning. Ideally, these redo logs and the
archiving filesystem should be on separate disks.

This table describes the possibles Redo Logs configurations:

Configuration Description

Simple
(3 disks)

Create two redo logs on disk1 and disk2. The archiving filesystem is on
disk3. When the redo log on disk2 becomes current, the ora_arch process
reads from disk1 and writes to disk3. When the redo log on disk1 next
becomes current, the archiver reads from disk2 and writes to disk3.

Complex
(4 disks)

Redo logs are mirrored for transaction security on two separate disks. Redo
group 1 has members on disk1 and disk2. Redo group 2 has members on
disk2 and disk3 while Redo group 3 has members on disk3 and disk1. The
archiving filesystem is on disk4. When redo group 2 becomes current, the
ora_lgrw process writes synchronously to disk2 and disk3. The ora_arch
process reads from the first member; disk1, of the full redo group 1 and
copies its content to disk4.

This image illustrates a complex configuration (4 disks) of the redo logs:

Note: The redo log files (active and archived) are essential for database recovery since they
contain information on all changes made to the database. Thus, we recommend you to back
up archived redo logs files to cartridges on a regular basis.
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Control File
The Control File contains the database schema and holds essential state information about the
other database files. The control file stores these types of records: names, location, status, and
state of all of the datafiles and online redo log files. It is helpful for identifying which redo log files
are useful for recovery process. Every Oracle database is composed of at least one control file.

As part of the database startup procedure, Oracle reads the control file to locate the datafiles and
online log files. If the control file contains not valid information, Oracle cannot start the database.

Each time a checkpoint is created or the database structure is modified, Oracle updates the
control file.

Note: The control file is essential for normal operation of the database. If it is lost due to
media failure, it causes some database down time. Thus, we recommend you to maintain at
least two copies of the control file, each on a separate disk drive mounted under different
controllers.

Initialization Parameter File
The Oracle software distribution contains an initialization parameter file named SPFILE that
contains the Oracle system parameters. The DBAmust use the SPFILE to customize the RDBMS
(Relational DataBase Management System) configuration at a specific site.

During database startup, Oracle reads the SPFILE to determine the size of the system global
area and to locate the control files, among other things.

The Tina for Oracle application can backs up the SPFILE.

Oracle Trace Files
For purposes of problem diagnosis and application tuning, Oracle creates text files called trace
files. Each Oracle background process can write to an associated trace file when appropriate.
These files are commonly known as background trace files. The user processes can create trace
files as well, these files are called the user trace files.

You can specify the location where Oracle creates the background and user trace files by setting
the appropriate parameter in the SPFILE. Oracle creates the background trace files in the
directory that you have specified in the BACKGROUND_DUMP_DEST parameter, and the user trace
files in the directory that you have specified in the USER_DUMP_DEST parameter.

Oracle automatically creates trace files when internal Oracle errors occur. In addition, a DBA can
force Oracle to create trace files by setting various diagnostic events in the SPFILE file.

You must examine the trace directory to see if Oracle has created any important trace files. DBAs
should delete the unwanted trace files and save those that are important. It is a good practice to
archive the trace files to tape on a regular basis. Some DBAs automate these procedures.
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Backup Solution
The Oracle Recovery Manager (RMAN) does not enable you to manage libraries, drives, or
medias. Thus to back up data on tape, RMAN calls upon Tina to handle all the media
management functions, such as, mounting, labeling, and unmounting medias.

Recovery Manager (RMAN) Overview
RMAN determines the data that you must back up or restore. It triggers backup and restore
sessions according to the commands that the database administrator has sent.

Recovery Catalog
RMAN stores the meta-data concerning backup and restore sessions either in a Recovery
Catalog or in the control file. The Recovery Catalog enables RMAN to easily locate the Oracle
object to be restored.

Note: You must use the Recovery Catalog to use Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager.

For details concerning the Recovery Catalog, see the Oracle Backup and Recovery Guide.

Flash Recovery Area
The flash recovery area is used beginning with Oracle 10g. The flash recovery area is a location
on the filesystem, on an Automatic Storage Management (ASM) disk group or on a Clustered File
Systems (CFS) that holds files related to recovery.

This table describes the files related to recovery:

File Description

Datafile copies Created by the new BACKUP AS COPY RMAN command.

Controlfile auto-backups Including SPFILEs.

Archived redo logs

Flashback logs Changed block copies used to reconstruct datafiles.

RMAN files/backupset Created by RMAN.

Online redo logs

Current controlfile Multiplexed copy.

Note: Several databases can share the same flash recovery area.

Space in the flash recovery area is managed by the database. The flash recovery area can
contain these types of files:
• Permanent. You cannot delete them without causing the instance to fail (e.g., online redo

logs and current control files).
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• Transient. You can delete them at some point.

Tina
Tina provides the media management mechanisms. The library(ies) and drives are connected to
the Tina server.

When a backup is in progress, the Tina server receives data from RMAN via a one of these
dynamic libraries:
• Windows platforms uses orasbt.dll.
• Unix platforms uses libtina_rman.

A Tina process writes the data on tape.

The Tina media retention policy dictates the life cycle of the backed up data on tape.

This image shows the components of the backup architecture:

Tina and the Solaris 10 Zone Feature
Solaris 10 introduces the zone feature. Zone is a software partitioning technology that virtualizes
operating system services and provides an isolated and secure environment for running
applications.
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The two types of zones are global and non-global.

To perform an RMAN backup of a local zone from a global zone, you must:
• Install a Tina agent in the global zone.
• Configure the $TINA_HOME/Conf/hosts file with localhostname zone_global.
• For backing up, set the TINA_RMAN_BCK_ZONE_PREFIX variable.

This variable takes into account specific aspects related to communication between zones.

In fact, pipes are created and deleted with the name in the global zone (e.g., /tmp/tn_pipe_
[...].data).

tina_stream uses these pipes with a zone prefix; however, their name must be in the local zone
(e.g., /zone/su845ads-orad/root/tmp/tn_pipe_[...].data).

In this example, you must set the TINA_RMAN_BCK_ZONE_PREFIX variable to /zone/su845ads-
orad/root.

Installing and Configuring
Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager
This topic describes how to install and configure Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager.

Preparing the Installation
To correctly install Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager, keep in mind these aspects.

Supported Versions and operating systems
For the most up-to-date information on the file systems supported by Tina for Oracle, see the
Tina Compatibility Guide on the AtempoWeb site
https://www.atempo.com/Atempo/Resources/Collaterals/Time-Navigator-Compatibility-Guide-
Software.aspx.

Prerequisites
These are the prerequisites to install and configure Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager.
• The Oracle database installation must take place prior to the Tina installation.

Important: The Oracle database must be in ARCHIVELOGmode. See Redo Log Files for
details.

• You must install a Tina agent on the platform hosting the Oracle database if you have not
already done so.

Important: The Recovery Manager does not support spaces in the installation
directory names. Do not install Tina in the Program Files directory or in other directory
containing spaces.

• You must create and configure a Tina catalog.
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For further details concerning these points, see the Atempo-Time Navigator Administrator’s
Guide and the Oracle documentation.

Creating a Recovery Catalog
You can create the Recovery Catalog either in a newly created database or in an existing one.
Oracle recommends setting this database to ARCHIVELOGmode.

Important: Ensure that the database containing the Recovery Catalog and the database
you want to back up (target database) are not located on the same disk. This facilitates the
recovery if an incident occurs with one of the disk.

To create the Recovery Catalog schema, apply this procedure:
• Create an rman user and define its permissions.
• Create the Recovery Catalog using the RMAN utility.

Note:Oracle 12c. To back up the whole Container Database (CDB), you must create a
common user with the SYSDBA or SYSBACKUP privilege. The name of the common user must
start with C## or c## and contain only ASCII characters.

In addition, you must record the target database in the Recovery Catalog using the register
command.

See the Oracle Recovery Manager User’s Guide for details concerning these procedures.

Configuring the Flash Recovery Area
Beginning with Oracle 10g, you can configure the flash recovery area before the recovery-related
files can be sent there.

To configure the flash recovery area

1. Launch the SQL*Plus interpreter and enter this command:

SQL> connect sys as sysdba
SQL> create pfile='d:\pfile.ora' from spfile;
This command creates the file.

2. Modify the d:\pfile.ora file to include these parameters:

*.db_recovery_file_dest='D:\Applis\oracle\product\10.1.0\flash_recovery'
*.db_recovery_file_dest_size=2147483648
For Unix, the destination path is:

/Applis/oracle/product/10.1.0/flash.recovery
3. Shut down the SQL*Plus interpreter to take the changes into account by entering:

SQL> shutdown
4. Create a new spfile by entering:

SQL> create spfile from pfile=’d:\pfile.ora’;
5. Restart the database by entering:

SQL> startup
Amessage indicates you that an Oracle instance has started.
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Configuring Tina
You must perform these configuration operations on Tina:
• Creating a user with specific permissions.

You must declare the operating system user who will execute the backups. This user is
declared via the TINA_RMAN_USER environment variable referenced in the RMAN script. This
user is the owner of the archive folders into which the data will be backed up. Therefore you
must grant this user archiving rights in Tina prior to perform any backup and restore.
See the Tina Administration Documentation.

• Creating a media pool.
You must create a media pool to back up Oracle objects. You must associate this pool with
the archive folder containing the Oracle backup.
See the Tina Administration Documentation.

• Creating an archive folder.
You must create archive folders to store the Oracle databases that Tina for Oracle using
Recovery Manager backs up.
See the Tina Archiving Documentation and Archive Folders.

Archive Folders
Keep in mind these recommendations when creating an archive folder:
• The folder is of Oracle/Recovery MANager type.
• The folder name represents the value of the TINA_RMAN_FOLDER environment variable

used in the RMAN scripts. You can use only these characters:
– Letters (a through z).
– Numbers (0 through 9).
– Underscore (_).
– Dash (-).

• The archive folder is associated with the media pool(s) previously created for the Oracle
backups.

Note: To create several copies of a backup at once, associate as many media pools to
the archive folder as you need copies, up to four pools. See Multiple Backups.

• To reduce the volume of the backed up data, we recommend you to compress the data.

Note: Due to the archiving limitations of the tar and cpio formats, they are not
available to back up Oracle databases via Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager.

• It is recommended not to associate keywords to the Oracle/Recovery MANager archive
folders to enable for archive creation without mandatory keywords during a backup.

• Always indicate the size of the archive in the Expected Contents area of the backup
description. This may be used for volume billing.

See the Tina Installation Documentation for details on volume billing licenses.
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Performing a Secured Back Up via
Tina Security & Compliance Manager
To encrypt Oracle data via Tina Security & Compliance Manager during the backup, create a
backup selection on the root of the host hosting the RMAN archive folder and associate it with a
security rule applied to archiving.

See the Tina Administration Documentation and the Atempo-Tina Security & Compliance
Manager User’s Guide for details on backup selections and Tina Security & Compliance
Manager.

Installing a Dynamic Library on Windows
This topic contains this information:
• Oracle 9i
• Oracle 10g and 11g
• Oracle 12c

Oracle 9i

To install the orasbt.dll library on a Windows system

1. Stop the Oracle database.
2. Rename the orasbt.dll file, located in the %ORACLE_HOME%\bin directory to

orasbt.dll.old.
3. Copy the %TINA_HOME%\Bin\orasbt.dll in the %ORACLE_HOME%\bin directory.
4. Stop and restart the machine to take the new libraries into account.

Example. This is a backup script for Oracle 9i on Windows:

RMAN > connect catalog rman/rman@rman.glAtempoow
RMAN > connect target sys/change_on_install@ora.glAtempoow
RMAN > run {
allocate channel c1 type 'sbt_tape'
parms="ENV=(TINA_HOME=C:\Atempo\tina, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=odb, TINA_RMAN_
FOLDER=glAtempoow.rman, TINA_RMAN_USER=oracle, TINA_RMAN_BCK_TIMEOUT=14400)"
trace=1;
backup database;
}

Oracle 10g and 11g
In the RMAN scripts, specify the path of the orasbt.dll dynamic library by setting the SBT_
LIBRARY environment variable before the ENV environment variables.

Example. This is a backup script for Oracle 10g or 11g onWindows:

RMAN > connect catalog rman/rman@rman.glAtempoow
RMAN > connect target sys/change_on_install@ora.glAtempoow
RMAN > run {
allocate channel c1 type 'sbt_tape'
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parms="SBT_LIBRARY=C:\Atempo\tina\Bin\orasbt.dll, ENV=(TINA_
HOME=C:\Atempo\tina, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=odb, TINA_RMAN_
FOLDER=glAtempoow.rman, TINA_RMAN_USER=oracle, TINA_RMAN_BCK_TIMEOUT=14400)"
trace=1;
backup database;
}

Oracle 12c
In the RMAN scripts, specify the path of the orasbt.dll dynamic library by setting the SBT_
LIBRARY environment variable before the ENV environment variables.

Example. This is a backup script for Oracle 12c onWindows:

RMAN > connect catalog c##rman/rman@rman.glAtempoow
RMAN > connect target sys/change_on_install@ora.glAtempoow
RMAN > run {
allocate channel c1 type 'sbt_tape'
parms="SBT_LIBRARY=C:\Atempo\tina\Bin\orasbt.dll, ENV=(TINA_
HOME=C:\Atempo\tina, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=odb, TINA_RMAN_
FOLDER=glAtempoow.rman, TINA_RMAN_USER=oracle, TINA_RMAN_BCK_TIMEOUT=14400)"
trace=1;
backup database;
}

Installing a Dynamic Library on Unix
The dynamic library that RMAN uses to connect to Tina must be automatically loaded when
Oracle starts.

Configuring RMAN for HP-UX
Tina uses the C++ run time libraries that were used during the link edition. As these libraries are
not compatible with the latest HP libraries, the appropriate libraries are delivered in the (TINA_
HOME)/Lib directory.

To run Oracle RMAN on HP-UX, and especially tina_tpl_back_end which cannot use LD_
LIBRARY_PATH, you must create a symbolic link to the compatible libraries and C++ Runtime
libraries.

Login as root, set the Tina environment, and execute this command:

ln -s $(TINA_HOME)/Lib /opt/Atempo

Oracle 9.i

To install the libtina_rman.so library on a Unix system

1. Make a backup copy of the Oracle libobk.so library:

$ cd $ORACLE_HOME/lib
$ mv libobk.so libobk.so.old
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Note: On HP-UX 64 bits environments, the libobk library is located in the $ORACLE_
HOME/lib64 directory.

2. Create a symbolic link between libtina_rman.so and libobk.so:

$ ln -s $TINA_HOME/Lib/libtina_rman.so libobk.so
3. If the Oracle libraries are installed in static mode, perform a dynamic relink of your Oracle

executable.
See the Oracle Recovery Manager User’s Guide for details about how to relink Oracle.

Example. This is a backup script for Oracle 9i on Unix:

RMAN > connect catalog rman/rman@rman.glAtempoow
RMAN > connect target sys/change_on_install@ora.glAtempoow
RMAN > run {
allocate channel c1 type 'sbt_tape'
parms="ENV=(TINA_HOME=/usr/atempo/tina, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=odb, TINA_RMAN_
FOLDER=glAtempoow.rman, TINA_RMAN_USER=oracle, TINA_RMAN_BCK_TIMEOUT=14400)"
trace=1;
backup database;
}

Oracle 10g and 11g
In the RMAN scripts, specify the path of the libtina_rman.so dynamic library by setting the SBT_
LIBRARY environment variable before the ENV environment variables.

Example. This is a backup script for Oracle 10g or 11g on Unix:

RMAN > connect catalog rman/rman@rman.glAtempoow
RMAN > connect target sys/change_on_install@ora.glAtempoow
RMAN > run {
allocate channel c1 type 'sbt_tape'
parms="SBT_LIBRARY=/usr/atempo/tina/Lib/libtina_rman.so, ENV=(TINA_
HOME=/usr/atempo/tina, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=odb, TINA_RMAN_
FOLDER=glAtempoow.rman, TINA_RMAN_USER=oracle, TINA_RMAN_BCK_TIMEOUT=14400)"
trace=1;
backup database;
}

Oracle 12c
In the RMAN scripts, specify the path of the libtina_rman.so dynamic library by setting the
SBT_LIBRARY environment variable before the ENV environment variables.

Example. This is a backup script for Oracle 12c on Unix:

RMAN > connect catalog c##rman/rman@rman.glAtempoow
RMAN > connect target sys/change_on_install@ora.glAtempoow
RMAN > run {
allocate channel c1 type 'sbt_tape'
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parms="SBT_LIBRARY=/usr/atempo/tina/Lib/libtina_rman.so, ENV=(TINA_
HOME=/usr/atempo/tina, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=odb, TINA_RMAN_
FOLDER=glAtempoow.rman, TINA_RMAN_USER=oracle, TINA_RMAN_BCK_TIMEOUT=14400)"
trace=1;
backup database;
}

Testing
Execute an RMAN script to verify that Oracle uses the correct library.

Script
RMAN scripts are composed of a series of commands included in the run command.

Example

This script example contains parameters that you can adapt to your own environment:

RMAN > connect catalog rman_user/rman_password@recovery_catalog
RMAN > connect target oracle_user/oracle_password@oracle_database
RMAN > run {
allocate channel c1 type 'sbt_tape'
parms="ENV=(TINA_HOME=home_directory, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=catalog_name, TINA_
RMAN_FOLDER=archivefold_name, TINA_RMAN_USER=user)"
trace=2;
release channel c1;
}

Parameters of the Script

This table describes the parameters in the script that you can adapt to your environment:

Parameter Value

rman_user RMAN user.

rman_password Password for the RMAN user.

recovery_
catalog

Recovery Catalog name.

oracle_user Oracle user name.

oracle_
password

Password for the Oracle user.

oracle_
database

Oracle database name.
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Parameter Value

home_directory Tina installation directory.

Due to an RMAN limitation, home directory names must not contain any
spaces.

service_name Tina service name.

catalog_name Tina catalog name.

archivefold_
name

Name of the archive folder holding the Oracle backups.

user Tina user, owner of the archive folder.

To ensure communication between Tina and RMAN, you must set some Tina environment
variables in the RMAN scripts. The environment variables are set using the parms keyword. See
Environment Variables (Mandatory).

Standard Output

Successful Test

If the test succeeds, this information is returned:

RMAN-03022: compiling command: allocate
RMAN-03023: executing command: allocate
RMAN-08030: allocated channel: c1
RMAN-08500: channel c1: sid=19 devtype=SBT_TAPE
RMAN-08526: channel c1: Time Navigator Media Management

RMAN-03022: compiling command: release
RMAN-03023: executing command: release
RMAN-08031: released channel: c1

Failed Test

If the test fails, Oracle is unable to load the correct library and uses its own internal library. An
error displays. RMAN returns this information:

RMAN-03022: compiling command: allocate
RMAN-03023: executing command: allocate
RMAN-00571: ===========================================================
RMAN-00569: =============== ERROR MESSAGE STACK FOLLOWS ===============
RMAN-00571: ===========================================================
RMAN-03007: retryable error occurred during execution of command: allocate
RMAN-07004: unhandled exception during command execution on channel c1
RMAN-10035: exception raised in RPC: ORA-19554: error allocating device,
device type: SBT_TAPE, device name:
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ORA-19557: device error, device type: SBT_TAPE, device name:
ORA-27000: skgfqsbi: failed to initialize storage subsystem (SBT) layer
ORA-19511: SBT error = 4110, errno = 0, BACKUP_DIR environment variable is
not set
RMAN-10031: ORA-19624 occurred during call to DBMS_BACKUP_
RESTORE.DEVICEALLOCATE

Backing Up Data
This topic describes how to perform backups of the Oracle database through Tina for Oracle
using Recovery Manager:

Overview
You perform the backup throuhg a series of scripts interpreted by RMAN. Tina, via the tina_
stream and tina_tpl_back_end commands, gathers the data sent by RMAN in a
communication pipe, and stores it in an archive folder on tape. This illustration shows the backup
data flow for Time Navigator for Oracle Using Recovery Manager (RMAN):

Backup Organization
When the backup command is executed in RMAN, one or several Backup sets are created for
each allocated channel. A backup set is a logical entity containing one or more physical Backup
pieces. A backup piece is an operating system file that contains backed up objects (i.e., datafiles,
control files, and archived redo logs).

A backup set is the result of the incremental or full backup of all objects specified by the backup
command.

For additional information concerning the RMAN backup organization, see the Oracle
documentation.
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Zone Feature Parameter
This is applicable beginning with Oracle 10g. Solaris 10 introduces the zone feature. Zone is a
software partitioning technology that virtualizes operating system services and provides an
isolated and secure environment for running applications.

The two types of zones are global and non-global.

Zones are handled by RMAN. Pipes are created and deleted with the name in the global zone
(e.g., /tmp/tn_pipe_[...].data), but tina_stream uses the pipes with a zone prefix (e.g.,
/zone/su845ads-orad/root/tmp/tn_pipe_[...].data).

RMAN uses the TINA_RMAN_BCK_ZONE_PREFIX parameter to register the zone path. In this
example, you must set the TINA_RMAN_BCK_ZONE_PREFIX parameter to /zone/su845ads-
orad/root.

You must set the variable in the RMAN script in the parameter clause as in TINA_RMAN_CATALOG.
It is an optional variable. If set, it must point to a zone path. It is only applicable in backup mode.

Compressing via RMAN
This is applicable beginning with Oracle 10g. Compression is available for backup sets (i.e.,
database, tablespace, and datafile backup). It is useful when you perform a backup under these
limitations:
• With limited disk space.
• Accross networks with limited bandwith.
• To tape where hardware compression is not available.

Once activated, the compression feature is automatically available when doing a backup or a
restore using Tina.

Starting a Backup
Important: Once a backup is started, do not kill the tina_stream process. If you must stop
the backup, go to the jobs (Current Activity   Jobs menu) in the Web Administration, select
the jobs to cancel and click Cancel.

Note: Tina always considers as a full backup any backup stream sent by RMAN.

Preliminary Steps (Unix Only)
In a Unix environment, perform these steps prior to starting a backup:

Preparing an RMAN backup

1. Start a session with Oracle administrator’s permissions.
2. Set the ORACLE_SID variable to the SID value of the database to be backed up.
3. In the $ORACLE_HOME/products.x.x.x/bin directory, launch rman.

Activating the Compression Feature
This is applicable beginning with Oracle 10g.

To activate the compression feature, add this line to the RMAN backup script:
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backup as compressed backupset database plus archivelog;

RMAN Backup Scripts
The RMAN backup scripts consist of a series of commands included in the run command. These
parameters are components of the backup scripts.

Basic Commands

allocate channel Command (mandatory)

At least one channel must be allocated to enable RMAN to connect to the target database and to
open a session on the Oracle server. You must also indicate the type of media you want to use for
the backup.

You can allocate several channels to perform the backup faster. RMAN then splits the backup
into several files to enable parallelization. Tina launches as many tina_stream and tina_tpl_
back_end commands as there are files to back up. Each channel requires 16 MB of shared
memory to enable communication between tina_stream and tina_tpl_back_end.

Environment Variables (Mandatory)

To ensure communication between Tina and RMAN, you must set some Tina environment
variables in the RMAN scripts. The environment variables are set using the parms keyword. For
an example of a script, see backup Command (Mandatory).

These environment variables are mandatory unless otherwise stated. This table describes the
environment variables that you can use in the RMAN scripts:

Variable
Name Description

TINA_HOME Tina installation directory.

Due to an RMAN limitation, home directory names must not contain any spaces.

TINA_
RMAN_
CATALOG

Tina catalog name.

TINA_
RMAN_
FOLDER

Name of the archive folder holding the Oracle backups. You can use only these
characters:

• Letters (a through z).
• Numbers (0 through 9).
• Periods (.).
• Underscores (_).
• Dashes (-).

TINA_
RMAN_USER

Tina user, owner of the archive folder.
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Variable
Name Description

TINA_
RMAN_BCK_
TIMEOUT

Optional.

Timeout in seconds for opening communication pipes between the Third-Party
Layer Front-End (TPL-FE) and Third Party Layer Back-End (TPL-BE) processes
(See Overview). These are the valid values:

• Default. The timeout is 7,200 seconds (2 hours).
• Possible values. Between 1 and 86,400 seconds (24 hours).

TINA_
TIMEOUT_
NET_SHORT

Optional.

Timout in seconds for opening communication pipes between tina_stream and
the TPL Back-End. The default value is 2,400 seconds (40 minutes).

TINA_
RMAN_BCK_
ZONE_
PREFIX

Solaris 10 only. Value of a variable used to register the zone path.

It is used for an RMAN backup of a local zone from a global zone. This variable
manages the zone feature.

TINA_
RMAN_BUG_
MTL

Optional.

Enables you to perform a backup even if the cartridge name exceeds
12 characters and the number of cartridges needed for backup is greater than 5.
To enable it, set its value to Yes. It is a workaround for an Oracle bug.

TINA_
RMAN_POOL

Optional.

Specifies the list of media pools to use during RMAN backup. The pools specified
in the list are used instead of those configured in the archive folder. The list
syntax uses the / as the separator character:

{pool name}[/{pool name}]*

The list is limited to four pools (i.e., if more than four pools are present, they are
not taken into account).

The first pool in the list is for the primary copy. The three other pools are for
multiple writing copies.

This variable is useful, for instance, to assign different retention periods for
backups done in the same archive folder.

TINA_KAC_
SIZE

Optional.

Keeps the connection alive between the Tina server and the agent for RMan if
there is a firewall between them. The value is the size of the backed up stream in
MB.

When this variable is set, the Tina agent tests the connection with the Tina server
whenever the size of the backed up stream exceeds the value of the variable.
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Variable
Name Description

TINA_
RMAN_
TRACE_
LEVEL

Indicates the level of tracing. Use this variable if the RMAN trace command is
not set. If both are set, RMAN takes into account the trace command rather than
the TINA_RMAN_TRACE_LEVEL variable.

According to the desired trace level, these are the valid values:

• 0 indicates no trace.
• 1 indicates a low trace level.
• 2 indicates a medium trace level.
• 3 indicates a high trace level.

SBT_LIBRARY Parameter

Absolute path of the libtina_rman.so library (e.g., /usr/atempo/tina/Lib).

trace Command (Optional)

You can set the trace variable in the backup scripts. It indicates the trace level used during the
execution of the commands.

These are the available levels:
• trace = 0. Only errors are displayed.
• trace = 1. Errors and functions input and output are displayed.

Note: RMAN does not support the trace variable on all of the operating systems. If the
trace variable is not supported, set the debug variable to on if you want that all the traces be
displayed. You can also set the trace level using the TINA_RMAN_TRACE_LEVEL variable;
however, the trace command has priority over the Tina variable.

backup Command (Mandatory)

You use the command backup to specify the backup type, as well as the Oracle objects to
back up.

Example. This script backs up the whole database on tape with Tina using a single channel and
a timeout of 14,400 seconds (i.e., 4 hours):

RMAN > connect catalog rman/rman@rman.glAtempoow
RMAN > connect target sys/change_on_install@ora.glAtempoow
RMAN > run {
allocate channel c1 type 'sbt_tape'
parms="ENV=(TINA_HOME=D:\tina, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=odb, TINA_RMAN_
FOLDER=glAtempoow.rman, TINA_RMAN_USER=oracle, TINA_RMAN_BCK_TIMEOUT=14400)"
trace=1;
backup database;
}
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Note: Container Databases (CDB) on Oracle 12c. To back up a Pluggable Database
(PDB), replace the backup database command by the backup pluggable database
<pdb_name> command.

Backing Up into the Flash Recovery Area
Beginning with Oracle 10g, you can back up items into the flash recovery area using the backup
recovery area command in an RMAN script; however, you cannot back up some objects in this
way.

This table lists both the objects that you can back up and that you cannot back up using the
backup recovery area command:

Backs up Does not back up

Full/Incremental backupset Flashback logs

Control file autobackups Incremental bitmaps

Archive logs Current control file

Datafile copies Online redo logs

To back up into the flash recovery area

> Enter these commands in RMAN:

RMAN> configure backup optimization on;
RMAN> configure controlfile autobackup on;
RMAN> backup recovery area;

Example 1. This is an example of the backup recovery command onWindows:

Recovery Manager: Release 10.1.0.2.0 - Production
Copyright (c) 1995, 2005, Oracle. All rights reserved.
RMAN> connect catalog *
connect target *
run {
allocate channel c1 type 'sbt_tape'
parms='SBT_LIBRARY=D:\tina\Bin\orasbt.dll, ENV=(TINA_HOME=D:\tina, TINA_
RMAN_CATALOG=tina_rman, TINA_RMAN_FOLDER=RMAN, TINA_RMAN_USER="NT
AUTHORITY\system")'
trace=1;
backup recovery area;
}

Example 2. In this example of the backup recovery command on Unix, these lines replace the
parms line in the Windows example:

parms='SBT_LIBRARY=/usr/atempo/tina/lib/libtina_rman.so, TINA_
HOME/usr/atempo/tina, TINA_RMAN_FOLDER=RMAN, TINA_RMAN_USER=oracle)'
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Multiple Backups
To perform multiple backups on tape, you may use the set duplex RMAN command intended
for multiple backups on disk. Otherwise, you may use Tina configured in this way:
• Use the multiple writing feature. See the Tina Administration Documentation for details.
• Associate the media pools to the archive folder that you have created for the RMAN

backups. See Archive Folders for details.

Backup Copies
Beginning with Oracle 10g, the backup command can back up an entire database as a copy
image. It creates file image copies of the database datafiles rather than creating backup sets. As
backup copies can only be made on disk, Tina is not involved in the process.

Note: If flash recovery is configured, then the result of the backup copy is stored in the flash
recovery area.

To enable backup copies using RMAN

> Enter this command in RMAN:

RMAN> connect target sys/oracle@test10g;
connected to target database: TEST10G (DBID=783719315)
RMAN> connect catalog rman/oracle@rman10g;
connected to recovery catalog database
RMAN> backup as copy database;

Block Change Tracking File
The block change tracking file is used to improve incremental backups. When configured with this
file, Oracle 10g and 11g store each block change in the block tracking file. During incremental
backup, instead of reading each data file to determine which block has changed, RMAN reads
the block change tracking file to identify the changes. By default, this feature is disabled.

To enable the block change tracking file

> Enter this command in SQL* Plus Interpreter:

alter database enable block change tracking ;

Viewing the Backed Up Objects
This topic contains this information:
• Tina Archive Folder

Tina Archive Folder

To display the backed up databases stored in the archive folder

1. Open Restore & Archive Manager.
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2. Select Archiving  View.
3. Select the archive folder containing the RMAN backup and click OK.
4. Open the archive folder to display the backup sets. Oracle assigns a unique name to each

backup set.
This image shows the Restore & Archive Manager interface:

5. Right-click one of the backup file and select Versions to view information concerning the
backup file.
This image illustrates the File Instance in Time window of the Restore & Archive Manager:
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Backup Report
This table describes the trace files that Tina and RMAN generate by during a backup:

Type Created by Location Description

RMAN
Messages

RMAN Standard output or log file
specified via the log
command.

Contains actions and errors that
occurred during the execution of the
scripts.

RMAN
Trace

RMAN
debug
command

File specified via the trace
parameter in Command
Line Interface.

Contains all traces concerning the
creation and execution of the
PL/SQL program units.

alert.log Oracle
server

USER_DUMP_DEST
directory.

Contains a chronological log of
errors and administrative
operations.

Oracle
Trace

Oracle
server

USER_DUMP_DEST
directory.

Contains detailed traces of all
Oracle processes.

sbtio.log Tina USER_DUMP_DEST
directory.

Contains backup information and
errors.

event Tina TINA_HOME/Adm directory. Contains Tina information and
errors.

RMANMessages
When the backup is successful, RMAN display these messages:

Recovery Manager: Release 10.2.0.1.0 - Production on Fri Sep 29 16:55:07
2006

Copyright (c) 1982, 2005, Oracle. All rights reserved.

RMAN> connect catalog *
connect target *
run {
allocate channel c1 type 'sbt_tape'

parms="SBT_LIBRARY=/usr/atempo/tina/Lib/libtina_rman.so, ENV=(TINA_
HOME=usr/atempo/tina, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=rman_cat,TINA_RMAN_FOLDER=rman,TINA_
RMAN_USER=oracle)";

allocate channel c2 type 'sbt_tape'
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parms="SBT_LIBRARY=/usr/atempo/tina/Lib/libtina_rman.so,ENV=(TINA_
HOME=/usr/atempo/tina, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=rman_cat,TINA_RMAN_
FOLDER=rman,TINA_RMAN_USER=oracle)";

backup database;

release channel c1;
release channel c2;
}

connected to recovery catalog database

connected to target database: TEST102 (DBID=4092454596)

allocated channel: c1
channel c1: sid=139 devtype=SBT_TAPE
channel c1: Time Navigator Media Management (Tpl)

allocated channel: c2
channel c2: sid=154 devtype=SBT_TAPE
channel c2: Time Navigator Media Management (Tpl)

Starting backup at 29-SEP-06
channel c1: starting full datafile backupset
channel c1: specifying datafile(s) in backupset
input datafile fno=00005 name=/Applis/oracle/oradata/TEST102/rman01.dbf
input datafile fno=00004 name=/Applis/oracle/oradata/TEST102/users01.dbf
input datafile fno=00003 name=/Applis/oracle/oradata/TEST102/sysaux01.dbf
channel c1: starting piece 1 at 29-SEP-06
channel c2: starting full datafile backupset
channel c2: specifying datafile(s) in backupset
input datafile fno=00001 name=/Applis/oracle/oradata/TEST102/system01.dbf
input datafile fno=00002 name=/Applis/oracle/oradata/TEST102/undotbs01.dbf
channel c2: starting piece 1 at 29-SEP-06
channel c1: finished piece 1 at 29-SEP-06
piece handle=09huh1vs_1_1 tag=TAG20060929T165523 comment=API Version 2.0,MMS
Version 3.7.0.4
channel c1: backup set complete, elapsed time: 00:00:45
channel c1: starting full datafile backupset
channel c1: specifying datafile(s) in backupset
including current control file in backupset
channel c1: starting piece 1 at 29-SEP-06
channel c1: finished piece 1 at 29-SEP-06
piece handle=0bhuh219_1_1 tag=TAG20060929T165523 comment=API Version 2.0,MMS
Version 3.7.0.4
channel c1: backup set complete, elapsed time: 00:00:16
channel c1: starting full datafile backupset
channel c1: specifying datafile(s) in backupset
including current SPFILE in backupset
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channel c1: starting piece 1 at 29-SEP-06
channel c2: finished piece 1 at 29-SEP-06
piece handle=0ahuh1vs_1_1 tag=TAG20060929T165523 comment=API Version 2.0,MMS
Version 3.7.0.4
channel c2: backup set complete, elapsed time: 00:01:04
channel c1: finished piece 1 at 29-SEP-06
piece handle=0chuh21p_1_1 tag=TAG20060929T165523 comment=API Version 2.0,MMS
Version 3.7.0.4
channel c1: backup set complete, elapsed time: 00:00:18
Finished backup at 29-SEP-06

released channel: c1

released channel: c2

Recovery Manager complete.

sbtio.log File
The sbtio.log file contains the traces concerning RMAN with Tina.

This image illustrates the way in which the traces are formatted in the sbtio.log file:

The sbtio.log file contains messages from the libtina_rman library, whereas the tina_
stream and tina_tpl_back_end events are sent to the events. To view the events, select
Current Activity  Events in the Web Administration.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details.

RMAN Compatibility with Oracle
This table describes the version that the RMAN components require to operate:
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Target
Database
(Oracle
database)

RMAN Client
(shown at
startup)

Catalog
Database
(Oracle
database)

Catalog schema (version of
RMAN client used to create
recovery table)

9.0.1 9.0.1 8.1.7 or later RMAN client or later

9.2 9.0.1.3 or later 8.1.7 or later RMAN client or later

10.1.0.5 10.1.0.5 or later 10.1.0.5 or later RMAN client or later

10.2.0 10.1.0.5 or later 10.1.0.5 or later RMAN client or later

11 10.1.0.5 or later 10.2.0.3 or later RMAN client or later

12.1.0.x 12.1.0.x 10.2.0.3 or later RMAN client

See the Oracle documentation for details.

Restoring Data
This topic describes how to perform the restore of the backed up data.

Overview
You perform the restore throuhg a series of scripts interpreted by RMAN. Tina feeds the
communication pipe via the tina_restore and tina_tpl_back_end processes and RMAN
proceeds with the recovery of the restored data. This illustration shows the restore data flow for
Time Navigator for Oracle Using Recovery Manager (RMAN):

RMAN relies on the Recovery Catalog to select the backup set to be restored. By default, the
most recent backup set is selected.

See the Oracle documentation for details on restoring with RMAN.
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Starting a Restore
Prior to performing a restore, ensure that the Oracle objects you want to restore are off-line.

Unix. You must also perform these preliminary steps prior to starting a restore:

To prepare a restore with RMAN for Unix

1. Open a session as the Oracle server administrator.
2. Set the ORACLE_SID variable to the SID value of the target database (i.e., the database to

be restored).
3. In the $ORACLE_HOME/products.x.x.x/bin directory, launch rman.

RMAN Restore Scripts
The RMAN restore scripts consist of a series of commands included in the run command. The
parameters below represent some of the components of the restore scripts.

Note: Before you perform a restore, ensure that the target database is started with the
startup mount option.

Environment variables

To ensure communication between Tina and RMAN, you must set some Tina environment
variables in the RMAN restore scripts. The environment variables are set using the parms
keyword. See Environment Variables (Mandatory).

This table describes the environment variables that you can use in the RMAN scripts:

Variable Description

TINA_HOME Tina installation directory.

Due to an RMAN limitation, home directory names must not contain any spaces.

TINA_RMAN_
CATALOG

Tina catalog name.

TINA_RMAN_
FOLDER

Name of the archive folder holding the Oracle backups.

TINA_RMAN_
USER

Tina user, owner of the archive folder.

TINA_RMAN_
RST_
TIMEOUT

Optional.

Value of the timeout for opening communication pipes between the Third-Party
Layer Back-End (TPL-BE) and Third Party Layer Front-End (TPL-FE) processes
(See Overview). These are the valid values:

• Default. The timeout is 7,200 seconds (2 hours).
• Possible values. Between 1 and 86,400 seconds (24 hours).
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Variable Description

TINA_RMAN_
SECURE_
SESSION_ID

ID required when restoring Oracle data secured via Tina Security & Compliance
Manager. The value is the output of the password session generated by the
tina_scm_control command.

See the Atempo-Tina Command Line Interface User’s Guide for details on the
tina_scm_control command.

TINA_RMAN_
SHARE_
MULTIPLE

Optional.

When set to Yes, this variable sets the media sharing mode to SBTBFINFO_
SHARE_MULTIPLE, to permit the use of several channels simultaneously during a
restore.

By default TINA_RMAN_SHARE_MULTIPLE is set to No and the media sharing
mode is SBTBFINFO_SHARE_SINGLE.

TINA_KAC_
SIZE

Optional.

Keeps the connection alive between the Tina server and the agent for RMan if
there is a firewall between them. The value is the size of the restored stream in
MB.

When this variable is set, the Tina agent tests the connection with the Tina
server whenever the size of the restored stream exceeds the value of the
variable.

Script Commands

This table describes the commands or parameters that you can use in the RMAN script
commands:

Command
or
Parameter

Drescription

allocate
channel
command

At least one channel must be allocated to enable RMAN to connect to the target
database and to open a session on the Oracle server. You must also indicate
the type of media from which you want to restore.

SBT_
LIBRARY
parameter

Absolute path of the RMAN library (e.g.,: /usr/atempo/tina/Lib/libtina_
rman.so).
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Command
or
Parameter

Drescription

trace
command

Optional.

You can set the trace variable in the backup scripts. It indicates the trace level
used during the execution of the commands.

These are the available levels:

• trace = 0. Only errors are displayed.
• trace = 1. Errors and functions input and output are displayed.

RMAN does not support the trace variable on all of the operating systems. If
the trace variable is not supported, set the debug variable to on if you want that
all the traces be displayed.

restore
Command

Enables you to specify the Oracle objects to be restored.

recover
Command

Once the restore is finished, you must recover the restored objects to
synchronize them with the current state of the database. This ensures that the
data integrity is maintained.

To recover the restored objects, use the recover command.

Example. This script restores the whole database with Tina using a single channel and a timeout
of 14,400 seconds (i.e., 4 hours):

RMAN> run {
allocate channel c1 type 'sbt_tape'
parms="ENV=(TINA_HOME=/usr/atempo/tina,
TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=cata_rman, TINA_RMAN_FOLDER=RMAN, TINA_RMAN_USER=oracle,
TINA_RMAN_RST_TIMEOUT=14400)"
trace=1;
restore database;
recover database;
release channel c1;
}

Note: Beginning with Oracle 10g, RMAN requires that the media sharing mode be set to
SBTBFINFO_SHARE_MULTIPLE to be able to use several channels simultaneously during a
restore. To do so, set the TINA_RMAN_SHARE_MULTIPLE environment variable to Yes in the
restore script.

Container Databases on Oracle 12c

For Container Databases (CDB) on Oracle 12c, use these restore commands:
• To restore the root container, run this command:

restore database root
• To restore a Pluggable Database (PDB), run this command:
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restore pluggable database <pdb_name>
• To restore a specific tablespace of a pluggable database when logged in to the root, run

this command:

restore tablespace <pdb_name>:<tablespace_name>

Restore Report
This table describes the trace files that Tina and RMAN generate by during a restore:

Type Created by Location Description

RMAN
Messages

RMAN Standard output or log file
specified via the log
command.

Contains actions and errors that
occurred during the execution of the
scripts.

RMAN
Trace

RMAN
debug
command

File specified via the trace
parameter in Command
Line Interface.

Contains all traces concerning the
creation and execution of the
PL/SQL program units.

alert.log Oracle
server

USER_DUMP_DEST
directory.

Contains a chronological log of
errors and administrative
operations.

Oracle
Trace

Oracle
server

USER_DUMP_DEST
directory.

Contains detailed traces of all
Oracle processes.

sbtio.log Tina USER_DUMP_DEST
directory.

Contains backup information and
errors.

event Tina TINA_HOME/Adm directory. Contains Tina information and
errors.

RMANMessages
When the restore is successful, RMAN display these messages:

Recovery Manager: Release 10.2.0.1.0 - Production on Fri Sep 29 17:21:41
2006

Copyright (c) 1982, 2005, Oracle. All rights reserved.

RMAN> connect catalog *
connect target *
run {
allocate channel c1 type 'sbt_tape'

parms="SBT_LIBRARY=/usr/atempo/tina/Lib/libtina_rman.so, ENV=(TINA_
HOME=usr/atempo/tina, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=rman_cat,TINA_RMAN_FOLDER=rman,TINA_
RMAN_USER=oracle)";
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allocate channel c2 type 'sbt_tape'

parms="SBT_LIBRARY=/usr/atempo/tina/Lib/libtina_rman.so, ENV=(TINA_
HOME=usr/atempo/tina, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=rman_cat,TINA_RMAN_FOLDER=rman,TINA_
RMAN_USER=oracle)";

restore tablespace users;
recover tablespace users;

release channel c1;
release channel c2;
}

connected to recovery catalog database

connected to target database: TEST102 (DBID=4092454596)

starting full resync of recovery catalog
full resync complete
allocated channel: c1
channel c1: sid=139 devtype=SBT_TAPE
channel c1: Time Navigator Media Management (Tpl)

allocated channel: c2
channel c2: sid=145 devtype=SBT_TAPE
channel c2: Time Navigator Media Management (Tpl)

Starting restore at 29-SEP-06

channel c1: starting datafile backupset restore
channel c1: specifying datafile(s) to restore from backup set
restoring datafile 00004 to /Applis/oracle/oradata/TEST102/users01.dbf
channel c1: reading from backup piece 09huh1vs_1_1
channel c1: restored backup piece 1
piece handle=09huh1vs_1_1 tag=TAG20060929T165523
channel c1: restore complete, elapsed time: 00:00:15
Finished restore at 29-SEP-06

Starting recover at 29-SEP-06

starting media recovery
media recovery complete, elapsed time: 00:00:01

Finished recover at 29-SEP-06

released channel: c1
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sbtio.log File
The sbtio.log file contains the traces concerning RMAN with Tina.

This image illustrates the way in which the traces are formatted in the sbtio.log file:

The sbtio.log file contains messages from the libtina_rman library, whereas the tina_
stream and tina_tpl_back_end events are sent to the events. To view the events, select
Current Activity  Events in the Web Administration.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details.

Disaster Recovery
This topic describes how to perform a disaster recovery of an Oracle database backed up with
Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager.

Prerequisites
The RMAN autobackup feature must be configured when backing up the database to perform a
disaster recovery of the backed up database.

Disaster Recovery Procedure
The disaster recovery procedure is described at length in Use Case for Disaster Recovery. This
topic only describes the guidelines to perform a disaster recovery.

What you need for the disaster recovery procedure:
• Backups of all datafiles.
• All archived redo logs generated after the oldest datafile backup.
• At least one control file/parameter file autobackup.
• A record of the DBID of the source database.

What you do during the disaster recovery procedure:
• Restore the parameter file.
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• Restore the control file.
• Restore the database.
• Recover the database.

Use Case for Disaster Recovery
This use case describes how to perform a disaster recovery of an Oracle database backed up
with Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager. The Graphical Online Connect module is just used
to illustrate the database. All backups and restores are performed using the RMANmodule.

To simulate a disaster recovery, the virtual machine where the database is located is stopped.

This topic describes these topics:
• Preliminary Steps
• Backing up the Oracle Database
• Viewing the Backed up Oracle Database
• Performing the Disaster Recovery of the Oracle Database
• Viewing the Restored Oracle Database

Preliminary Steps
These are the steps to follow prior to performing a disaster recovery of the ORA5 database on the
frlulvc-06 host:
• Create a Linux VM host using CentOS 6.7, called frlulvc-05.
• Install Oracle 11gR2 without database creation.
• Install a Tina agent connected to the klondike backup catalog, checking the Oracle

(including RMAN) option during installation.
• Clone the VM to create a second host called frlulvc-06.
• Create a typical 1 GB database on the frlulvc-05 host, SID ORA5, using the Database

Configuration Assistant (DBCA).
• Back up the database using RMAN (with autobackup configured).
• Stop the frlulvc-05 VM to simulate a disaster.

Note: For this use case, you do not use an RMAN catalog. The RMANmeta-data is stored in
the control file.

Backing up the Oracle Database
These are the steps to follow in Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager to back up the ORA5
database on the frlulvc-05 host:
• Check existence of libtina_rman.so in $TINA_HOME/Lib on frlulvc-05.
• Create a media pool called rman in the backup catalog, associating VLS drives.
• Create an archive folder called rman.ORA5 in the backup catalog, using the rman pool with

the sidf cartridge format, and checking the Compressed option.
• Create a user group called dba in the backup catalog.
• Create a user called oracle in the backup catalog, associating this user with the dba group

and assigning this user Full Media and Archive Rights.

These are the steps to follow in RMAN to back up the ORA5 database on the frlulvc-05 host:
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• Run RMAN as the Oracle Linux user and connect to the database. See Script #1: To Run
RMAN and Connect to the Oracle Database.

• Write and execute a script to back up the database. See Script #2: To Back up the Oracle
Database.

Script #1: To Run RMAN and Connect to the Oracle Database

This script enables you to run RMAN and connect to the ORA5 database.

[oracle@frlulvc-05 Rman]$ ll
total 12
-rw-r--r--. 1 oracle dba 368 Apr 7 18:57 bkp_ora5.rman
[oracle@frlulvc-05 Rman]$ rman

Recovery Manager: Release 11.2.0.1.0 - Production on Thu Apr 7 18:59:49 2016

Copyright (c) 1982, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved

RMAN> connect target /

connected to target database: ORA5 (DBID=1894324806)

Note: Connecting to the source database shows its DBID. Please take a note of this DBID
because you will need it later for disaster recovery.

Script #2: To Back up the Oracle Database

This script, called bkp_ora5.rman, enables you to perform a full backup of the ORA5 database. It
includes the list of environment variables for the Tina agent with the parms command.

Note: The list of environment variables is always the same for each of the backup and
restore scripts, so you can create a /home/oracle/Rman directory to contain and copy
them.

Note: You do not need to configure parallel (multi-channel) backup for the disaster recovery
use case.

Note: You must configure the RMAN autobackup feature whereby each backup will include
a control file and a parameter file which is essential for disaster recovery. However, you do
not need to configure autobackup at each backup.

RMAN> @bkp_ora5.rman

RMAN> run {
2> allocate channel c1 type sbt
3>
parms="SBT_LIBRARY=/opt/Atempo/Tina/klondike/Lib/libtina_rman.so,ENV=(TINA_
HOM
E=/opt/Atempo/Tina/klondike, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=klondike,
TINA_RMAN_FOLDER=rman.ORA5, TINA_SERVICE_NAME=rks, TINA_RMAN_USER=oracle,
TINA_RMAN_TRACE_LEVEL=1)";
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4>
5> configure controlfile autobackup on;
6> backup database plus archivelog;
7>
8> release channel c1;
9> }
using target database control file instead of recovery catalog
allocated channel: c1
channel c1: SID=40 device type=SBT_TAPE
channel c1: Time Navigator Media Management (tpl-pc)

new RMAN configuration parameters:
CONFIGURE CONTROLFILE AUTOBACKUP ON;
new RMAN configuration parameters are successfully stored

Starting backup at 07-APR-16
current log archived
channel c1: starting archived log backup set
channel c1: specifying archived log(s) in backup set
input archived log thread=1 sequence=3 RECID=1 STAMP=908558243
input archived log thread=1 sequence=4 RECID=2 STAMP=908564700
channel c1: starting piece 1 at 07-APR-16
channel c1: finished piece 1 at 07-APR-16
piece handle=01r2f66t_1_1 tag=TAG20160407T190500 comment=API Version 2.0,MM
channel c1: backup set complete, elapsed time: 00:00:15
Finished backup at 07-APR-16

Starting backup at 07-APR-16
channel c1: starting full datafile backup set
channel c1: specifying datafile(s) in backup set
input datafile file number=00001
name=/u01/app/oradata/ora5/ORA5/system01.dbf
input datafile file number=00002
name=/u01/app/oradata/ora5/ORA5/sysaux01.dbf
input datafile file number=00005
name=/u01/app/oradata/ora5/ORA5/example01.dbf
input datafile file number=00003
name=/u01/app/oradata/ora5/ORA5/undotbs01.dbf
input datafile file number=00004
name=/u01/app/oradata/ora5/ORA5/users01.dbf
channel c1: starting piece 1 at 07-APR-16
channel c1: finished piece 1 at 07-APR-16
piece handle=02r2f67c_1_1 tag=TAG20160407T190516 comment=API Version 2.0,MM
channel c1: backup set complete, elapsed time: 00:01:15
Finished backup at 07-APR-16

Starting backup at 07-APR-16
current log archived
channel c1: starting archived log backup set
channel c1: specifying archived log(s) in backup set
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input archived log thread=1 sequence=5 RECID=3 STAMP=908564792
channel c1: starting piece 1 at 07-APR-16
channel c1: finished piece 1 at 07-APR-16
piece handle=03r2f69p_1_1 tag=TAG20160407T190632 comment=API Version 2.0,MM
channel c1: backup set complete, elapsed time: 00:00:15
Finished backup at 07-APR-16

Starting Control File and SPFILE Autobackup at 07-APR-16
piece handle=c-1894324806-20160407-00 comment=API Version 2.0,MMS Version 4
Finished Control File and SPFILE Autobackup at 07-APR-16

released channel: c1

RMAN> **end-of-file**

RMAN> quit

Recovery Manager complete.
[oracle@frlulvc-05 Rman]$

This backup created four jobs (from 6158 to 6161):
• The jobs 6158 and 6160 were archive logs.
• The job 6159 was datafiles and had non-trivial volume (995 MB).
• The job 6161 was the control file and parameter file autobackup and its piece name, which

is characteristic, contains the DBID which you will find later in the rman.ORA5 archive
folder.

This image illustrates the Job Manager:

For details on backing up an Oracle database with Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager, see
Backing Up Data.

For details on backing up data, see the Tina Administration Documentation.
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Viewing the Backed up Oracle Database
This topic describes how to set up the Graphical Online Connect module, Tina for Oracle, to view
the backed up database in Restore & Archive Manager.

To view the backed up database with Tina for Oracle

Step 1: In Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager.
1. Check existence of libtina_ora_11.so in $TINA_HOME/Lib on frlulvc-05.
2. In $TINA_HOME/Conf, create the tina_env.local script by copying the tina_

env.local.sample sample file. Find and uncomment the 9-line Oracle block, and edit in
the value for the ORACLE_HOME environment variable so as to be able to find Oracle shared
libraries like libclntsh.so or libnnz11.so:

## Oracle Online Connect module environment:
ORACLE_HOME=/u01/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/db_1
APP_BINS=${ORACLE_HOME}/bin
APP_LIBS=${ORACLE_HOME}/lib:${ORACLE_HOME}/network/lib

PATH=${APP_BINS}:${PATH}
export PATH
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=${APP_LIBS}:${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH

3. Restart the Tina service on frlulvc-05 as root, refreshing the environment:

[root@frlulvc-05 klondike]# tina_stop
tina_stop: Time Navigator Enterprise Edition stopped on "frlulvc-
05.fr.atempo[root@frlulvc-05 klondike]# . .tina.sh
[root@frlulvc-05 klondike]# env | grep PATH
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/u01/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/db_1/lib:/u01/app/oracle/pro
duct/11.2.0/db_
1/network/lib:/opt/Atempo/Tina/klondike/Lib:/opt/Atempo/Tina/klond
PATH=/u01/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/db_
1/bin:/opt/Atempo/Tina/klondike/Bin:/us
[root@frlulvc-05 klondike]# tina_daemon
[root@frlulvc-05 klondike]#

Step 2: In the Tina Web Administration.

Note: The Tina for Oracle module may require a license separate from the license for the
Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager module. Contact Atempo for details.

4. Create an Oracle application called frlulvc-05.ORA5 in the backup catalog. This table
describes the parameters that you must set to create the Oracle application:

Parameter Description

Host Selection Select the frlulvc-05 host.
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Parameter Description

General Information.

Application Name Enter the frlulvc-05.ORA5 application name.

Application Type Select the Oracle application.

Comment Optional. Enter a comment describing the application.

User Information.

Owner Enter the oracle owner name.

Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the owner password and confirm it.

Access User Enter the SYS access user name.

Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the access user password and confirm it.

Environment Variables.

Oracle Home
Directory

(ORACLE_HOME)

Enter the directory where the version of Oracle is installed:

/u01/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/db_1

Oracle System
Identifier

(ORACLE_SID)

Enter the Oracle system identifier of the instance to be used to
connect to the database:

ORA5

Path to the Oracle
Dynamic Library

(TINA_APP_LIB_
PATH)

Enter the Tina for Oracle dynamic library to use:

libtina_ora_11.so

Oracle Base
Directory

(ORACLE_BASE)

Specifies the base of the Oracle directory structure for OFA-
compliant databases. Normally the home directory of ORACLE_
OWNER:

/u01/app/oracle

5. Launch Restore & Archive Manager for the ORA5 backed up database, which is running with
the spfileORA5.ora spfile, the binary version of the pfile.

Note: Sql*Net has not been configured since the sqlnet.ora and tnsnames.ora files in
$ORACLE_HOME/network/admin are not found.
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Note: The incarnation ID for the database is 908557578 as seen from the archive logs or
redo logs. This is important for later.

This image illustrates Restore & Archive Manager for the ORA5 backed up database:

For details on creating an Oracle application, see Configuring an Oracle application.

For details on environment variables, see Tina for Oracle Environment Variables.

Performing the Disaster Recovery of the Oracle Database
Prior to performing a disaster recovery of the Oracle database, ensure that you have these
Oracle objects:
• Backups of all datafiles (job 6159).
• All archived redo logs generated after the oldest datafile backup (job 6160).
• At least one control file/parameter file autobackup (job 6161).
• A record of the DBID of the source database.

RMAN disaster recovery is a bootstrap process:
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• You cannot restore the datafiles without a working control file which tells you what and
where to put the datafiles.

• You cannot restore the control file without a working parameter file to tell you where to put
the control file.

Here are the steps to perform the disaster recovery of the Oracle database:
• Restore the parameter file (job 6162).
• Restore the control file (job 6163).
• Restore the database (job 6164).
• Recover the database (job 6165).

Parameter File Restore

The database is restored with the same directory structure as on frlulvc-05.

To restore the parameter file (job 6162)

1. Launch Restore & Archive Manager and display the rman.ORA5 archive folder to get the
DBID of the Oracle backed up database.

Note: You can also get the DBID from the RMAN catalog if available with a list
incarnation command.

This image illustrates the rman.ORA5 archive folder in Restore & Archive Manager:

Each controlfile autobackup has a characteristic name starting with c, followed by the DBID,
then a timestamp (c-1894324806-20160407-00).

2. Start RMAN, connect to target, and specify the DBID:

[oracle@frlulvc-06 Rman]$ rman nocatalog

Recovery Manager: Release 11.2.0.1.0 - Production on Thu Apr 7 20:35:05 2016
Copyright (c) 1982, 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved

RMAN> connect target /

connected to target database (not started)

RMAN> set dbid 1894324806;

executing command: SET DBID

3. Start Oracle without a control file using a dummy parameter file provided by RMAN:
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RMAN> startup nomount

startup failed: ORA-01078: failure in processing system parameters
LRM-00109: could not open parameter file
'/u01/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/db_1/dbs/initORA5.ora'

starting Oracle instance without parameter file for retrieval of spfile
Oracle instance started

Total System Global Area 158662656 bytes

Fixed Size 2211448 bytes
Variable Size 88080776 bytes
Database Buffers 62914560 bytes
Redo Buffers 5455872 bytes

RMAN>

4. Create a new RMAN script, called rest_spfile_ora5.rman, to restore the pfile at the
address shown above, and execute it, which creates the Tina restore job 6162:

RMAN> @rest_spfile_ora5.rman

RMAN> run {
2> allocate channel c1 type sbt
3>
parms="SBT_LIBRARY=/opt/Atempo/Tina/klondike/Lib/libtina_rman.so,ENV=(TINA_
HOM
E=/opt/Atempo/Tina/klondike, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=klondike,
TINA_RMAN_FOLDER=rman.ORA5, TINA_SERVICE_NAME=rks, TINA_RMAN_USER=oracle,
TINA_RMAN_TRACE_LEVEL=1)";
4>
5> restore spfile to pfile
'/u01/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/db_1/dbs/initORA5.ora' from autobackup;
6>
7> release channel c1;
8> }
allocated channel: c1
channel c1: SID=19 device type=SBT_TAPE
channel c1: Time Navigator Media Management (tpl-pc)

Starting restore at 07-APR-16

channel c1: looking for AUTOBACKUP on day: 20160407
channel c1: AUTOBACKUP found: c-1894324806-20160407-00
channel c1: restoring spfile from AUTOBACKUP c-1894324806-20160407-00
channel c1: SPFILE restore from AUTOBACKUP complete
Finished restore at 07-APR-16
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released channel: c1

RMAN> **end-of-file**

The parameter file is extracted from the controlfile autobackup.

Control File Restore

If you restart the database using the parameter file you have just restored without recreating first
the directory structure needed to support the database, it fails:

RMAN> shutdown abort

Oracle instance shut down

RMAN> startup force nomount
pfile='/u01/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/db_1/dbs/initORA5.ora';

RMAN-00571: ===========================================================
RMAN-00569: =============== ERROR MESSAGE STACK FOLLOWS ===============
RMAN-00571: ===========================================================
RMAN-03002: failure of startup command at 04/07/2016 20:49:31
RMAN-04014: startup failed: ORA-09925: Unable to create audit trail file
Linux-x86_64 Error: 2: No such file or directory
Additional information: 9925

Indeed, RMAN does not recreate the directory structure needed to support the database, in
contrast to the Online Connect Graphical module. So you need to do it manually.

To restore the control file (job 6163)

1. Open the initORA5.ora parameter file and check the directory structure needed to support
the database:

ORA5.__db_cache_size=905969664
ORA5.__java_pool_size=16777216
ORA5.__large_pool_size=16777216
ORA5.__oracle_base='/u01/app/oracle'#ORACLE_BASE set from environment
ORA5.__pga_aggregate_target=855638016
ORA5.__sga_target=1275068416
ORA5.__shared_io_pool_size=0
ORA5.__shared_pool_size=318767104
ORA5.__streams_pool_size=0
*.audit_file_dest='/u01/app/oracle/admin/ORA5/adump'
*.audit_trail='db'
*.compatible='11.2.0.0.0'
*.control_
files='/u01/app/oradata/ora5/ORA5/control01.ctl','/u01/app/oradata/ora5/ORA
5'
*.db_block_size=8192
*.db_domain=''
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*.db_name='ORA5'
*.diagnostic_dest='/u01/app/oracle'
*.dispatchers='(PROTOCOL=TCP) (SERVICE=ORA5XDB)'
*.log_archive_dest_1='LOCATION=/u01/app/oradata/ora5/arch'
*.log_archive_format='%t_%s_%r.dbf'
*.memory_target=2122317824
*.open_cursors=300
*.processes=150
*.remote_login_passwordfile='EXCLUSIVE'
*.undo_tablespace='UNDOTBS1'

2. Create the missing directories as the oracle user:

[oracle@frlulvc-06 Rman]$ mkdir –p /u01/app/oracle/admin/ORA5/adump
[oracle@frlulvc-06 Rman]$ mkdir –p /u01/app/oradata/ora5/ORA5
[oracle@frlulvc-06 Rman]$ mkdir –p /u01/app/oradata/ora5/arch
[oracle@frlulvc-06 Rman]$

3. Restart the database using the parameter file you have just restored:

RMAN> startup force nomount
pfile='/u01/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/db_1/dbs/initORA5.ora';

Oracle instance started

Total System Global Area 2121183232 bytes

Fixed Size 2215016 bytes
Variable Size 1207960472 bytes
Database Buffers 905969664 bytes
Redo Buffers 5038080 bytes

RMAN>

4. Create a new RMAN script, called rest_controlfile_ora5.rman, to restore the control
file at the addresses defined in the pfile and execute it. This creates the Tina restore job
6163:

RMAN> @rest_controlfile_ora5.rman

RMAN> run {
2> allocate channel c1 type sbt
3>
parms="SBT_LIBRARY=/opt/Atempo/Tina/klondike/Lib/libtina_rman.so,ENV=(TINA_
HOM
E=/opt/Atempo/Tina/klondike, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=klondike,
TINA_RMAN_FOLDER=rman.ORA5, TINA_SERVICE_NAME=rks, TINA_RMAN_USER=oracle,
TINA_RMAN_TRACE_LEVEL=1)";
4>
5> restore controlfile from autobackup;
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6>
7> release channel c1;
8> }
allocated channel: c1
channel c1: SID=19 device type=SBT_TAPE
channel c1: Time Navigator Media Management (tpl-pc)

Starting restore at 07-APR-16

channel c1: looking for AUTOBACKUP on day: 20160407
channel c1: AUTOBACKUP found: c-1894324806-20160407-00
channel c1: restoring control file from AUTOBACKUP c-1894324806-20160407-00
channel c1: control file restore from AUTOBACKUP complete
output file name=/u01/app/oradata/ora5/ORA5/control01.ctl
output file name=/u01/app/oradata/ora5/ORA5/control02.ctl
Finished restore at 07-APR-16

released channel: c1

RMAN> **end-of-file**

The control file is extracted from the controlfile autobackup. Note that the same backup
piece has been restored twice from Tina for Oracle. So, the size of the job 6163 (9 MB) is
the same as that of the job 6162.

Database Restore

To restore the database (job 6164)

1. Mount the database using the control file you have just restored:

RMAN> alter database mount;

database mounted

RMAN>

2. Create a new RMAN script, called rest_database_ora5.rman, to restore the database at
the addresses defined in the control file and execute it. This creates the Tina restore job
6164:

RMAN> @rest_database_ora5.rman

RMAN> run {
2> allocate channel c1 type sbt
3>
parms="SBT_LIBRARY=/opt/Atempo/Tina/klondike/Lib/libtina_rman.so,ENV=(TINA_
HOM
E=/opt/Atempo/Tina/klondike, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=klondike,
TINA_RMAN_FOLDER=rman.ORA5, TINA_SERVICE_NAME=rks, TINA_RMAN_USER=oracle,
TINA_RMAN_TRACE_LEVEL=1)";
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4>
5> restore database;
6>
7> release channel c1;
8> }
allocated channel: c1
channel c1: SID=19 device type=SBT_TAPE
channel c1: Time Navigator Media Management (tpl-pc)

Starting restore at 07-APR-16

channel c1: starting datafile backup set restore
channel c1: specifying datafile(s) to restore from backup set
channel c1: restoring datafile 00001 to
/u01/app/oradata/ora5/ORA5/system01.dbf
channel c1: restoring datafile 00002 to
/u01/app/oradata/ora5/ORA5/sysaux01.dbf
channel c1: restoring datafile 00003 to
/u01/app/oradata/ora5/ORA5/undotbs01.dbf
channel c1: restoring datafile 00004 to
/u01/app/oradata/ora5/ORA5/users01.dbf
channel c1: restoring datafile 00005 to
/u01/app/oradata/ora5/ORA5/example01.dbf
channel c1: reading from backup piece 02r2f67c_1_1
channel c1: piece handle=02r2f67c_1_1 tag=TAG20160407T190516
channel c1: restored backup piece 1
channel c1: restore complete, elapsed time: 00:03:05
Finished restore at 07-APR-16

released channel: c1

RMAN> **end-of-file**

Database Recovery

To recover the database (job 6165)

1. Create a new RMAN script, called reco_database_ora5.rman, to recover the database
and execute it. This creates the Tina restore job 6165 for archive logs:

RMAN> @reco_database_ora5.rman

RMAN> run {
2> allocate channel c1 type sbt
3>
parms="SBT_LIBRARY=/opt/Atempo/Tina/klondike/Lib/libtina_rman.so,ENV=(TINA_
HOM
E=/opt/Atempo/Tina/klondike, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=klondike,
TINA_RMAN_FOLDER=rman.ORA5, TINA_SERVICE_NAME=rks, TINA_RMAN_USER=oracle,
TINA_RMAN_TRACE_LEVEL=1)";
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4>
5> recover database;
6>
7> release channel c1;
8> }
allocated channel: c1
channel c1: SID=19 device type=SBT_TAPE
channel c1: Time Navigator Media Management (tpl-pc)

Starting recover at 07-APR-16

starting media recovery

channel c1: starting archived log restore to default destination
channel c1: restoring archived log
archived log thread=1 sequence=5
channel c1: reading from backup piece 03r2f69p_1_1
channel c1: piece handle=03r2f69p_1_1 tag=TAG20160407T190632
channel c1: restored backup piece 1
channel c1: restore complete, elapsed time: 00:00:07
archived log file name=/u01/app/oradata/ora5/arch/1_5_908557578.dbf
thread=1 sequence=5
unable to find archived log
archived log thread=1 sequence=6
released channel: c1
RMAN-00571: ===========================================================
RMAN-00569: =============== ERROR MESSAGE STACK FOLLOWS ===============
RMAN-00571: ===========================================================
RMAN-03002: failure of recover command at 04/07/2016 21:06:12
RMAN-06054: media recovery requesting unknown archived log for thread 1
with sequence 6 and starting SCN of 987980

RMAN> **end-of-file**

The recovery replays the archive log sequence 5 but cannot find sequence 6! You need to
add an until clause for the recovery, but you could not know what logs were available in a
disaster recovery scenario!

2. Modify the recovery script to include the until clause and then execute it again:

RMAN> @reco_database_ora5.rman

RMAN> run {

2> allocate channel c1 type sbt
3>
parms="SBT_LIBRARY=/opt/Atempo/Tina/klondike/Lib/libtina_rman.so,ENV=(TINA_
HOM
E=/opt/Atempo/Tina/klondike, TINA_RMAN_CATALOG=klondike,
TINA_RMAN_FOLDER=rman.ORA5, TINA_SERVICE_NAME=rks, TINA_RMAN_USER=oracle,
TINA_RMAN_TRACE_LEVEL=1)";
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4>
5> set until sequence 6;
6> recover database;
7>
8> release channel c1;
9> }
allocated channel: c1
channel c1: SID=19 device type=SBT_TAPE
channel c1: Time Navigator Media Management (tpl-pc)

executing command: SET until clause

Starting recover at 07-APR-16

starting media recovery
media recovery complete, elapsed time: 00:00:00

Finished recover at 07-APR-16

released channel: c1

RMAN> **end-of-file**

Note: The script modification must be done inside the script and not directly on the
command line.

Note: The sequence number specified is the next archive log sequence that does not exist
in the backup folder. Here, you recover through 5 by specifying until 6:

3. Open the database.and switch logs to create some archive log history:

RMAN> alter database open resetlogs;

database opened

RMAN> sql ‘alter system switch logfile’;

sql statement: alter system switch logfile

RMAN> quit
Recovery Manager complete.
[oracle@frlulvc-06 Rman]$

Note: The resetlogs clause is mandatory to recreate the redo logs on the new host.
This creates a new incarnation of the database, but with the same DBID.

Viewing the Restored Oracle Database
This topic describes how to set up the Graphical Online Connect module, Tina for Oracle, to view
the restored database in Restore & Archive Manager by following the same steps as on the
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frlulvc-05 host. See Viewing the Backed up Oracle Database.

To view the restored database with Tina for Oracle

Step 1: In Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager.
1. Check existence of libtina_ora_11.so in $TINA_HOME/Lib on frlulvc-06.
2. In $TINA_HOME/Conf, create the tina_env.local script by using the tina_

env.local.sample sample file.
3. Restart the Tina service on frlulvc-06 as root, refreshing the environment.

Step 2: In the Tina Web Administration.

Note: The Tina for Oracle module may require a license separate from the license for the
Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager module. Contact Atempo for details.

4. Create an Oracle application called frlulvc-06.ORA5 in the backup catalog. This table
describes the parameters that you must set to create the Oracle application:

Parameter Description

Host Selection Select the frlulvc-06 host.

General Information.

Application
Name

Enter the frlulvc-06.ORA5 application name.

Application
Type

Select the Oracle application.

Comment Optional. Enter a comment describing the application.

User Information.

Owner Enter the oracle owner name.

Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the owner password and confirm it.

Access User Enter the SYS access user name.

Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the access user password and confirm it.

Environment Variables.

Oracle Home
Directory

(ORACLE_HOME)

Enter the directory where the version of Oracle is installed:

/u01/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/db_1
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Parameter Description

Oracle System
Identifier

(ORACLE_SID)

Enter the Oracle system identifier of the instance to be used to
connect to the database:

ORA5

Path to the
Oracle Dynamic
Library

(TINA_APP_LIB_
PATH)

Enter the Tina for Oracle dynamic library to use:

libtina_ora_11.so

Oracle Base
Directory

(ORACLE_BASE)

Specifies the base of the Oracle directory structure for OFA-compliant
databases. Normally the home directory of ORACLE_OWNER:

/u01/app/oracle

Startup pfile

(TINA_ORA_
STARTUP_PFILE)

Specifies the absolute path of the startup pfile used to override the use
of the spfile in special cases where the database cannot be run with
the spfile:

/u01/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/db_1/dbs/
initORA5.ora

Note: You must set the TINA_ORA_STARTUP_PFILE extra environment variable
because the restored database is currently running on a pfile, not on a spfile.

5. Launch Restore & Archive Manager for the ORA5 restored database, which is running with
the pfileORA5.ora pfile.

Note: The new incarnation ID for the database is 908630536 as seen from the archive
logs or redo logs while the restored archive log has incarnation ID 908557578 and
sequence 5.

Note: RMAN does not back up network administration files, nor the password file, in
contrast to the Online Connect Graphical module. So, the DBA should make other
arrangements, keeping copies of these files on a different host in the network.
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This image illustrates Restore & Archive Manager for the ORA5 restored database:

For details on creating an Oracle application, see Configuring an Oracle application.

For details on environment variables, see Tina for Oracle Environment Variables.

RMAN Proxy Copy
This topic introduces the RMAN Proxy Copy extension for Tina for Oracle.

The information presented in this appendix does not include the scripted commands
development procedure. Contact Atempo Professional Services to ask for assistance in the
development of personnalized scripted commands that fit your backup environment needs.

Introduction
RMAN Proxy Copy is an extension of the RMAN API enabling a backup software to use Point In
Time mechanisms to perform non-disruptive Oracle database backups.

With RMAN Proxy Copy, the media management software is provided with a list of files to be
backed up or restored. All decisions regarding how and when to move the data are made by the
media management software. In other words, the API client provides references to data rather
than the data itself.
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RMAN Proxy Copy provides a protocol for the media management software to tell the API client
when to put Oracle datafiles into backup mode, and when they can be taken out of backup mode.

Installing and Configuring RMAN Proxy Copy
The RMAN Proxy Copy functionality is embedded in the Tina for Oracle module and does not
require any specific installation.

These Tina elements must be present:
• Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager must be installed on the Oracle/RMAN server.
• A Tina agent must be connected to the disk array and to the Oracle/RMAN server.
• The machines hosting Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager and the Tina agent must

be equipped with the same operating system (e.g., two HP-UX or twoWindows machines).

This image illustrates the Tina elements that must be present to use the RMAN Proxy Copy
functionality:

All the Oracle database files must be located on mounted volumes of the disk array, and able to
be proxy copied through scripted commands.

Backup Process
These are the actions that RMAN Proxy Copy performs during backups:
1. The Oracle RMAN server loads Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager, invokes it through

the Oracle RMAN Proxy Copy API and informs it to prepare a backup.
2. Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager launches the volume copy availability control

command. The command returns an error and prevents the backup from starting if the
service is not available.

3. The Oracle RMAN server:
• Puts the Oracle datafiles in a consistent backup state.
• Sends a start backup request to Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager via the API.
• Assigns an instance ID to each datafile.
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4. Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager launches the volume copy creation command.
This creation command:
• Creates a volume copy of the datafiles.
• Mounts the copy on the Tina backup agent.
• Returns the result of the whole process to Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager.

5. Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager informs the Oracle server that a copy has been
made and that the database can be put in end of backup state.

6. Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager requests the Tina backup agent to launch the file
transfer to the media.

7. Tina backup agent archives to the media the mounted copy of the datafiles and returns the
status of the operation to Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager.

8. Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager informs the Oracle server that the datafiles are
definitively written on the media ready to be used as restorable data, and launches a
volume copy deletion command.

Restore Process
These are the actions that RMAN Proxy Copy performs during restore:
1. The Oracle RMAN server loads Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager and provides the

instance ID of the datafiles to restore through Oracle RMAN Proxy Copy.
2. Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager launches the restore of the datafiles creating one

restore job for each media to read.

Environment Variables
This table describes the environment variables that you can use to handle the creation of the
proxy copy:

Variable Drescription

TINA_
RMANPC_
CMD

Specifies the path of the script encapsulating the proxy command.

If the variable is not set, Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager performs direct
file backup to the media without invoking the proxy command.

If the variable is set but the command is not accessible or executable, the backup
fails and an error is sent to the RMAN log and Tina event files.
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Variable Drescription

TINA_
RMANPC_
MOUNT_
HOST

Specifies the name of the host carrying the Tina backup agent.

If the variable is not set, Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager runs the backup
to the media from the local host. Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager is in
charge of verifying that the host is known as a Tina backup agent. If not, the
backup fails and an error is sent to the RMAN log and Tina event files.

If the host is aliased in the $TINA_HOME/Conf/hosts file, Tina for Oracle using
Recovery Manager uses the alias only to launch the backup to the media. The
proxy copy command still receives the hostname in the variable.

If the mount host is not eligible as host destination, the proxy copy creation script
returns TINA_RMANPC_ERROR_INVALID_HOST (numeric value to define) to Tina for
Oracle using Recovery Manager. In that case, the backup fails and an error is sent
to the RMAN log and Tina event files.

TINA_
RMANPC_
MOUNT_
DIR

Specifies the path of the copy to the Tina backup agent.

If the variable is not set, the Tina backup agent sees the copy in the same path as
the Oracle / RMAN server does. The datafiles path on the platform file system is
the concatenation of this variable and the absolute path of the source datafiles.

If the mount directory is not eligible as directory destination, the proxy copy
creation script returns TINA_RMANPC_ERROR_INVALID_DIR (numeric value to
define) to Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager. In that case, the backup fails
and an error is sent to the RMAN log and Tina event files.
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Variable Drescription

TINA_
RMANPC_
DIR_LIST

Specifies the path of a file containing a list of directories and their datafiles to
enable backups to run in parallel. That file is generated by the proxy copy creation
command. The file syntax to use is the same as the syntax that the Tina List
application uses, except that subdirectories are not allowed.

Similarly to the Tina backint for SAP implementation, each directory listed
constitutes a set of datafiles defined by the name of the directory. Each datafile is
identified by its path.

Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager invokes the creation of the proxy copy by
specifying the directory name in the argument of the command.

Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager launches a backup job on the Tina
backup agent for each set of datafiles.

If the variable is not set, Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager creates a default
set named DEFAULT, invokes the proxy copy creation command only once, and
launches a single job to back up the datafiles.

If the variable is set but the specified file is not readable or contains syntax errors,
the backup fails and an error is sent to the RMAN log and Tina event files.

If the paths of datafiles to backup are provided by the Oracle RMAN server and not
included in the file specified by TINA_RMANPC_DIR_LIST, Tina for Oracle using
Recovery Manager put theses datafiles in the DEFAULT directory file.

Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager reads the List file only when the proxy
copy creation command is completed.

See the Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager documentation or details
concerning the List application syntax.

This table describes the environment variables that you can use to handle the backup of the
proxy copy to tape:

Variable Drescription

TINA_RMANPC_
CONCURRENT_
JOBS

Specifies an integer representing the maximum number of jobs that Tina can
launch in parallel, regardless of the number of directories in the list. If the
variable is not set, Tina launches one job per directory in the list.

The value of the variable should be equal to the number of drives available at
backup time.

This variable applies to both backup and restore operations.
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Variable Drescription

TINA_RMANPC_
FILES_PER_
JOB

Specifies the maximum number of datafiles that a single job must back up to
tape. This may be useful to dynamically distribute the datafiles to back up
among the available drives, and to avoid leaving a drive unused during the
parallel backup process. This variable is taken into account only if TINA_
RMANPC_CONCURRENT_JOBS is properly set.

As the change of a job may be costly, it is recommended that this variable
should be large enough.

If neither TINA_RMANPC_FILES_PER_JOB nor TINA_RMANPC_SIZE_PER_JOB
are set, Tina for Oracle using Recovery Manager creates the exact number of
jobs specified by TINA_RMANPC_CONCURRENT_JOB.

TINA_RMANPC_
SIZE_PER_JOB

Specifies the maximum amount of data that a single job must back up to tape.
This variable works similarly to the TINA_RMANPC_FILES_PER_JOB variable.

You cannot use both variables at the same time.

For any further information concerning RMAN Proxy Copy implementation with Tina, contact
Atempo Professional Services.
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CHAPTER4-Time Navigator for Oracle on
NetApp
This topic describes this information:

l Preparation
l Configuring Tina
l Database Backup
l Database Restore

Preparation

Prerequisites
A working knowledge of Tina, Oracle, NDMP, and your file server administration is required.

System requirements
For the most up-to-date information on the operating systems supported, see the Tina
Compatibility Guide on the AtempoWeb site.

Oracle 12c
Oracle Database 12c is supported onWindows and Unix when the database is not a multitenant
container database (named a non-CDB database).

When you use Tina for Oracle 12c on a CDB database, this major alarm displays: Oracle 12c:
multitenant container database not yet supported and the operation is cancelled.

Note: To know if a database is a non-CDB database, use the select CDB from
v$DATABASE SQL request. The value is Yes for a CDB database and No for a non-CDB
database.

Installed components
It is assumed that you have installed these components on your environment:
• An Oracle server.

The datafiles are located on the Network Appliance server but the control files and archive
logs must be stored in a different location (e.g., on the Oracle server).

Important: The database must be mounted and in ARCHIVELOGmode.

• At least one Network Appliance file server with a library attached.
The Oracle user must be allowed to run a rsh command on the file server(s).

• A Tina agent on the Oracle server. Install a Tina agent if you have not already done so.
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• The split file and the NDMP backup scripts are copied during Tina installation in $TINA_
HOME/Tools/Tina/OracleNDMP directory. Ensure that the split.dat and start_ndmp_
backup.dat scripts for Unix or split.cmd and start_ndmp_backup.cmd scripts for
Windows) exist on your disk in this directory.
These files are sample scripts that you must modify according to your own configuration.
You can rename them and/or move them to a different directory.

Documentation
Along with the Oracle on Network Appliance documentation, see these Tina guides:
• Atempo-Tina Administration Guide.
• Atempo-Tina for NDMP User’s Guide.

Limitations
Be aware of these limitations:
• The use of a Virtual Library System is not supported to back up Tina for Oracle on NetApp.
• Unix.Only one Network file server can be backed up.

Network Architecture
This is the architecture of the network:
• The Tina server hosts the Tina Client for NDMP.
• The Oracle server hosts the Tina agent for Oracle and Oracle system files (i.e., control files

and archive logs). The system files are backed up on a drive directly attached to the Oracle
server.

• The Network Appliance file server hosts Oracle datafiles which are backed up via NDMP
onto the library attached to the file server.

This diagram shows an example of a network architecture that enables backups and restores of
an Oracle database:
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You can also back up control files and archive logs onto the library attached to the file server.

Configuring Tina
This topic explains how to configure Tina through the Web Administration.

File Server Configuration
To configure Tina, you must create:
• The Network Appliance file server.
• A Tina for NDMP application on the Tina server.
• A Tina for Oracle application on the Oracle server.

File Server Host Creation
You must declare your Network Appliance file server as a host in Tina and configure it as a
NDMP server. Repeat the procedure for each file server on which Oracle databases are stored.

Note: On Unix, only one file server can be backed up.

To create the Network Appliance host

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Platforms  Hosts. The Hosts pane opens.
3. Click the New Host button to launch the Host Creation Wizard.
4. Define the Network Appliance host parameters.

This table describes the parameters that you can set to define the Network Appliance:

Parameter Description

Creation Method.

Create a Host
Manually

Lets you create a host manually.

Clone a Host Lets you clone an existing host.

• The Host Cloning pane lets you select the host from which the
new one will be created.

• The Clone Options pane lets you select from these options:
Backup Selection, Strategies, Tunables, and Alarm Filters.

General Information.

Host Name Enter the name of the new host. You must respect the case of the
hostname. The name must be the hostname known by the network
and not an alias.

If you want to use aliases, you must declare the aliases in the hosts
file. See the Tina Installation Documentation.
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Parameter Description

Host Type Select the file server type.

Comment Optional. Enter a comment describing the host.

Protocol.

The protocol corresponding to the selected host type is automatically checked.
For most of the hosts, the protocol is TiNa.

For a Network Appliance host, the protocol is NDMP. You will be asked to specify a
User name and Password.

Some hosts support both TiNa and NDMP protocols.

Version Select the file server version.

Local User Enter the name of the file server user.

The identity of the user is verified each time a connection to the host
is attempted. Ensure that if the password or the user name you
entered is modified at the operating system level, it is updated in the
Tina NDMP host settings as well.

Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the local user password and confirm it.

The password for a Network Appliance file server should not exceed
8 characters.

Advanced Options.

Storage Node Not applicable

Mobile Host If your host is a mobile platform (i.e., a laptop computer or a machine
frequently disconnected from the network), select this box to prevent
Tina from issuing an alarm each time the host is not found on the
network.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on configuring
mobile hosts.

5. Verify the Summary of the host parameters carefully and click Finish to create the host.
6. If the host has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Host Creation Wizard. The

newly created host displays in the list of hosts.
Or
If the host creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

7. Select the host you have just created in the list and click the Enable Host button to enable
the host.

File Server Hardware Configuration
To configure the file server hardware, you must create these elements:
• A drive dedicated to NDMP backups.
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• A media pool dedicated to NDMP backups.
• A library.

To create a dedicated drive

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Storage  Drives. The Drives pane opens.
3. Click the New Drive button to launch the Drive Creation Wizard.
4. Define the new drive parameters as described in the Tina Administration Documentation.
5. In the Local Host Selection window, select the newly created file server.
6. In the Device Descriptor field of the General Drive Information window, enter the device

name. It must be of the type: nrst0a.

Note: To get a list of devices, run the sysconfig -t command of your file server.
Ensure that you select a no rewind device (nr).

7. Verify the Summary of the drive parameters carefully and click Finish to create the drive.
8. If the drive has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Drive Creation Wizard. The

newly created drive displays in the list of drives.
Or
If the drive creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

9. Select the drive you have just created in the list and click the Enable Drive button to enable
the drive.

To create a dedicated media pool

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Backup Destinations  Media Pools. The Media Pools pane opens.
3. Click the New Pool button to launch the Pool Creation Wizard.
4. Define the new media pool parameters as described in the Tina Administration

Documentation. Ensure you associate the media pool to the previously created drives.
5. Verify the Summary of the pool parameters carefully and click Finish to create the pool.
6. If the pool has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Pool Creation Wizard. The

newly created pool displays in the list of pools.
Or
If the pool creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

To create and configure a library

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Storage  Libraries. The Libraries pane opens.
3. Click the New Library button to launch the Library Creation Wizard.
4. Define the new library parameters as described in the Tina Administration Documentation.
5. In the Local Host Selection window, select the newly created file server.
6. In the Device Descriptor field of the General Library Information window, enter the device

name. It must be of the mc0 type.

Note: To get a list of devices, use the sysconfig -m of your file server command.
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7. In the Library Drives window, associate the previously created dedicated drives with the
library.

8. Verify the Summary of the library parameters carefully and click Finish to create the library.
9. If the library has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Library Creation Wizard.

The newly created library displays in the list of libraries.
Or
If the library creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

Tina Client for NDMP
For each file server that you use with Oracle, you must create an NDMP application attached to
the Tina server.

To create the NDMP application

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Platforms  Applications. The Applications pane opens.
3. Click the New Application button to launch the Application Creation Wizard.
4. Define the NDMP application parameters:

This table describes the parameters that you can set to define the NDMP application:

Parameter Description

Host Selection Select the Tina server where the NDMP application is installed.

General Information.

Application
Name

Enter the name of the new application. The application name is the
name given to the application backup folder. It can be edited at a later
date if needed without losing backups.

Each application must be given a different name.

Application
Type

Select the NDMP application.

Application
Version

Select the NDMP file server.

Comment Optional. Enter a comment describing the application.

User Information.

NDMP Server Enter the name of the NDMP host (file server) to be backed up.
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Parameter Description

NDMP User Enter the name of a privileged user of the NDMP file server to be
backed up.

The identity of the user is verified each time a backup or restore
operation is performed. Ensure that if the password or the user name
you entered is modified at the operating system level, it is updated in
the Tina NDMP application settings as well.

Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the NDMP user password and confirm it.

Local User Enter the name of a user who has access to the host where the NDMP
application resides.

Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the local user password and confirm it.

Environment Variables.

Optional
Environment
Variables

To add an optional variable:

1 Click Add and select Add an optional environment variable.

2 Select the variable in the Name tab. The variable definition displays
in the Details tab.

3 Click Apply and Close.

4 Enter the variable value in the Value column. The number of defined
optional variables is specified in the list (e.g., Optional (3/13)).

If you do not remember which value you can enter, point your mouse on
the variable name to display a pop-up containing information on the
variable.
To edit an optional variable, click the variable value in the list and enter
the new variable value.

To remove an optional variable, select it from the list and click Remove.
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Parameter Description

(continued)
Optional
Environment
Variables

Enter the names and values of these variables:

• TINA_INCR_METHOD=DIFF

We recommend that you set the TINA_INCR_METHOD to DIFF for it is
best suited to back up Oracle databases.
• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE=description_file_path
See Description File for the File Server Tree Structure for details on the
description file.

For a detailed list of the variables available for the NDMP application,
see the Atempo-Tina for NDMP User’s Guide.

You can also set environment variables using the Restore & Archive
Manager.

User Defined
Environment
Variables

Variable that does not appear in the existing variable list.

To add a user defined variable:

1. Click Add and select Add a user defined environment variable. An
empty field displays in the list of user defined variables.

2. Enter the name of the variable in the Name column.
3. Enter the value of the variable in the Value column.

5. Verify the Summary of the application parameters carefully and click Finish to create the
application.

6. If the application has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Application Creation
Wizard. The newly created application displays in the list of applications.
Or
If the application creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

7. Select the application you have just created in the list and click the Enable Application
button to enable the application.

Description File for the File Server Tree Structure
To configure backup selections, you must provide Tina with this information in the form of a
description file.

The description file is a text file. It lists all the directories existing on the host that you want to
include in the backup selection. It should also list the restore directories if they are different from
the original directories.

The description file path must be declared by setting the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE environment
variable when creating the NDMP application.
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This image shows an example of a description file for the File Server tree:

See the Atempo-Tina for NDMP User’s Guide for details on the description file.

Tina for Oracle
This topic describes this information:
• Oracle Application Creation
• Split File Configuration
• Media Pool Creation

Oracle Application Creation
An Oracle application must be attached to the host where the Oracle server is installed.

To create an Oracle application

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Platforms  Applications. The Applications pane opens.
3. Click the New Application button to launch the Application Creation Wizard.
4. Define the Oracle application parameters.

This table describes the parameters that you can set to define the Oracle application:

Parameter Description

Host Selection Select the host where the Oracle server is installed.

General Information.

Application
Name

Enter the name of the new application. The application name is the
name given to the application backup folder. It can be edited at a later
date if needed without losing backups.

Each application must be given a different name.

Application
Type

Select the Oracle application.

Comment Optional. Enter a comment describing the application.
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Parameter Description

User Information.

Owner Enter the name of the operating system user under which the Oracle
software was installed and under which the database creation script
was executed. It may or may not be the same as the Database
Administrator (DBA) account.

It is the user to which the datafiles, control files, and redo log files
belong. These are the most usual choices:

• Windows. administrator
• Unix. oracle
You must grant the owner access to the file server via rsh and declare
him as a Tina user with these rights:

• Administration and supervision rights.
• All the backup rights.
See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on the rights of
user.

For Oracle 9i on HP-UX platforms, ensure that the group to which the
owner belongs (i.e., dba) has the MLOCK privilege. As the root user,
enter the # setprivgrp dba MLOCK command to set the MLOCK
privilege.

Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the owner password and confirm it.

Access User Enter the name of the Oracle user to be used to connect to the
database. This is usually SYS.

Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the access user password and confirm it.

Environment Variables.
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Parameter Description

Oracle Home
Directory

Enter the directory where the version of Oracle is installed.

• Windows.
d:\oracle\product\9.0.1

d:\oracle\product\10.2.0\db_1

• Unix.
/export/home/oracle/product/9.0.1

/export/home/oracle/product/10.2.0\db_1

Ensure that the path you enter does not end with a slash, or backups
will fail.

The Oracle Home directory must be set to the exact same value, using
the same case, as the ORACLE_HOME variable used to start the Oracle
instance. This is a prerequisite from Oracle.

Oracle System
Identifier

Enter the Oracle system identifier of the instance to be used to connect
to the database.

Examples

• Windows. PROD2
• Unix. PROD1

Windows. Use always upper case characters to set this variable, as it
may be impossible to restore data from a database with lower case
characters in the system identifier.

Path to the
Oracle
Dynamic
Library

Enter the Tina for Oracle dynamic library to use. These are the valid
options:

• Windows. The default value is (libtina_ora??.dll).
• Unix. The default value is (libtina_ora_??.so), (libtina_

ora_??.sl), or (libtina_ora_??.a).

Remove the parenthesis and replace the ? character by the
corresponding Oracle server version.
For instance, these are the valid options for Oracle 9.2:

• Windows. libtina_ora92.dll
• Unix. libtina_ora_92.so, libtina_ora_92.sl, or libtina_

ora_92.a.
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Parameter Description

Optional
Environment
Variables

To add an optional variable:

1 Click Add and select Add an optional environment variable.

2 Select the variable in the Name tab. The variable definition displays
in the Details tab.

3 Click Apply and Close.

4 Enter the variable value in the Value column. The number of defined
optional variables is specified in the list (e.g., Optional (3/13)).

If you do not remember which value you can enter, point your mouse on
the variable name to display a pop-up containing information on the
variable.
To edit an optional variable, click the variable value from the list and
enter the new value.

To remove an optional variable, select it from the list and click Remove.

Define the TINA_ORA_SPLIT_MODE variable to specify the absolute path
of the program or script used for split mode (Oracle Online Backup
feature). See Split File Configuration for details.

For a detailed list of all the environment variables available for the
Oracle application, see Tina for Oracle Environment Variables.

You can also set environment variables using the Restore & Archive
Manager.

User Defined
Environment
Variables

A user defined variable is a variable that does not appear in the existing
variable list.

To add a user defined variable:

5 Click Add and select Add a user defined environment variable. An
empty field displays in the list of user defined variables.

6 Enter the name of the variable in the Name column.

7 Enter the value of the variable in the Value column.

5. Verify the Summary of the application parameters carefully and click Finish to create the
application.

6. If the application has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Application Creation
Wizard. The newly created application displays in the list of applications.
Or
If the application creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

7. Select the application you have just created in the list and click the Enable Application
button to enable the application.
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Split File Configuration
You must create a script to perform a backup of your Oracle database in split mode, using the
Oracle Online Backup feature.

You can find an example of the script (split) in the $TINA_HOME/Tools/Tina/OracleNDMP
directory.

You must modify this sample script for it to fit to your own configuration.

Windows

This table describes the variables that you must set for a Windows system:

Variable name Description Example

TINA_CATALOG Specifies the name of the Tina catalog. catndmp

nb_filer Specifies the number of file servers used for the database. 3

filer1
filer2
filer3

Specifies the name of the Network Appliance file servers. dardar
aria
Jane

volumefiler1
volumefiler2
volumefiler3

Specifies the names of the volumes that host the Oracle
database on each file server.

vol0
vol0
vol0

snapname Specifies the name of the snapshot. tina

Unix

This table describes the variables that you must set for a Unix system:

Variable
name Description Example

TINA_
CATALOG

Specifies the name of the Tina catalog. catndmp

filer Specifies the name of the Network Appliance file server. dardar

volume Specifies the names of the volumes that host the Oracle database
on the file server.

vol0

snapname Specifies the name of the snapshot for the Oracle databases. oracle_
snap

The split file script places the Oracle tablespaces into backup mode and takes a Network
Appliance snapshot. Then the snapshot, which is a read-only image of the datafiles, can be
backed up independently while the database is online.
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Media Pool Creation
You must create a media pool on which to back up Oracle archive logs and control files.

To create a media pool

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Backup Destinations  Media Pools. The Media Pools pane opens.
3. Click the New Pool button to launch the Pool Creation Wizard.
4. Define the new media pool parameters as described in the Tina Administration

Documentation.
Ensure that you associate the media pool to the drive on which you want to back up Oracle
control files and datafiles.

5. Verify the Summary of the pool parameters carefully and click Finish to create the pool.
6. If the pool has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Pool Creation Wizard. The

newly created pool displays in the list of pools.
Or
If the pool creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

Database Backup
This topic describes how to configure and trigger a backup of an Oracle database using Tina.

Backup principles
Tina perfoms a backup operation by running four steps.

Tina runs a first job that consists of these steps:
1. Tina triggers a backup of the Oracle database using the split mode feature.
2. Once the database is in backup mode, the file server takes a Snapshot of the datafiles.
3. Tina backs up Oracle control files and archive logs.

Then Tina runs a second job that consists of this step:
> A server-free backup of the Oracle datafiles is performed through NDMP.

Backup configuration
You must configure backup strategies and set backup selections on these applications:
• The Oracle application which enables you to control file and archive log backup.
• The NDMP application(s) which enables you to back up datafiles.

Oracle Application Backup

To create a backup strategy

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Data Management  Strategies. The Strategies pane opens.
3. Click the New Strategy button to launch the Strategy Creation Wizard.
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4. Define the new strategy parameters as described in the Tina Administration
Documentation.

5. In the Full and Incremental Media Pool windows, ensure you select the media pool you
created for control files and archive logs backups.

6. Verify the Summary of the strategy parameters carefully and click Finish to create the
strategy.

7. If the strategy has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Strategy Creation
Wizard. The newly created strategy displays in the list of strategies.
Or
If the strategy creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

8. Select the newly created strategy in the list and click the Strategy Details button.
9. In the Postprocessing field of the Advanced-Commands area, enter the path of the start_

ndmp_backup script which triggers the NDMP backup.
You can find an example of the script in the $TINA_HOME/Tools/Tina/OracleNDMP
directory.

start_ndmp_backup Script

You must modify this sample script for it to fit to your own configuration.

Windows

This table describes the variables that you must set for a Windows system:

Variable name Description Example

TINA_CATALOG Specifies the name of the Tina catalog. catndmp

nb_filer Specifies the number of file servers used for the
database.

3

filer1
filer2
filer3

Specifies the name of the Network Appliance file
servers.

dardar
aria
Jane

volumefiler1
volumefiler2
volumefiler3

Specifies the names of the volumes that host the
Oracle database on each file server.

vol0
vol0
vol0

snapname Specifies the name of the snapshot. oracle_snap

applinamefiler1
applinamefiler2
applinamefiler3

Specifies the name of the NDMP Applications for each
file server.

takata.ndmp
ora.ndmp
Jane.ndmp

Unix

This table describes the variables that you must set for a Unix system:
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Variable
name Description Example

TINA_
CATALOG

Specifies the name of the Tina catalog. catndmp

filer Specifies the name of the Network Appliance file server. dardar

volume Specifies the names of the volumes that host the Oracle
database on the file server.

vol0

snapname Specifies the name of the snapshot for the Oracle databases. oracle_snap

appliname Specifies the name of the NDMP Applications for each file
server.

takata.ndmp

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on the creation of backup strategies.

To create a backup selection

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Data Management  Backup Selections. The Backup Selections pane opens.
3. Click the New Backup Selection button to launch the Backup Selection Creation Wizard.
4. Define the new backup selection parameters as described in the Tina Administration

Documentation.
5. Verify the Summary of the backup selection parameters carefully and click Finish to create

the backup selection.
6. If the backup selection has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Backup

Selection Creation Wizard. The newly created backup selection displays in the list of
backup selections.
Or
If the backup selection creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

NDMP Application Backup

To configure the backup through NDMP

1. In the Web Administration, create a backup strategy associated with the media pool you
created to back up the datafiles.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on the creation of backup strategies.
2. In the NDMP Application’s Restore & Archive Manager, set a backup selection on the

directory where the datafiles you want to back up are located.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details on backup selection settings.

Backup triggering
Besides scheduled automatic triggering, you can manually initiate an incremental or a full backup
of your Oracle database.
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To manually initiate a backup

1. In the Web Administration, select the Oracle application.
2. Click the Launch Backup button.
3. Select Launch Full Backup-Full A (B, C, or D) to start a full backup manually.

Or
Select Launch Incremental Backup-Incr A (B, C, or D) to start an incremental backup
manually.

Database Restore
This topic describes how to restore and recover the Oracle database stored in the Network
Appliance file server.

The restore procedure consists of two main steps:
• Database restore. Process of reading the datafiles, archive logs, and control files from

medias and restoring them.
This step is performed first via Tina Client for NDMP and then via Tina for Oracle.

• Recovery. Process of applying redo information to datafiles to obtain a consistent
database.
This step is performed via Oracle Server Manager.

Database restore
To restore datafiles

1. Open Restore & Archive Manager on the NDMP application.
2. Open the directory where the Oracle datafiles were backed up.
3. In the Time Navigation area, select the Show deleted files check box and enter a value

greater than 0.
The backed up datafiles appear as striped icons.
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This image shows the backed up datafiles:

4. Select the datafiles you want to restore and select Tree  Selection  Versions.
The Versions in time window opens.
This image illustrates the Files Instances window:

5. Select the backup version you want to go back to and click Synchronize.
Restore & Archive Manager displays the file tree in the Past, as it was on the date of the
backup you have selected.

6. Verifiy the datafiles that you must restore.
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This image illustrates the datafiles that you have selected to be restored:

7. Select Restore  Run.
The Restore window opens.

8. In the Parameters tab, complete the Other Directory field with the path of the directory
where you want to restore the datafiles and select the restore parameters.

9. Click OK to proceed with the restore.
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This image illustrates the Parameters tab of the Restore window:

See the Tina Restore Documentation for details on the restore parameters.

To restore archive logs and control files

1. Stop the Oracle database.
2. Open Restore & Archive Manager on the Oracle application.
3. Expand the meta-tree.
4. In the Time Navigation area, select the Show deleted files check box and enter a value

greater than 0.
The meta objects appear striped.
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This image shows the meta objects:

5. Select the control.sqlmeta-file and select Tree  Selection  Versions.
The Versions in Time window opens.
This image illustrates the Files Instances in Time window:
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6. Select the backup version closest to the one you previously selected for the NDMP
application and click Synchronize.

7. In the Time Navigation area, clear the Show deleted files check box.
Restore & Archive Manager displays the meta-tree in the Past, as it was on the date of the
backup you have selected.

8. Verifiy the meta-files that display in the meta-tree in the Past:
• All the archive logs along with their gutter destination meta-link at the top of the _

ARCHIVE_LOGSmeta-directory.
• The control.sqlmeta-file along with its gutter (user dump) destination meta-link at

the top of the _CONTROL_FILESmeta-directory.
• The _REDO_LOGSmeta-directory, except the gutter destination meta-link.
This image illustrates the meta-tree in the Past:

9. Select Restore  Run.
The Restoring window opens.

10. Select the restore parameters and click OK to proceed with the restore.

See the Tina Restore Documentation for details on the restore parameters.
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Database recovery
Database recovery is running the control.sql script to recreate the control files and recover a
consistent database.

Example. This example shows how the control.sql script restores and recovers the
databases:

wismeril.oracle(13) [udump] pwd
/export/home/oracle/admin/FBN816/udump
wismeril.oracle(14) [udump] ls
control.sql fbn816_ora_449.trc tina_cold_FBN816.txt tina_dbfs_FBN816.txt

wismeril.oracle(16) [udump] svrmgrl
Oracle Server Manager Release 3.1.6.0.0 - Production
Copyright (c) 1997, 1999, Oracle Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
Oracle8i Release 8.1.6.0.0 - Production
JServer Release 8.1.6.0.0 - Production

SVRMGR> connect internal
Connected.
SVRMGR> @/export/home/oracle/admin/FBN816/udumpcontrol.sql
ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area 25599984 bytes
Fixed Size 69616 bytes
Variable Size 24621056 bytes
Database Buffers 819200 bytes
Redo Buffers 90112 bytes
Statement processed.
Media recovery complete.
Statement processed.
Statement processed.
SVRMGR>exit

Your database has been successfully restored and recovered.
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